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- The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
' ' llolling Meadows -- 1978 


I $ 


Rev. Carl F. Thr.un 


~ I . t ... IN NOMINE JESU 


( J Is!J,ah .6: 1-8 


What goes through your mind when you hear those three letters G-0-D ? It seems like we 


Americans are quite capable of using the word ajiot: ' 'M~od: 0 God! Good God! or the - ---
more profane "God danm" --- but I suggest that for the most part we don't really have 


the foggiest notion of what that word "GOO" really means •••••••• As we celebratf! today 


the FEAST Ct' THI HOLY TRINITY, perhaps the prophet Isaiah can help us. 


As we just heard, Isaiah had a stunning experience of the reality of God, It was no 


empty sound drifting in the wind for him. It was an overwhelming and shattering 
• 


experience which turned his whole life around •••••• But the images he uses to describe 


it --- can they really help you or me in our neon- lishted, Jet- propelled, food- packaged 


TV-entertained world? · -- 'THRONES, SERAPHIM WITH SIX WIR;S, FOUNDATION.S SHAKIR;, SMOKE 


AND BURNING COAIS?" At first glance those images seem far removed from our world - - -


even when we are in Church. How can we today talk about the reality of God in term1 of 


"thrones 11 and "seraphim" and "smoke? 11 
• • • • • • It 'a weird. 


But if we take a second look at this vision which the prophet experienced in the temple 


we can see that he is saying at least two things which are essential to any understand-


ing of the reality of God: GCJ> IS FAR Cl'F, unapproachable, mysterious, uncontrollable, 


-- and yet, amazingly, this same unapproachable and mysterious GOD D~ NEAR AND - 4----._ 
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TOUCHES US, The throne, the seraphim with the six wings, the shaking of the foundatio 


of the temple, the smoke, the ceaseless calling out, "HOLY, HOLY, HOLY IS THE LORD CF 


(i"_~~~~:ly dis~~· •••••• But the seraehim flying down to touch the prophet's lifS ---
wit~ a burning coal --- that is God drawing near to touch and make whole 


,,...-. - like a £!!!!: -
BORN IN A STABLE -- like a DYING MAN THROWING HIS ARMS AGAl~T A CRCSS ON A FRIDAY 


AFTERNOON •••••••• God far away and beyond us and God very near and present with us --


that is the tension of understanding or experiencing the GOD the Bible talks about. 


But we are forever breaking that tension. At the time of the ~ormati~ it was ~ 


in His beyondness that had gotten all out of proportion. So Luther agonized over how ___.. 
~ 


he could possibly find p~ or acceptance from the8Eapproachabi3 mysterious, 


andG::ven a;&ri>~d. His momentous rediscovery of " justification by grace through faitt 


--
was his way of saying that the awful and majestic and unapproachable God draws near to 


-,,-
us in Christ -- offering eeace and forgiveness and love and hope through no efforts of 


our own. 


Today the problem is exactly reversed. We have taken the near end of God and so 


embraced it as to all but suffocate His beyondness. msaiah's cry in the presence of 


the High and Holy One, " I AM A MAN CF UNCLEAN LIPS, AND I DWELL IN THE MIDST CF A 
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PEOPIE CF U?l:LEAN LIPS ," is all but incomprehensible to most of us today. We say 


instead, "Lord, I do the best I can - You know that ." Or, "Someone upstairs mst like 


me . 11 Or, as a teenager put it, ''I've had a groovy experience of God ." ••••• Add to tha 


our obsession with God's b l essings: Ga> BU?SS our ~ and nation and schools and 


lunche6ns and church services and even our football games •••••• Have you ever noticed 


how many baseball players cross themselves before they step up to the plate? •••.• God 


it seems, has to be a kind of BI.ESSER. Cl' EVBRYTHI?«;. 


And the symptoms are evident in the way we worship. Instead of any experience of .!!!!• 


and wonder, and mystery, and glory, most churches advertise an experience of friendli-


nesa. It has become fashionable to change the pronoun ' 'Thou ," when addressing God, to 


"You ." I understand the reasons. I do it myself. It is a revolt against archaic, 


Shakespearean language. But the change to the more familiar ' 'You'' is also perilous. 


For that "Thou ," however archaic, had come to express a sense of distance and even awe 


when we address the High and Holy One. 


AB in worship, so in our national life: ''God bless America '' -- " In God we trust" --


''One nation under God ." •••• • • Martin Marty writes: "God is so confidently controlled 


that the sense of distance between His purposes and ours disappears. As a saying of 


some decades ago went: Gott strafe England (God punish England) , and God save the Kir 
God this and God that, and God the other thing. 
'Good God,' said God, 'I've got lily work cut out.' " 
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Is it any wonder that a lot of us are worried about the 1110ral climate in our country 


today? If God is known only in His nearness • 0 as reassuring, blessi!j, loving, 


f orgivinj ----- then His awesome demands for integrity, honesty, justice, ~. 


righteousness dwindle away into a whimper. "Love for the neighbor" which at rock 


bottom involves simple justice, respect for the integrity and freedom of others becomes 


soft and sentimental. And " love for the enemy" is so far out as to be little more than 


a joke. As one churchwoman said to her pastor, "God doesn't expect us to be all peachE 


and cream, now does Be? 11 Or the other expression, " I like to sin and God likes to 


forgive -- so everybody's happy ." ••• • •• With that kind of soft and flabby morality it 


is no wonder that we whould experience such things as Watergate and Guyanah and a host 


of other atrocities. 


So the question arises: Is there any way by which we can restore the tension between tl 


High and Holy and the God Who draws near? ••• • • Well, first of all we have to soak -
ourselves with the primary realization thate IS ~ --E c?J-~ 
~--and w: are only creatures, hu~n, mo~al •••••• Once we have experienced anc 


...... - -----::::-
confessed HIS BBYONDNESS then it is also possible for us to experience HIS NEARNESS 


~ 


For me, that happens in the Holy Communion --- when I receive the Bread and the Wine 


and they "touch my lips " -- ''LIB A BURNI~ COAL." With the singing of the Sanctus, 







,. 
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the song of Isaiah's seraphim, "HOLY, HOLY, HOLY IS THE LORD CF H(l;TS; TB WHOIE EARTH 


IS FULL CF HIS GLCllY ," I am frequently touched by an experience of the MYSTERY CF GCI>, 


the "fZA-.i HOLY ONE -- unapproachable in glory - - bending down to touch me 1n ~ 
and reassurance and hope through the Bread and Wine where Christ gives me His own Body 


and Blood •••••• As I say, here it is that the MYST&RY CF BOTH HIS BBYONDNESS AND CF HIS 


NEARNESS comes alive for me. Here it is that I am caught up in the AWFUL HOLINESS OF 


GCI> -- HIS DISTANCE -- incredibly reaching across the GREAT CHASM, the GREAT GUIF 


telling me that in the midst of the myriads and billions upon billions of people, HE 


HAS CALIBD ME BY MY NAME -- He has TOUCHED ME •••••• What can I do? What can you do 


but answer, "HERE AM I! SEND ME ." Amen. 








J. The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows -- 1980 


Rev. Carl F • Thrun 


J 
( 


IN N<MINE JESU 


Romans 5 : 1-5 


' 'The count on the batter is three end two.'' When a b.!8eball ~ouncer gives you this 


information, that is altogether different from what the football coamentator has in ---
mind when he says, "It ' s third end two .'' Each sport has its own jargon -- and anybody 


Al-_..1~ 
who is interested~["_;- t~. become familiar with the lingo. 


The Christian religion, too, has its own vocabulary. Some words take on particular 


significance in the context of Holy Scripture -- and one such phrase is " JUSTIFICATION 


BY FAITH ." Many people who otherwise know very little about the Lutheran Church know 


ly 
that its cardinal teaching is " JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH . " Sure, then, as Lutherans we 


ought to be well acquainted with what that means. 


In his Epistle to the Romans, St. Paul uses the word ''JUSTIFICATION" more than 50 times 


This term is rooted in the courts of law. When the Bible tells us that we are " JUSTI-


FIED BY FAITH" - this terminology pictures God as the Judge who pardons you and me, 


the accused, not because we are innocent (we're guilty all right), but because ' 'T IE 


~~~~ ~~ . ·. 
BLOO> <F JESUS CHRIST, JIIS SOii, CIEANSES US FRQI ALL SIN ,'}_ As we f~ 
bar of eternal justice, we have an ADVOCATE - an, ATTCRNEY - the Son of the Judge Who 


pleads on our behalf: ''Father, remember I have made good for their sin ." So the Fathet 


Judge lets us go .scot-free! 
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Little wonder that St. Paul exults in our text about the inner PE'ACE. and QUIET we now 


have because we are JUSTIFIEJ> BY FAITH. ' 'IHEREFCJU:, SINCE WE ARE JUSTIFIED BY FAITH, 


WE HAVE PEACS WITH G(J) THROOGH OOR L(JU) JESUS CHRIST •'' ~ Isn't it great to know that 


the plan of our Creator is not to condemn us but to SAVE; US! ~was right when he 


said: "ConsciPnc~ doth make cowards of \.!!! all .'' By nature, we are 3fraid to meet our 


Maker. We know what we deserve ·- NOfHIR; BUT HIS ETERNAL WRATH AND PUNISID£NT ! But 


once we have been to the Cross, we are no longer CCUARDS -- because there, on Calvary, 


our Triune God Whose marvelous Nature we celebrate Today - - our Maker, Justifer, and 


Sanctifier says to us: "FE:AR Nor, FCR I HAVE REDEE1£D YOO; I HAVE CALIED YOO BY YOOR 


NAME ; YOO ARE MIN£: ." 


~ 
18n't that something? The~oly God canes to people like you and me! He likes us! He 


;u.tc.e 
wants us! Instead of abandoning us and letting us "stew in our own jice, '' He went out 


of His way to help us and fix things up for us -- because that's the kind of God He is 


Patient, kind, selfless, loving, forgiving. His FCRGIVENBSS is there for everyone - -
of us. He lays it at our feet whether we want it or not. Right now the 'oly s;1rUlis 


nud~us -- urging us to believe God and take Him at His Word that He forgives us for 


Christ's sake. Everytime we say in the Creed, " I believe in the forgiveness of sins ," 


we are reaffirming our joy over ''JUSTIFICATIW BY FArrH ." That's the basis of our 


P£ACE: CF ~ and PS'AC!: CF SOOL. God is smiling on us with His forgiving love . .. and 
,.... ----- =-t 
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that puts us in good spirits. If anybody has a reason to ' 'be happy as the day is long" 


and to show it --- rr IS W! CHRISTIANS~ 


And that HAPPINESS ought to be reflected in OUT faces~ Once, when~ra~am LincO'in)was 


being urged to appoint a certain man to a position in his cabinet, Uncoln replied: " No 


I won't do it. I don't like the man's face ."••••• ''But ," his friend pleaded, ''the man 


is not responsible for his face ." Whereupon LincoLn dismissed the matter with a terse 


~: "Every man over forty is responsible for his face ." 


St. Paul would agree with Lincoln. In fact,Gt. PauVsoee so far as to say that even 


- -
in God's providence, they are but stepping-stones to eternal happiness. Elsewhere he -


51..lff°t 
writes: ''F at THIS ~ MGIENI'ARY AFFLICTION IS PRE.PARING Fm us AN ETERNAL WEIGHl' CF 


GL<JtY BEYOND ALL CCMPARISOO.'' Afflictions which God permits to come into our lives mol 


,_ into finer and better people. our text tells us that "SUFFERIK; PRCDUCES ENDURAt«:E, 


AND EWURA?l:!E PRCDUCBS CHARACTER.'' That'• Paul's word for "approval .'' A person with 


"CHARACTER" is a person with PRESTIGE: and INIEGRITY who has won WIDE APPROVAL - - a pers 
": 7" 


tho is looked up to and listened to because of a trying experience and how he handled 


it -- a person who has had HARD DAYS and has "come through with flying colors ." Be-


cause he has demonstrated " real character," he is held in high esteem. "AND CHARACTER 
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PRCDUCES HOPE:, AND HOPE DCES NOI DISAPPOltfr US, BECAUSE Ga> 'S LOVE HAS BEEN POORED INrC 


OOR 1£.ARTS THRCOOH THE: HOLY SPIRn WHICH HAS BEEN GIVEN TO US •" 


The Holy Spirit points us to "Ga> 'S LOVE" as He gives us His only and dear Son~ That 


SON CF Ga> came down from heaven and took upon Rineelf our human flesh and blood. He 


was beaten •• He was mocked •• and He died on the Cross •••• and He did it in LOVE' F CR 


US that we ' 'MIGHr NO! PERISH BtlT HAVE EVERXLASTING LIFE '' •••• that we might be " JUSTIFI 


THRCXJGH FAITH!" • •••. And we can be cheerful because not even DE:ATH can defeat us now~ 


And we need to share that JCW with others. One way we can do that is to use the old 
~ 


~brew ~reet~that has been popularized in recent years: "Shalan, my friends, Shalom. 


"Shalom" is one of those words, like " justification," that is hard to replace. "ShalOIJl 


means more than P£ACE . It means general well-being and happiness -- it denotes good 


conscience -- it means ~ner peace and quiet because of sins forgiven -- it means 


g 
living under the favor and blessin of God Almighty, the Father, the Son, and the Holy 


y~~~~~~ 
Spirit. "THEREF~, SUl:E: WE ARE' JUSTIFIED BY FAITH," let that old gre~ble --
and bounce and ring and resound like never before: ''Shalom, my friend, Shalom!" Amen. 


--=:::.- -
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) ~THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINITY Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
·1 f Rolling Meadows -- 1977 


L J IN NOMINE JES U 


. · j GENBS IS 3: 7 & 21 "THE.N THE. EYES OF BO'fH (Adam and Eve) Wl\tE OPENED, AND THEY KNEW 
THAT THEY WE.RE NAKED; AND THEY SEWED FIG LEAVES TOGETHER AND 


MADE THEMSELVES APRONS ••••••• AND THE LORD GOD MADE FOR ADAM AND FOR HIS WIFE. GARMENTS 
OF SKINS, AND CLOTHED THEM ." 


The title of th~ sermon is "SKINS FOR THE. NAKED • 11 It has to do with the SAN-xrY OF 


"skin flicks " for several years now. This morning everyone of you who is a CITIZE;N OF 


ROLLING MEADOWS and OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE will have an opportunity to SIGN A PETITION 


asking our CITY COUNCIL to pass an ORDINANCE banning X·RATED MOVIES and X-RATED BOOK 


STORES from our city. 


The first thing I want to say is that GOD MADE SEX and HE MADE: IT TO BE GOOD . But lik• 


anything else that is GOOD, SEX can be SPOILED. It can be MISUSED AND ABUSED. It can 


be MISDIRECTED AND EXPLOITED. 


I 


.2 °r 3 pu&=peeee, like tlte SINUS eAVl'fl:BS weich are hot only tmporua~ iei; Bi.B.ATHINQ., 


~t PR9ii:CT Tim; Jt¥E'S aftel PB4C)'JSB MS0Hl'dA 14.t!lB 6\l!ltIONES FOR fHE vOICE. Ute same k. 


true of the PUOMBING mtRANGEMENtS OF THE BOD'Y wlitch also zret ve fox the GeB•EHVSN-
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~d~Kr Qi' SM. 'rhe UUHAN BQ;Y '" a 0HA9! Tft!t«; BB BSSP1SEJ) -- H las 


uot:: to be pu F"- tll tltc same ca teg i!y=aS" a ftW"'C:Alf er a TOY oi: ii Gl!IDGB'f :zt.b et ,_ets iteve jue 1 


When God first created ADAM AND EVE.~ we are told that they " WERE BOTH NAKED, AND WERE 


N<Jf ASHAMED ." (Geu 2: 25) They were INN~d about their NUDITY. ~~ey b 
it WASN'T GOOD ENOUGH to be HUMAN. They want to be " LIKE GOD ." •••• J SBX i;:ot the 


problem. PEOPLE are. The PROBl.EM WITH PEOPIE is just about the same as it was at the 


BE.GINNING. PEOPLE yield to TEMPTATION. And the TEMPTATION is NOI to MAKE THE. MOST CF 


SEX. It is to MAKE THE !EAST OF GOD. 


What happened when that FIRST COUPIE took that FIRST STEP away from God -- away from 


~~ 
their FIRST INNOCENCE? Not only had they REBELLED AGAINST GOD -- they ~Cle &: t hllt:Jfi& , 


SI>~: " THE E.YES OF BOTH WERE OPENED, AND THEY KNEW THAT THEY WERE NAKED; AND THE1 


SEWED FIG I.EAVES TOGETHER AND MADE THEMSELVES APRONS ." Then they "HID THEMSELVES " fron 


the presence of God.,,,, .~OD S&ARCllED Tlll!M Otrr, Adam EXCUSED himself and BLAMED hie 


wife. Eve EXCUSED herself and blamed the tempter. And since then we have all becomef. 


masters of "passing the buck.') 
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I am not a PSYCHOLOGIST -- and I am certainly NOT GOD -- but I should like to know 


WHY the LOSS OF INNOCENCE caused Adam and Eve to NOTICE FOR TH& FIRST TIME that ' 'THEY 


WERE NAKED'' -- and then th COVER UP. I do know this: THEIR MISERY WAS MORE: THAN "skin 


deep • 11 It went to the very HEART of things • They were MISERABLE. ALL OVER. They were 


OUT OF TOUCH WITH GOD because they had WRECI<RD A BEAUTIFUL RELATIONSHIP. The 11c lammy 


hand of guilt" gripped their insides -- and they felt "sick" about it. They were 


TERRIFIED. They RAN -- and they DIDN'T KNOW WHERE TO RUN. The 11 thing of beauty'' did 


not look so beautiful anymore. 'the PRIMAL URGE -- once so lovely -- developed BEASTLY 


ASPECTS ---- and they felt it NECESSARY TO COVER UP, to RESTRAIN, to CONI'ROL. 


Today is the "NAME n;r·:~f ~call ourselves 'T RINITY ." •i ""elid 


.1$ke fii; saftest 'that !!Ila RELATIONSHIP between the FATHER, the SON, and the HOLY SPIRIT 


~;;t' is like that of HUSBAND and WIFE. The Bible says that ADAM and EVE ''BECAME ONE FLESH .' 


This was UNITY IN COMMUNITY. It was MARRIAGE and NOT EXPLOITATION. The MEMBERS OF 


~ 
THE HOLY TRINITY fttle- RESPECT and RE.GARD - -- and, most of all, LOVE FOR ONE ANCYI'HER. 


~~.A,~--~~~ 
And so must it be with MAI.E and FEMALE, HUSBAND and WIFE. 


The pages of history are strewn with the wrecks of DON JUANS and C~VAS and other 


so-called "great lovers " who knew LITTLE or NOTHING about LOVE OR SEX at all. PURE 


EXPLOITATION of TWO PERSONS just USING EACH OTHERS BODIES for a CHEAP THRILL simply 
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IMPOVERISHES LIFE. 1'91ti.9!!s•r•t•t. P@'bp1e who " go fe~ it" == young e'L' ela == don't urtde1 .. 


•taaa G9D aud lihey doq 11i ugdenUAd THEMiilJlll ••••••• It just DOESN'T MAKE SENSE to 


USE somebody else as if HE or SHE were " just a thing to be used and thrown away ." It 


DOESN'T MAKE SE-NSE at all that SEX becomes the VEHICLE to make " just a thing" out of 


another person . It DO!SN 'T MAKE Sl\NSR to tell people: "Go ahead and play the game. 


I ~/ 


yours~nV'.: - worr; - Jlou~ the other person , Be fr~e~ Don't be inhibited~ Expres s 


You on l y go around once . 
Get what you can get ." Like it was for ADAM AND EVE, that will only lead to MEMORIES 


OF SHAME that will RISE UP TO HAUNT YOU and DRIVE YOU TO DESPERATION aftci pctlt&f'8 !'CJ9 


'9ifiQ:w£ . You will lose eventually your own DIGNITY and SEIF-RESPECT. You will turn 


a-
into a " thing" -- an " it ' ' --~ "blbdily function" ---- rather than a " human being" --


a l'pDi 6'Nn relating to another person ." ••••• And that, in my opinion, is the SHAME and 


the DISGRACE of the X-RATED FIUtf 


51le xeasons ue her.ve a S16K S0Glii'f¥ toda~. People !ltUST on "eating garbage .'' It dCJ1!s1 


t. mstlie.r. wbether you are OYER 18 or not. GAABACE tf:ltlC!S YOO SICIC:! 


~ ~ ..IU(l-l1h 
God intended SEX to be a BEAUTIFUL and LOVELY Ut.ATIONSHIP between a 4 Rt:Je::pl Ji 0 · 


whom He has joined together into " ONE FLESH ." That RELATIONSHIP is SACRED -- and what 
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they do together ''behind closed doors" ~ea they- "-1~~..ba..i.r lun~g -do~m11)-- what 


of LOVE and CARING 
they find mutually satisfying in a GIVING AND ACCEPTING RELATIONSHIP - - -- that's GREAT, 


~~! 
and GOOD, and GODLY~ • •• ••• SEX is of the EARTH, EARTHY. It is HUMAN -- both PHYSICAL 


and SPIRITUAL. You can't make a purely SPIRITUAL THING of it, because it is PHYSICAL 


TOO. On the other hand, you can't make a purely PHYSICAL THING of it either, because 


it is SPIRITUAL TOO. It is HUMAN . To see SEX in any other way is to make MAN AND 


WOMAN something less than HUMAN . That's what a lot of people have done in our time 


making SEX FILTHY AND DIRTY instead of the earthy and beautiful thing God intended it 


to be. 


After bhe Fall of Adam and Eve into sin, we have a very GRAPHIC and CONCRETE descriptic 


of the consequences: ''AND THEY HEARD THE SOUND OF THE LORD GOD WALKING IN THE GARDEN n 


THE COOL OF THE DAY, AND THE MAN AND HIS WIFE HID THEMSELVES FROM THE PRESENCE OF THE 


LORD GOD AMONG THE TRE.E.S OF THE GARDEN. Bur THE LORD GOD CALLED TO THE MAN, AND SAID 


TO HIM, 'WHERE ARE YOU?' AND HE SAID, 1 I HEARD THE SOUND OF THEE IN THE GARDEN, AND I 


WAS AFRAID, BECAUSE I WAS NAKED; AND I HID MYSElF.' HE SAID, 'WHO TOl.J> YOU THAT YOU 


WERE NAKED?' '' Then follows the SPECIFIC CURSES on both the man and the woman and theb ___..,.. 


d~ts. Bur -- and this is the GOOD PART , the GOOD NEWS - - GOD does NOT leave 


them in the lurch. He is SYMPATHETIC. That is the WAY HE IS. He still wants to be -
their FRIEND . He is LIKE A FATHER . He HAS A HEART, and He DOESN't HESITATE to show it 
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"AND THE LORD GOD MADE FOR ADAM AND FOR HIS WIFE GARMENTS OF SKINS, AND CLCYI'HED THEM.'' 


That's the story the Bible tells. It is the STORY OF JESUS CHRIST from beginning to 


end. It is the story of HOW GOD ~ A SAVIOR 


M~ 
SAVED . The PROMISE came true. J!UI 'Q QHJt'tST came. 


in Whom men could BELIEVE and BE 


He BLED and DIED for OUR GUILT AND 


SHAME. He COVERS US and CHCYI'HE:S US with His own "holy and precious blood ." -
When JESUS CHRIST lives in a HEART -- a HEART LII<E YOURS AND MINE -- the HOLY SPIRIT 


takes over. A NEW LIFE begins. NEW ATTITUDES build up. NEW ACTIONS take place. SEX 


becomes GOOD AGAIN -- as it was intended to be. SEX IS PLEASURE where FAITH and LOVE 


are at home -- in a RELATIONSHIP OF MARRIAGE between a MAN and a WOMAN ---!'"Where . SEX ·~ 


JAA-~ 
GETS ·BETfE:R: ALL ·THE TnfR Vith ev;;'/WEEK that passes. , ••••• Let's help our city find 


that -- SEX as God intended it to be -- when He first looked at it and said: ''BEHOLD, 


IT IS VE.RY GOOD • " Amen. 








.. 
Trinity Sunday 
Bessemer - 1958 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 


St. John 3: 5-7 Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a man be born of water 
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. Tha 


which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is 
spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again. 


BORN AGAIN I N CHfUST ! 


Nowhere in Holy Scripture do we find such clear and strong statements 


concerning the new birth as we do in the third chapter of ~t. John. Here we find 


two teachers of Israel engaged in earnest conversation. Both are rabbis, yet the 


are entirely different. Nicodemus is an old man; Jesus is young, about thirty-on 


years old at the time. Nicodemus is a highly respected Pharisee; Jesus is hated 


by the Pharisees . Nicodemus is a member of the Sanhedrin, that body of seventy 


Jews who watched over t he religious life of the Israeli t es; Christ holds no offic 


whatsoever. Nicodemus' position, theologically speaking, is that of a Doctor of 


Theology; Jesus has no theological standing. And yet, in spit e of all t his seem-


ing inequality, Jesus preached not as the scribes and Pharisees, but with autho-


rity . He performed miracles which no man on earth could do, and He had a great 


following among the common people. Jesus very definately had something which 


0/e'iSeJ 
Nicodemus needed - LIFE, a rich, full, happy, peace-filled, unending, eternaiALIF 


Nicodemus felt that need. Although he was a Plaster i n Isrdel with 


wealth and influence, he was not happy or content. In spite of all his Biblical 


knowledge, theological trai ning, and outward religion, he was restless and inse-


cure. Like so many so-called religious people today, Nicodemus had no assurance 


for eternity. He felt that perhaps Jesus could give him something to quiet his 


uneasy conscience. And so he came t o Jesus under the cover of t he night . He can 


by night because he was afraid of what other s might thi nk or say if he visited 


Jesus openly . He came by night because he did not have the cour age to come to 


Jesus by day . He felt that he might lose presti ge among his fellow Pharisees anc 


be looked down upon by the other members of the Sanhedrin. It would cost him toe 


much, he areued, t o acclaim Chr i s t publicly. The leaders of the Temple, from 


which He had just driven the money-changers, wer e against Him, and they certainl~ 


would expose and persecut e anyone who supported the Nazar ene, particularly a 
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prominent citizen like Nicodemus. So he took the easier course and sought the 


Savior after the people in Jerusalem had gone to bed; just like so many would-be 


followers of Christ today, instead of shouting the Gospel of salvation from the 


housetops, cautiously keep their lips sealed. A Sunday school lad who somehow 


spent his vacation with a group of unchurched young people was asked, Well, you 


certainly had a hard time, didn't you, with all those unbelievers? Oh, no, he 


replied, I kept my mouth shut. That is the trouble with too many church-goers. 


They keep their mouths shut when they should be testifying bravely to the only 


hope men can ever have: THE SAVING SON OF GOD. It took Calvary and its cross to 


make Nicodemus stand up openly for Jesus. When he saw Christ bleeding, dying for 


the redemption of his soul, he went bravely to Pontius Pilate · and with Joseph of 


Arimathea requested the body of Jesus to give it a decent burial. By the same 


token if you are one of those who hesitate to hail tbe power of J esus' name befor 


your fellow men, I bid you to look at that same cross. As your pepentant soul 


realizes that the Savior gave Himself into this death of all deaths for you and 


every sinner, that there is no hope in earth or in heaven outside of His blood.


bought salvation, then show your thanks! Point your fellow men to Christ! Cry 


out, Behold the Lamb of God that t aketh away the sin of the world! 


Even though Nicodemus had refused to acknowledge the ¥.aster openly, the 


important thing is that he came. And Jesus, precious Savior that He is, with His 


matchless mercy and limitless love opened His arms wide to welcome him. Christ 


went right to the heart of the problem troubling Nicodemus and told him that he 


must begin life over, as it were. Except a man be born again he cannot see the 


kingdom of God. Our Lord understood that the master in Israel before him, despit 


money, position, learning, was not happy. Nicodemus was a Pharisee; and the 


fundamental error of the Pharisees was this: A man is saved by his good works. 


Consequently the sincere Pharj.see lived an upright, moral life, with the result 


that he fooled himself into believing that he could save himself. And so, of all 


classes and types of people the Savior found the self-righteous Pharisees the 
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hardest to deal with and convert. The same is true today. The man who thinks hE 


can enter heaven by living on the l.evel and on the square, by doing good, is stiJ 


the hardest man to win for Christ. I cannot understand, said a man who felt he 


lived a very good life, why a person who has tried to l ead a good, raoral life, 


should not st1md a better chance of going to henven than one who doesn •t. His 


Christian friend replied, Suppose you and ahother t18n want to hear the New York 


Philharmonic Orchestra and the admission price is three dollars. You have f orty 


cents and he has nothing. Which of you would stcind the better chance of being 


admitted? Neither, was his answer. Just so it is with the moral man and the Rla 


ing sinner, replied his friend. But suppose a rich man saw how disappointed and 


helpless you both were and gave each of you a ticket at his own expense. What 


then? We could both go in, answered the good man. Right! And thus it was when 


our Savior saw our helplessness. He came, He died, He rose again. He obtained 


eternal redemption for us. Now He offers all a free ticket to heaven. Only be 


careful that your fort~, cents does not make you too proud to accept His free tic-


ket. Else you will be left standing outside whil e the other man who hasn't a cen 


to his name will be admitted. 
l(/J 5 b*'/'" "'"'i' t"c 


NicodemusArealize<f that his Pharisaical self-righteousness had actually 


robbed him of his peace . His sins accused and terrorized him. His own weaknesse 


hatreds, and passions distressed him. He was eager to be rid of all this, -to 


.st-a:rt~g&in._ Therefore the Savior made it clear to him that the guar-


antee of a new and better life here on earth and of heaven's eternal blessedness 


does not come from human effort. Forcefully Jesus explains to him: Except a man 


be born of water ~ nd of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. Tha 


which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spir 


You and I, although we may differ in a thousand respects, have this in 


common with all men, that, born of the flesh, we too are flesh. The best of us 


have sinned and come short of the glory of God. All our righteousnesses, our 


trumped-up virtues and so-called good deeds, in God's sight are filthy rags . In 
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our transgressions we are under this sentence: The sou_ that sinneth i t shall diE 


In our rebellion against God tnvy, lust, self!ishness, greed, blasphemy, falsehooc 


cheating, pride, hatred, control our lives and direct our desires; and just as it 


is impossible for a stick thrown into a mighty river to stop the rushing torrentf 


or for a skeleton in a museun to move its bony frame, so none of us by our own 


strength can lift the evil from our souls an~ begin the _9ew, b~tter existence. 
f/.fP' J~ ~v4'-1nud ,PNµ/!R rAf,~ "-v-u-' ~e; .:c-b ~(,( ef rfe/v/ / 


The Bible from beginning to end is a protest aglinst the natural re-


ligion of man . From Genesis to Revelation it rules out salvation by man's own 


efforts and teaches salvation through faith in Christ alone. If we would be ablE 


to get to heaven by what we did, do you think that God would have sent His belovE 


Son into the world to be our Savior? Why should He have His Son suffer such a 


horrible death on the cross to save us if we could save ourselves? Scripture de-


clares: By grace are ye save through faith; and that not of yoursel ves; it i s U 


gift of God : Not of works, l est any man shoul d boast. 


Nicodemus was born a Jew. He was a descendant of Abraham. As such he 


was entitled to all the privileges of Judaism. However, to obtain the privilege: 


of Christ's kingdom, Nicodemus would have to be born again of water and of the 


Holy Spirit. This change was absolutely necessary for his salvation. And it wa: 


not a slight change, but a radical change. It was not a mere outward reformatio1 


or the breaking off of certain be/habits, but it was the thorough change of the 


whole life - the character, the heart, the will, the mind. This change is fre-


quently spoken of in the Bible. In Ezekiel it is called taking away the stony 


heart out of their flesh, and giving them a heart of f lesh. In Acts it is call~ 


repentance and conversion. In Romans it is called being made alive f rom the 


dead. In Corinthians it is called being a new creature . In Ephesians it is cal: 


ed being quickened . In Peter it is called being called out of darkness to light 


In John's Epistle it is called passing f rom death to life . All these expression 


come to one and the same thing. They all speak of that might~inward change of 


heart which our Lord here calls the new birth . In other words, when a person is 
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born again, he becomes an entirely new person. He has new tastes, new desires, 


new habits of life, new opinions, hew hopes, new appetites. 


This new birth is absolutely necessary for every person who wishes to g 


to heaven. Except a man be born of water and of the Spiri t, he cannot enter the 


kingdom of God. You may get to heaven without having a red cent in your pocket; 


you may be saved without being able to read or write; you may end up in paradise 


even though you are only a ditch digger or a ecrub woman; but no one will ever ge 


to heaven without being born again. 


And so I would put the question to every one of you this morning: Are 


you born agai n? You may be a good member of this congregation and still not be 


born again. You may even be an officer of this church, a Sunday School teacher, 


an outstanding leader in congregatiort1
1
affairs and still not have this new birth • 


You may attend church every Sunday and be able to quote Scripture freely and stil 


not have this new life. It is true that at your Baptism you were born again of 


water and of the Spirit and received this new life. At your Baptism you did ex-


perience what St. Paul calls the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Hol ;v 


Ghost . But the sad fact is that all too often this new life is permitted to die 


out and the old,;one to take over. One of the heaviest hindrances to the progress 


of Christ's cause is the worldliness of Churchgoers who disregard the Savior's 


ultimatum, Ye must be born again, and live as though they were part of the world. 


There is no place for a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde personality in Christianity. It 


is either a new life or nothing. 


This morning as many of you approach the altar for the first time to rE 


ceive the Savior's own body and blood as a personal guarantee and pledge of the 


complete forgiveness of all your sins, you will also obtain in the blessed Sacra-


ment strength for youYfaith and the almighty power of Christ Himself to live you1 


life for Him Who died for you and rose again so that the world around you may seE 


your good works and glorfity your Father which is in heaven. So come then with E 


joyful and repentant heart, crushing the Old Adam under foot, and hear Jesus say 


o - - /!' -,....~ ,.,\-ort't" • +t-. _ _ J. -- • - &'---.:. ......... _ .1.1...--. 








The Festival of the Holy Trinity 
Bessemer - 1959 
/(/'. ~ - IC/ 6 IJ IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Deuteronomy 3: 24 0 Lord God,, Thou hast begun to show unto Thy servant Thy 
greatness. 


THE GREATNESS OF GOD 


On this Festival of the Holy Trinity I would speak to you about THE 


GREATNESS OF GOD. When my eyes fell on these l«>rds of our text,, I could not quit 


thinking of them. They are haunting words . Think of the 120-yea:r--old Moses,, thE 


man who had seen more of the greatness of God than any other man - think of him 


saying to God: Thou hast beSU;ll to show unto Thy servant Thy greatness. 


Moses,, as you may remember,, had been told that he would not be permitte 


to enter the Promised Land. Nevertheless,, when the Children of Israel had arrive 


at its borders,, he begged God: I pray Thee,, let me go over and see the fine land 


which is beyond the Jordan,, those magnificent highlands and the Lebanon. However 


it was not merely the beauty of Canaan that Moses wanted to see. He prayed thus 


because in Canaan he hoped to see more of the greatness of God. Thou has begun -


only begun - to show unto Thy servant Thy greatness . Then came God's answer: Gi! 


thee up into the top of Pisgah,, and lift up thine eyes westward and northward an:J 


southward and eastward,, and behold it with thine eyes; for thou shalt not go ovei: 


this Jordan ••• No,, Moses, not over this Jordan - but over another Jordan and 


into the land of which Canaan is only a shadow. And there, I am sure,, Moses is 


still saying: 0 Lord God, Thou hast begun to show unto Thy servant Thy greatness. 


Evidently Moses was a student of one subject: the greatness of God. Ge 


to him was not a part of life's lesson to be learned - God was the lesson. The 


knowledge of the greatness of God was not something to be learned in a few short 


hours of instruction. Moses devoted a long life to its study, and then said that 


he had only begun. 


Today we want to encourage one another in our study of the greatness o1 


God . Shall we begin with His greatness as revealed in nature? If ife have eyes 1 


see, we can behold God's peace mirrored on the still waters of an inland lake; WE 


can discern God's wisdom in every leaf and worm. If we have ears to hear,, we ca1 


listen to God ' s praise sung by the sparrow on the tree top; we can hear God ' s 


power proclaimed by a thunderstorm or a mighty falls. 
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Moses spent forty years in the wide open spaces, herding the sheep of 


his tathex-in-law. One day his attention was arrested by a strange sight: a bush 


burning with fire, yet refusing to be consumed. God spoke to Moses out of that 


bush - spoke to him in a unique, supernatural manner, revealing Himself to him as 


the eternal, unchangeable I AM THAT I AM and conmdssioning him to deliver Israel 


from Egypt. • • But God spoke to Moses also out of other bushes in Midian, not as 


direct}Jr, perhaps, and in a less startling manner, yet plainly enough for the 


ready ear of Moses to hear an impressive message. Wherever Moses turned and look 


ed, he saw and heard God. God spoke to Moses out of the rocks. God is the Rock, 


he declares. God spoke to Moses out of the mountains. Before the mountains were 


brought forth, he writes , or ever Thou hadst fonned the earth and the world, even 


from everlasting to everlasting, Thou art God . God spoke to Moses out of the way 


of ~eagle with her brood. As an eagle stirreth up her nest, rm ttereth over her 


young, spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings, so the 


Lord alone did lead Jacob. 


Even so the Lord is still speaking to us each day out of His many am 


marvelous works. Are you listening and growing in your knowledge of the greatnes 
~I!'-: 


of God? As~now the beasts~t and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of the air, 


and they shall tell thee; or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee; and the 


fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee. -tilo knoweth not in all these that the 


hand of the Lord hath wrought this? St. Augustine writes: I asked the earth, al'Ji 


it said, 11! am not H8; and all that therein is made the same acknowledgment. I 


asked the sea and the depths, and all that move and live therein, and they answer 


ed, "We are not thy God; seek higher." I asked the winds; but the air with all i 


inhabitants answered, "I am not thy God." I asked the heavens, the sun, the moon 


the stars, and they answered, "Neither are we the God whom thou seekest. 11 And I 


said to all things that surrounJme, 11Ye have told me concerning God that ye are 


not He; spea.lc then to me of Him. 11 4m they all cried with loud voices, "HE MADE 


US." 
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God also speaks to us of His greatness through the voice of history. 


True, thereare days when this voice of God is almost drowned out by the ravings c 


a little but proud Pharaoh, Nero, Hitler, Stalin, who shakes his fist toward higt 


heaven and shouts, Who is the Lord that I should obey His voice and let Israel gc 


Meanwhile God's people tremble between the devil and the deep Red Sea. And God 


sits in His heavens and laughs - laughs the silent and terrible laughter of God . 


Then, suddenly, God speaks in His wrath: Yet have I set My King upon My holy hil] 


of Zion. His enemies will shake Christ's throne as little as a mouse will move E 


mountain! And then the waters of judgment roar together. The f oa:nzy- waves cover 


the chariots and the horsemen and all the host of Pharaoh, so that there remains 


not so much as one of them. And on yonder shore, Moses and the Children of IsraE 


not a shoe of their$dampeded, are heard singing: I will sing unto the Lord, for f 


hath triumphed gloriously; the horse and his rider hath He thrown into the sea ••• 


In the greatness of Thine excellency Thou hast overthrown them that rose up agair 


Thee. Listen to history - God's story - and you, too, will sing of His greatnesf 


Still more impressive, because it has to do with us individually, is 


God's greatness in our lives. Picture to yourselves little Moses as his mother 


tells him the story of a baby who couldn't be kept at home because the soldiers c 


Pharaoh would have killed him: how the mother of the baby put him in a basket anc 


set him in the reeds near the shore of tm Nile; how the daughter of Pharaoh cam.E 


to bathe, heard the baby crying, and had him brou~t to her; how the heart of thE 


princess, when she saw the baby, was so touched that she decided to adopt him as 


her son; and how the baby's sister, who had been watching nearby, offered to fetc 


a nursemaid for him and brought his own mother. A fairy story? It is your storJ 


says the mother of Moses to her son who has been listening with wide-eyed wonder


ment - your story, and the story of God's keeping watch over His own. 


And a re there not also in our lives stories that are stranger than 


fict&on, times when we could see the hand of the Lord, instances when our prayen 


were answered by miracles? Sir Thomas Browne, looking back on his life, spoke o: 
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it as a miracle of thirty years. I am sure that not e few of us, if we would tak 


time to reflect, could write an interesting book, entitle it The Miracle of My 


years , and dedicate it To the Greatness of God . 


But the supreme manifestation of God's greatness remains yet to be con· 


sidered. That manifestation is recorded in another book: in the history of our 


salvation. God so loved the world that He gave His only-begotten Son, that whose 


ever believeth in Him Jbuid not perish but have everlasting life. There is noth· 


ing greater than thato Luther once said that if he were God, ani the world woulc 


have treated him as it treated God, he would have kicked the wretched thing to 


pieces. But God is not Luther. God is God. God is love - the unlimited and un


fathomable Ocean of Love. That is why God did not kick the wretched world to 


pieces. That is why God sent His 8on into the world - and to the Cross - to be 


the world's Savior. 


And what God did for the world, God did for me. That, as far as I am 


concerned, is the most astounding fact about God: His love includes me. He levee 


me and gave Himself for me. That, knowing myself as I do - my sins and my short· 


comings - is the ultimate. That is the love which passeth knowledge. That is ti 


mystery of the grace of God which I will still be studying when I stand in the w 


veiled presence of God in eternity! 


Yet there are people who imagine that because they once attended Sunda~ 


school and confirmation instruction, they now know all about God J Some are braz1 


and bold enough to come rigtlt out am tell us, Oh, I learned all that when I was 


child! - which, of course, excuses them from going to church every Sunday! What 


little god some people baveJ When will they learn, when will all of us learn, 


that God is greater than a few lessons am sermons which we once learned a:rrl hea 


but now scareely remember; greater than His inspired Word, the Bible, which many 


of us have not even read; greater than His hand in history and in His miracles i 


our lives, whidl we seldom notice; greater than the universe whose wonders we se 


and yet do not see? When will we learn that God is greater than all His revela-
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tions of Himself; that it beco~s us to use each one of them in humble and adorin 


faith until the end of our days; and that, even after a lifetime of study of the 


greatness of God, we shall have advanced no farther than Moses with his confessio 


O Lord God, Thou hast BEGUN to show unto Thy servant Thy greatness? 


The greatness of God, then, is my study for eternity. And let me add 


that it is a most practical study. For this study shows me the kind of God I nee 


and strengthens my faith in Him. I have great sins. I need a God who can say: 


Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be re 


like crimson, they shall be as wool. I am burdened with great cares. I need a 


great God who can say: Cast all your cares upon Me, for I care for you. I meet 


with great difficulties, sorrows, afflictions - I must finally meet with death. 


need a great God - a God of whom I can say, co~ what will: My God is able to 


deliver me, and He will deliver me. My God is able! My God is a God above all 


godsl To know my God is life. To · twst in my God is the answer to life's every 


problem. I recommend to you so great a faith in so great a God. 


Am.Ell. 


(-- ·~-.... ---








.. Trinity Sunday Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
West Henrietta - 1961 


IN NOY.INE JESU 


Numbers 6: 22-27 And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto Aaron and unto 
his sons, saying, On this wise ye shall bless the children of 


Israel, saying unto them, The Lord bless thee, and keep thee ; The Lord make His 
Face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee; The Lord lift up His countenance 
upon thee, and give thee peace. And they shall put l!fy" Name upon the children of 
Israel, and I will bless them. 


UNDER THE BLESSING OF GOD 


Our God is no little, insignificant, out-of-the-way god. Our God is no 


vague , impersonal, who- knows-what kind ol force, or power, or supreme architect of 


the universe . Our God is a great God; and a great King above all gods . He is the 


Living Lord of heaven and earthL He is our Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier1 He 


has revealed Himself to us in Holy Scripture as the Triune God ~ Father, Son, and 


Holy Spirit - three distinct Persons in one divine Being, or Essence. 


This is the God who in days of old took up the cause of the poor, lowly, 


despised nation of Isaael. In spite of the fact t~at they were a little, weak 


nation, He told them in no uncertain terms: I will be your God, and you shall be ~:V 


'j.. people . He commanded Moses to have Aaron, the first high priest of Israel, or one 


of his descendants, stretch forth his hands over the people and say: The Lord bless 


thee, and keep t hee; The Lord make His Face shine upon thee, Gnd be gracious unto 


thee; The Lord lift up His countenance upon t hee, and give thee peace . And the 


Lord promised to stand back of the words, saying, And I will bless t hem . When God 


Himself wills to bless, neither men on earth nor the devils in hell can hinder that 


blessing. The people of rsaael were blessed indeed. 


But ours is even a greater honor. we live in the days of the New Testa-


ment, under the New Covenant. we have a High Priest who is far more glorious than 


the high priest of old. With His own blood He has once for all made perfect atone-


ment for the sins of His people, and has won for us all the blessings of heaven. 


From His heavenly sanctuary He spreads out His nail-pierced hands day and night ove 


His people, and He blesses us. 


Can you undef;stand what this means - to live out your life under the 


blessing and benediction of God? God is interested in youL God is concerned about 


~ you - about your temperal and eternal well-being. He desires to enter into every


thing you do and to add to it the divine plus which He calls His blessing. Are you 
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having trouble raising your children? Are you worried about their future? Place 


your children under the blessing of God~ He will help you bring them up and He 


will add His blessing to everything you do for them. He will help you make your 


home into the good, beautiful, peaceful haven it was intended to be. 


The Lord will bless your work also, whether you do mental or physical 
I 


labor, whether you work in a ldtchen or in an office, in a schoolroom or in a fac-


tory -- no matter what you do. Place your work day by day under the blessing of 


God, and you will see how the Lord will help you. You will find yourself doing 


things you thought were itjlpossible to accomplish. 


The Lord will bless your finances too. Dr. O. Hallesby in his book Pnder 


His Wings tells the story of a poor widow who lived after the Napoleonic wars. 


peoples and nations had been reduced to poverty. This widow had many children, and 


when she reached a point where she had no food left in the house, she was compe.1led 


to go out and as~d-hearted people for help. One day she went to the butcher. 


He was not a kind man, and in order to soften his heart she spoke quietly and hum-


bly: 1,ould you please give me a piece ... .of meat? We have no food in the house, and 


you know I nave many children. God will bless youi At this a wicked smile came 


across the butcher• s face and he said, 'es, you may have as much meat as this oless· 


ing of God you are speay~ng about weighs . Then he took the smallest piece of meat 


he could find and put it on the scales. But the scales did not move. The butcher 


examined them to see if there was anything v.Tong, but found that they were in per-


feet order. He had promised the widow as much meat as Qod•s blessing weighed; so 


he put on another piece in order to make the weight go do~m. But the scale remaine1 


stationary. He put on more and more, and at last all the meat he had in the shop; 


but the scale did not move. Think of how di fferent our lives would be , if with an 


open eye of f aith we could see how much God•s blessing weighs. Think of what would 


happen to all our anxieties and worries and tensions and fears, if we went about 


our daily tasks with this assurance: The Lord has given me this work to do, and I 


will do it together with Hirn ; and He will bless the labor of my hands as much as He 


s ees is profitable for mel 
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/ 
/ Cf course, part of God's blessing is that He keeps us. God wants us for 


\ Himself ·/ God wants us to remain faithful to Him and not sell our birthright. Many 


are they whom the Lord has delivered from the pitfalls of wealth by never permittine 


their financial plans to materialize. Many are they whom He has saved from the I 
snares of vanity by withholding from them beauty and charm. Many are they whom the ! 


Lord has kept from the lust of power by never allo~~ng them to acquire the influence 
I 


they sought. They are kept down all the time, and so are prevented from going their 


own way - away from God. 


we just naturally think that those who live on the sunny side of life are 


the happiest. But God thinks otherwise. He does not think that those who escape 


suffering are especially fortunate. The writer to the Hebrews tells us: '/horn the 


Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom He receiveth. Scourging 


is very painful - yet this is what God does with those whom He receives. And let 


us remember that the Lord does not exaggerate. He does not employ strong language 


without meaning it. He does to us what is expressed symbolically in the Old Testa-


ment concerning t he furnishings of the tabernacle: ~ver~~hing that may abide the 


fire, ye sh ll make to go through the fire •••• and all that abideth not the fire ~e 


shall II!Q.ke to go through the water . All who are able to abide the fire of suffer-


ing, the Lord makes to go through the fire; but those who cannot endure the fire of 


suffering, He graciously cleanses by making them go through only warm water. rn 


reality there is no greater privilege given to us than to suffer. we believe in 


a suffering God - a God who suffered for us and for our salvation. When your suf-


ferings become hard to bear, then turn to Jesus. Remember Him in His sufferings, 


and pray not only that you may hold out in your sufferings, but also that you may. 


see God. in them. 


As you live out your life under the blessing and benediction of God, the 


Lord's face will shine upon youL Perhaps at some time in your life you have been 


~ in the home of one of your friends when on the floor was their child, rolling aroun 


pl aying, or perhaps even crying. Most likely you felt that the child was disturbin 


~ 
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you. But the father and mother did not feel that way. Frequently they would 


glance over toward the little one with joy in their hearts. And every now and then 


they would look at each other for a moment, and a beautiful smile would light up 


their faces . ~~y? Because it was their child. Only to look at the little one 


was enough to make them happy •••• And you are God's child. He has created you. He 
~ 


has redeemed you. He has brought you into His family through the dynamic power of 


the Holy Spirit. He feels for you more than any earthly mother or father can feel . 


,.......-The Lord's face shines upon us just because He is gracious unto us . God 


loves us not because we are so lovabl~ There is nothing in us that could possibly 


merit His ~6ving concern and affection . If we are honest with ourselves - and we 


might just as well be - we will have to confess that again mid again we have dis-


obeyed His commands in thought, desire, word, and deed. we have been wayward 


children. But, thank God, the Lord is gracious . With all of our sins and with all 
I 


of our faults and failings we ~stand under the pierced hands . God loves us 


and His face shines upon us f or Jesus1 sake . On the accursed Cross Jesus took our 


sins into Himself . He suffered Qod•s anger in our place. He reconciled us to God. 


As f ar as the East is from the west, so far hath He removed our transgressions from 


us . rt is in Christ and not in ourselves that we are well-pleasing to God. God is 


pleased when·~l::ftt¥what we are - poor, miserable sinners who know nothing else 


to do but to take refuge with Christ, as little chickens seek shelter under the 


wings of their mother. The more helpless we know ourselves to be and the more we 


cling to what Jesus has done for us, the more lovable we are in the eyes of our 


heavenly Father and the more His face shines when He sees us . Above and beyond the 


blackness and filthiness of our sin-cursed lives His voice rings out to say: V;y 
~~t-._, '\,~~' · 


grace is sufficient for you. I love you. I am your Friend and your Redeemer. 


And so, there comes to us a peace that cannot be described, that cannot 


be put into words. rt is the peace of God which passes all understanding . we know 


~ the love of our Heavenly Father, Who reaches down into our lives with His open hand 


of blessing. we know the love of Jesus Christ, God's own, unique Son, Who became 
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Marl"'~ved and died and rose again for our salvation. we know the love of the 


Holy Spirit, Who brought us to faith In Christ and will keep us in that faith. In 


the midst of all the trials and storms of life we know that the Triune God alone 
I 


is our Shield and Defender, the Joy of our heart and our Portion forever. ThereforE 


we rise up to worship and adore the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. With 


angels and archangels and with all the company of heaven we laud and magnify His 


glorious Name, evel"11lore praising Him and saying: 4oly, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almightl 


~hich was, and is, and is to come. Glory be to the F&ther, and to the Son, and to 


the Holy ~,host; as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world with-


out end. 
Amen. 








THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINI'IY 
Rolling Meadows - 1962 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


James 1: 17 Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and comethe 
-~~ doltm from the Father of lights, with whom is no variableness, neither 
shadow of turning. 


GOD, OUR FATHER ALMIGHTY 


Week after week we confess in the Apostles • Creed: ur BELIEVE IN GOD THE 


FATHER ALMIGHI'Y, MAKER OF HEAVEN AND EARTH. 11 This image of the First Person of the 


Holy Trinity - as Father - is often completely distorted ana mi ict\Q;i,ng in our day. 


Millions of children have fathers who are not worthy of the e;reat name, FATHER1 Oft 


the progenitors of numerous~~' ~mpletely~ the responsibilities 


of fatherhood. Many such fathers imagine that the sign of manliness is ~ 


brute strength, or~he stream of cursd~s~profan~ty. that can flow from thei 
-~~~ .~.b-kuf;.,,_,~A'J\tl-'I~"~' ft1...sAf ,dsl.J.f., '*'1~-4fi1"1X· ..<-ii 


v-ile tongue. They, try to cover up their immaturi~ andbinsecU.rity witll., alcoh~l, or 
9-"-""<L~t:Jt~ q':Jit). 4~~d'ut.l~ /.7 paflf ~ .2i(i1,f aA? .... eR.v,UJ..;M.,.ef S lJl (.(Fr ...-7!P.,;,.-+;1 


b3 pe/iedrcally beating up on their wife and childrenl~ Christ and Christianity and~ 
worship are for women and children - not for them. " They themselves are strong enoug 


to get along on their own. Christ is not for them. 


Then there is the other image of fatherhood that has found its way into th 


American home. This is the indulgent and doting father. He is portrayed as a kind 


of namby-pamby jellyfish - more mouse than man. Cartoonists picture him in a homey 


way, with a middle-age bulge, going to work slightly befuddled by family responsi-


bilities, coming home in the evening an~bury· himself in an~ easy chair behind a 
.~ ~ 


newspaper, completely oblivious to the 1( :ce ound him. This is father - a vague 


t~firesence 11 somewhat difficult to descripe, whom everybody takes with a grain of salt. 


~at is a father anyway? The answer to this question is not made simpler 


by the role of father in modern society.:'.) The expectations of father, both financial 


and social, have changed a great deal in the last generation or two. A few decades 


ago families were much more of a unit than they are today, both at work and at play, 


The family was an economic necessity ~' because of the high percentage of 


people on small farms or working as craftsmen in smaller towns and villages. Now 


the members of a family have a tendency to go it on their own. The picture of a 


father as the head of a closely knit tamily has become something of an anachronism 


with humorous overtones . Responsibility is spread so thin in the home that father• i 
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role as breadwinner and decision maker, as leader and confessor, has been watered 


d own to the point where he has become a mere trouble shooter and often only the one 


who pays the bills. 


How far we have strayed from the gr~phic description of fatherhood as it i 


portrayed in the Holy Scriptures - the kind of fatherhood that is patterned after Go 


the Father Almighty. According to Sigmund Freud, God the Father is only an image 


created by man to satisfy his deepest needs. We all need someone, so the theory goe 


to look up to and to depend on. Since many human fathers are not admirable or 


dependable, the human race has created a super father to satisfy the cravings of the 


hunlall soul. The ultimate conclusion, of course, is that God the Father does not 


exist eKcept in the minds of those who have created Him. 


One little realistic look around you ought to be enough to convince you 


that such an assertion is utter fodlishness. Apart from Gad the Father we are all 


orphans in the world, the helpless victims of a thousand deaths, buffeted by fates 


we do not understand, and caught up in the cycle of a destiny beyond our knowledge 


and our control. Looking at the magnitude of the universe, we cannot but be im-


pressed with how small, frail, and insignificant we are. we do need a super-Father, 


Someone to tum to, Someone to trust, Someone who will help in time of need. There 


is such a Father. we dontt have to create Him in our imagination. He is and is a 


Rewarder of them that diligently seek Him. God is Father, the "Father ~f lights 
a1 IJ~ 


from whom cometh down ever good and perfect gift •11 He is a Person and He acts in a 


personal way toward the universe He has created and preserves in all its infinite 


detail. 


The universe itself can tell us a great deal about the Father. He is a 


God of order and precision who loves beauty and whose wisdom is infinite. He has a 


special relationship to people whomf He created in His own image, capable of knowin~ 


the thoughts of His heart and of responding with the thoughts of their own hearts. 


That men have been robbed of this capability, becoming something less than they werE 


destined to be, is not His doing. He is still Father, exercising austere disciple 
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in a most intimate and personal way. He still preserves humanity in such a way that 


no two human beings are exactly alike. Not even two sea shells or two snow flakes 


are precisely identical. Throughout the universe there runs the thread of individu-


ality proclaiming that God is a personal Father who watches every sparrow and has 


even counted the hairs on the head of each one of us. 
' I 


' '>JV~~~ . 


He is a God of power and might. / The power ich turns night into day, 


makes it possible to travel 17000 miles through space in less than an hour, and 


creates millions of degrees of heat out of a bundle of material about the size of a 


manis fist is all a part of the power of God, who is Father Almighty, Maker of heave 


and earth. 


This is my Fatherts world. "Every good gi ft and every perfect gi ft is fro 


a bove and cometh down from t he Fat her of lights, wit h whom i s no var i abl eness nei t he 


shadow of turning." Why, then, is the world in such a sad state? Does the Father 


Almighty give life merely to see it decay? Does He give merely to take away? The 


Father•s heart is grieved by what He sees. His goodness is answered by the wayward-


ness of His children, His love by their indifference, and His discipline by their 


resentment. When He talks, they will not listen. They will have none of Him except 


on their own terms - when His wishes do not interiere with their plans and they fee] 


they can get something from Him to satisfy their selfish hearts. People have made 


the world what it is, insisting upon a will and way which is nothing more or less 


than rebellion against God their Father. 


How might a father be expected to act under such circumstances? We know 


how our Father reacted to the evil in the world. He did something about it, some-


thing far more drastic than destroying the world He has made. He, the Maker of heai 


and earth, out of that great mercy which is most characteristic of His Father-heart: 


sent His eternal Son, Jesus Christ, to take upon Himself our sorrows and to carry 


our griefs. He lived as we have to live. He was stricken, smitten and afflicted ~ 


pain and ~~e died as we have to die. He bore in His own body the sins of th« 


whole world. He died for all men everywhere, and He was raised from the dead by th1 


g lory of the Father to become the Redeemer of all the world. Through the redempti~ 
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of the Son, the Father offers every one a safe conduct through the enemy lines. In 


His Son the Father speaks to all who will listen: " I will go wit h you t hrough al l t h• 


d eep waters; even t hr ough t he valley of t he shadow of deat h My rod and My st aff wil l 


comfort you . 11 


The Father has three kinds of sons: His only begotten Son, Jesus Christ; 


millions of prodigal sons; and then millions of newly forgiven sons. To the wayward 


children of His Father Jesus Christ was explicitly blunt: "You are of your f at her , 


t he devi~.11 And He meant just what He said. Unrepentant sinners who have never 


turned in faith to Christ cannot call God "Fat her . 11 in the fullest sense of the word 


That•s what makes it so dangerous to tell people the half-truth that God is their 


Father and that all men are brothers. They know better . We shall not be brothers, 


acting toward each other in a brotherly way, till we o'Wil God as our Father in Jesus 


Chris t who is the only begotten Son of the Father . 


We have the right to call God 11 Fat her 11 only through faith in Christ .rt Jesu 
-lo~~ - -- ·· -111.C" ~ ~~-Uo~-M'-~ /}1[.Q.I. """--


put it this way: 11All men should honor t he son even as t hey honor t he Fat her ; he t ha 


honoreth not t he Son honoreth not t he Fat her which ha t h sent Hi m. fst. pa~declares 
11 you are all t he chi l dren of Qod by f ai th in Chr i st Jesus •• , When we confess Him to 


be our Father, we recognize ourselves as members of Qod•s family, possessing a new 
(;,~~'*'\,~~~~'. 


life which belongs to God alone1 "Behol d what manner of l ove t he Fat her hat h be-


s towed upon us t hat we should be called t he sons of God sn 


God the Fat-her is not a be:mevolent despot. Nor is He the indulgent dad wh 


pays the bills and signs the report cards from school. He is not the kind of father 


who tolerates breezy familiarity !tom anyone who takes it into his head to address 


His as "Fat her. n He does not allow us to presume upon His majesty . He is the Fa the 


Almighty. He can be kno-wn and He can be owned as Father only in Jesus Cbhttt . 


The Father Almighty loves us, not because He needs us, but because it is j 


His nature to love us. He loves us not for the sake of getting something out of us, 


but because He cannot help loving us . This is His nature . It was not easy for Him 


to love in this way . That holy love cost Him the life of His O'Wll Son . Because He 
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is Father, He loves the unlovely and is attracted to the unattractive. Because He 


is Father, there is hope for everyone of us - hope for the life that now is and for 


the life which is to come. Because He is Father, He can be trusted, and we can come 


to Him for help in time of need and in the hour of death& 


This is the great God Almighty after whom human fathers are to pattern 
V.:t'd?,,fU4 ..Rw~--r-r4f.,fou:x---~ I ?fe--~-rp .~~9-__..c4, 


tqeir fatherhood . Y..ou.-c.an ee a father a re~er - bf" tl:ie -gre:ee ef God in ca:l 
a~ rJf ~'A ~~.~_,;..1-~ . • • ... __ 
~. See J'esus and you see the Father. Know Jesus and you know the Father. 


Follow Jesus and you are following the way of the Father. In Christ, a father becom 


a father - a father who knows what it means to be forgiven and what it means to for-


give; a father who kno":!S'how to build rather than to tear down; a father who is 


capable of settling quarrels rather than creating them; a father who is creative 


rather than merely reproductive; a father who is honest rather than dishonest; a 


father who knows what it is to love; a father who is a father. Stand with Christ, 


you fat hers, and be a father l L .._ Amen. 


~~r ~vr-1---1~-~~ 
~--· · 
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Numbers 6: 22-27 THE LORD SAID TO MOSES, SAY TO AARON AND HIS SONS, THUS YOU SHALL BLESS 
THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL: YOU SHALL SAY TO THEM, THE LORD BLESS YOU 


AND KEEP YOU. THE LORD MAKE HIS FACE SHINE ON YOU AND BE GRACIOUS TO YOU . 
THE LORD LOOK UPON YOU WITH FAVOR AND GIVE YOU PEACE. SO SHALL THEY PUT MY 
NAME UPON THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL, AND I WILL BLESS THEM. 


'2~ .~1-/ 
Sunday after Sunday, I suspect, we leave the HOUSE OF GOD ~9-1-y AWARE, ..J.et~-"aJ.°">·M 


,,,. 


tl:P-P..RBGtA:"f-WE, of what has happened to us. WE HAVE BEEN BLESSED BY THE THRICE HOLY -


THE LORD -- HIGH AND LIFTED UP -- THE LORD , WHOSE GLORY, AND M~JE,TY , AND MIGHT, AND 
~11 . 


DOMINION, AND POWER ARE FROM EVERLASTING TO EVERLASTING! <IWE HAVE BEEN BLESSED BY NONE 


OTHER THAN THE LORD OF HEAVEN AND EARTH HIMSELF! And what is more, HE HAS PUT HIS OWN 
t ~~~~ 


NAME UPON US! •••••• ~nd the sad truth of it is that we go SHUFFLING OUT OF THE SANCTUARY 


with CASUAL INDIFFERENCE AND NONCHALANCE -- as much as to say, 11 HO-HUM, SO WHAT ELSE IS 


NEW? 11 We don't even know WHAT HIT usy 
I never cease to be AMAZED by the OUTLANDISHNESS OF GOD WHO DOES IMPOSSIBLE THINGS WITH 


IMPOSSIBLE PEOPLE. Of al 1 the PEOPL'ES He could have CHOSEN to be HIS HOLY PEOPLE, HE 


CHOSE THE JEWS, who as someone has said are JUST LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE ONLY MORE SO --


MORE RELIGIOUS THAN ANYBODY WHEN THEY WERE REL:IGIOUS.,IAND WHEN THEY WERE SECULAR, BEING ,, 
SECULAR AS IF THEY HAD INVENTED IT. This is the PEOPLE with whom God establishes His 


COVENANT and says, 11 I WILL BE YOUR GOD AND YOU SHALL BE MY PEOPL:E 11 (Exodus 6:7) -- a 
ftJPt K G o 


PEOPLE WHO, before the words stopped ringing in their ears, were DANCINGAAROUND THE 


GOLDEN CALF like ABORIGINES a'nd CARRYING ON with every AGRICULTURAL DIETY and FERTILITY 


GOD that came down the pike. This is the PEOPLE whom God told AARON to bless , saying, 


11 THE L'ORD BL:ESS YOU AND KEEP YOU. THE LORD MAKE HIS FACE SHINE ON YOU AND BE GRACIOUS TO 


YOU. THE LORD LOOK UPON YOU WITH FAVOR AND GIVE YOU PEACE. 11 And lest they ever imagine 


that all this is only SO MUCH EMPTY RITUAL AND RHETORIC, He adds the commentary: 11 SO SHAL 


THEY PUT MY NAME UPON THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL1
• AND I WILL' BL1ESS THEM! II God knows they 


didn It deserve it! But tllen~<: WHEN Tr: COMES RIGHT DOWN TO IT, NEITHER DO WE!!! WE== 


D HING W - NOJ- 11~ Bl ~R:t:rr 


?f/~. ~~_,,e,(/'e--' . ~~ 7~ z;~~ 
~/·~~~~~~~~ 
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But that is JUST THE POINT -- THE GOOD AND GRACIOUS GOD NEVER DOES WHAT WE EXPECT OR 


DESERVE. THAT IS WHAT MAKES HIM GOD! He really is OUTLANDISH! He does the PREPOSTEROUS 


Thi nk of the OUTLANDISHNESS of a God who ADORNS THE SKY AT SUNRISE AND SUNSET with colors 


no decent painter would dream of placing together on a single canvas -- the PREPOSTEROUS


NESS of a God Who keeps breaking back into the MUCK AND MIRE of this world where He is 


so obviously NOT WANT Ell-- REJECTED, DESPISEDC, SCORNED by the very people He so badly want 


to BLESS. T~~are SO BUSY~~ other gods, they simply IGNORE HIS PRESENCE 


among them.~ Like the 11 HOUNO OF HEAVEN" He keeps pursuing them with HIS EVERLASTING LOVE 


-- A LOVE THAT WILL NOT LET THEM GO -- a L'OVE that is OVERWHELMING AND PREPOSTEROUS in 


its UNCONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE and INSISTANCE •• •••• Finally, IN THE FULNESS OF TIME, this 


OUTLANDISH, ABSURD GOD Whom we confess to be the KING OF GL'ORY, comes down the STAIRWAY 


OF HEAVEN WITH HIS SON IN HIS ARMS~ Think of the PREPOSTEROUSNESS, THE ABSURDIT~, THE 


VULGARITY ALMOST ' of a GOD who was BORN IN A BARN am~ I llel(5:: &Ad-tfle STEA~1Hl@ crtm@=6F 


B'EASTS only to GROW UP AND DIE ON A CROSS between CROOKS. 


As Jesus describes Him, God is the FAITHFUL SHEPHERD Who gets more of a kick out of that 


ONE L'OST SHEEP once He finds it again than out of the NINETY AND NINE who had the good 


sense not to get lost in the first place ••• ••• God is the ECCENTRIC HOST Who, when the 


COUNTRY-CLUB CROWD al 1 turn out to have other things more important to do than come LIVE 


IT UP WITH HIM,, goes out into the SKID ROWS and SOUP KITCHEf/Jand CHARITY WARDS and bring5 


home a FREAK SHOW -- the MAN WITH NO LEGS who sells shoelaces on the corner -- the OLD 


WOMAN IN THE MOTH-EATEN FUR COAT who makes the daily rounds of the garbage cans -- the 


OL'D WINO with his pint in the brown paper bag -- the PUSHER, th~ VIL'LAGE IDIOT 


who stands at the blinker light waving his hand as the cars go by. THEY ARE THE ONES 


WHO ARE SEATED AT THE BANQUET TABLE IN THE GREAT HALL The CANDLES are al 1 1 it and the 


CHAMPAGNE GLASSES filled . At a SIGN FROM THE HOST, the MUSCIANS in their gallery strike 


up "AMAZING GRACE. 11 If you have to explain it, DON'T BOTHER! ••• ••• 11THE LORD BLESS YOU 


AND KEEP YOU. THE LORD MAKE HIS FACE SHINE ON YOU AND BE GRACIOUS TO YOU . THE LORD LOOK 


UPON YOU WITH FAVOR AND GIVE YOU PEACE. 11 
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Nowhere is the OUTLANDISHNESS OF GOD WHO DOES IMPOSSIBLE THINGS WITH IMPOSSIBLE PEOPLE 


more apparent than~EATEST PARABLE of them all -- the PARABLE OF THE PRODIGAL SON 


The PRODIGAL ~oes off with his INHERITANCE and blows the whole pile on LIQUOR and SEX 


and FANCY CLOTHES until finally he doesn't have TWO CENTS LEFT TO RUB TOGETHER. He has 
He., 


to GO TO WORK or STARVE TO DEATH. 8lilt gets a job on a PIG FARM and keeps it long enough 


r-;; to observe that the PIGS ARE GETTING A BETTER DEAL' THAN HE IS .•••• THEN HE DECIDES TO GO 
~ ~ ~ -'"' ..eRa.r .La.- ~~~~ - /J~ ~ ~;d...; -.:a.--c..{. 
~~There is NOTHING EDIFYING about his decision.<t.1"1'!fGi·0-.W l'IO INDICA110N that he ... 


I'/; - fT ~()() l- ~ 
eal izes he has made ~~~ HIMSEL'F and BROKEN HIS Ot::C MA-ftl S HEART -- NO INDICATION 


that he thinks of his ~AN as anything more than a MEAL TICKET. "fflelf:E~ NO SIGN that 


he is SORRY FOR WHAT HE HAS DONE or that he is RESOLVED TO MAKE AMENDS SOMEHOW and DO 
l&Vfotr ..:r 


BETTER THE NEXT TIME •••• •• He decides to go home for the SIMPLE REASON that HE KNOWS HE 


ALWAYS GOT THREE SQUARES A DAY AT HOME -- and for a man who is in DANGER OF STARVING TO 


DEATH , that is reason enough •••••• So he sets out on the RETURN TRIP and on the way he 
~~ 


REHEARSES THE SPEECH he hopes will SOFTEN Udfu=@l::41=MAN-1S HEART enough so that at least he 


WON ' T SLAM THE DOOR IN HIS FACE. "f8THER, I HAVE SINNED AGAINST HEAVEN AND AG~. 


L.AM NO LONGER WORTHY TU BE CALLED YOUR SON. 11 
• • •• • • That will HIT HIM WHERE HE LIVES if 


anything will ; So he goes over it again, "FATHER I HAVE SINNED AGAINST HEAVEN AND AGAINS 


'(Q!1.: I AM NO LONGER WORTHY TO BE CAI I IO YOUR SON,- 11 (St ;; L'Uke 15: 18-19), trying to 


get the INFL1ECTION RIGHT and the GESTURES RIGHT •••••••• And just about the time he thinks 
~~ 


he has it all down·; t~e ~N SPOTS HIM COMING AROUND THE CORNER below the tennis court 


-- and STARTS SPRINTING DOWN THE DRIVE LIKE A MANIAC. Before the boy has time to get 
~~ 


so much as the FIRST WORD out, the c~N THROWS HIS ARMS AROUND HIM and ALL BUT KNOCKS 


HIM OFF HIS FEET with the TEARS and WHISKERS and UNCONTROLL'ABL1E L'AUGHTER of his WELCOME . 


THE BOY IS BACK -- That is all that matters . WHO CARES WHY HE'S BACK? And the ~ 
does NOT DO what any other father under heaven would be inclined to do. He does NOT SAY 


he HOPES HE HAS LEARNED HIS LESSON or I TOLD YOU SO. He does NOT SAY he hopes he is 


FINALLY READY TO SETTLE DOWN for a while and wi 11 FIMD SOME WAY TO MAKE IT UP TO HIS 


MOTHER. He just says, "BRING HIM SOMETHING TO EAT, FOR GOD'S SAKE. BRING HIM SOME WARM 


CLOTHES TO PUT ON·, 11 and when the boy finally manages to SLIP~ PREPARED REMARKS in 







edgewise, the ~OESN'T EVEN HEAR THEM HE'S IN SUCH A STATE. All he can say i: 
"THE BOY WAS DEAD AND IS AL:IVE AGAIN. THE BOY WAS LOST AND IS FOUND AGAIN." ••••••• And 


then at the end of the scene, as Jesus te 11 s the story, "THEY BEGAN TO BE MERRY! 11 


M E R R Y of al l thingl They turn on the STEREO. They break out the BEST SCOTCH. They 


ROLL BACK THE LIVING ROOM CARPET and RING UP THE NEIGHBORS •••• •••• • What is this but the 


BENEDICTION COME ALIVE? "THE LORD BL'ESS YOU AND KEEP YOU. THE L'ORD MAKE HIS FACE SHINE 


ON YOU AND BE GRACIOUS TO YOU. THE LORD L'OOK UPON YOU WITH FAVOR AND GIVE YOU PEACE. 11 


If this is evidence of the PREPOSTEROUSNESS OF GOD, the other side of the coin is the 


PREPOSTEROUSNESS OF MAN as evidenced by the PRODIGAL'S EL'DER BROTHER when the SOUND OF 


THE HOEDOWN reaches him out in the pasture among the COWS,~. NOWHERE IS THE DEADLINES'. 


OF AL~ SEVEN DEAD~Y SINS DEADLIER than it is in him. ENVY and PRIDE and ANGER and 
- ~JI.I~ 


COVETOUSNESS -- they are all there! Even SLOTH is there as he SITS~ON' fus AA'ftUf1@N¥ and 


L'ETS IT GAIN INTEREST FOR HIM without lifting a hand. He is what MARK TWAIN calls 11a goo1 


man in the worst sense of the word. 11 He is the picture of Alt THAT IS JOYLESS and PETTY 


and SELF-SERVING about all of us. The TRUTH IS, of course, that HIS FATHER LOVES HIM 


EVEN SO and WANTS TO BL'ESS HIM. The FATHER HAS ALWAYS L'OVED HIM and WILL' ALWAYS LOVE HIM 


-- only the ELDER BROTHER never noticed it -- because it was NEVER L'OVE or BL'ESSING that 


he was bucking for -- BUT ON~Y HIS DUE. The FATTED CALF, the BEST SCOTCH, the HOEDOWN 


could all have been his too -- anytime he asked for them -- except that HE NEVER ASKED. 


He never asked for them because HE WAS TOO BUSY TRYING CHEERLESSLY AND RELIGIOUSLY TO 


EARN THEM. 


HHAT /'-', COMTRAST.! -- GOD IN HIS UNENDING GREATNESS AND GLORY and MAN IN HIS UNDENDING 


LITTLENESS, prepai:-ing for the WORST but RARELY FOR THE BEST, preparing for the POSSIBLE 


but RARELrv FOR THE IMPOSSIBL'E. The GOOD NEWS OF THE BL'ESSING AND BENEDICTION OF GOD --


HIS UNBOUNDED GRACE and MERCY and ~OVE -- breaks into a world where the NEWS HAS BEEN SO 


BAD FOR SO LONG that when it is GOOD nobody hears it much except a few. AND WHO ARE THE 


FEW WHO HEAR IT? They are the last people you would ever expect to hear it -- the 


TAX COLLECTORS an~UNKS and MISFITS. They .are the POOR PEOPL'E, the BROKEN 


PEOPL'E, who in terms of the world's wisdom are CHILDREN and MADMEN and FOOLS~ ~'.f ~e 
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~~- They are the ones who are WILLING TO BE~IEVE IN MIRACLES-- becaus 


they) know IT WILL TAKE A MIRACL'E to FILL THE EMPTY PLACE INSIDE THEM with anything that 


even resembles GRACE and PEACE and LOVE and BLESSING. They are the people like OLD 
/:/1'1$~ 


SARAH with her ms. TEETH -- age 90 -- who knows it wi 11 TAKE A MIRACLE to fi 11 the 


EMPTY PLACE INSIDE HER where she WAITS FOR A BABY that will never come. So when the 


ANGEL APPEARS and tells her~ a BABY IS COMING SHE LAUGHS and ABRAHAM 


L A U G H S with her because -- having USED UP ALL THEIR TEARS, they have NOTHING BUT 


LAUGHTER LEFT -- because even though WHAT THE ANGEL' SAYS MAY BE TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, 


WHO KNOWS? Maybe the truth of it is that IT IS TOO GOOD NOT TO BE TRUE. 


He who has ears to hear, let him hear: 


THE LORD BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU. 
THE LORD MAKE HIS FACE SHINE ON YOU AND BE GRACIOUS TO YOU. 
THE LORD LOOK UPON YOU WITH FAVOR AND GIVE YOU PEACE. 


And if you are still listening~ don't forget the footnote: 


SO SHALL THEY PUT ~ NAME UPON THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL·, AND I WILL 
BLESS THEM! 


GLORY BE TO THE FATHER·, AND TO THE SON·, AND TO THE HOLY SPIRIT; AS IT WAS IN THE 
BEGINNING, IS NOW, AND EVER SHALL BE-, WORL'D WITHOUT END. Amen. 








The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1965 


IN NOMINE JFSU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Isaiah 6: 1-8 • • • I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up; and 
His train filled the temple. Above Him stood the seraphim; each 


had six wings: with two he covered his head, and with two he covered his feet, an 
with two he flew. And one called to another and said: "Holy, holy, holy is the 
Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of His glory . " And the foundations of the 
thresholds shooli at the voice of Him 'Who called, and the house was filled with 
smoke . And I said, "Woe is met For I am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips, 
and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips~;:r n:zy- eyes have seen the 
King, the Lord of Hosts !11 Then flew one of the sera: . · to me, having in his hanc 
a burning coal which he had taken with tongs from the al tar. And he touched my 
mouth, and said: ''Behold, this has tbuched your lips>; your guilt is taken away, 
and your sin forgiven. 11 And I heard the voice of the Lord saying, "Whom shall I 
send, and who will for for us?" Then I s:aid, "Here am I1 Send me·"; 


ISAIAH1S VISIOM AND OURS 


Today I want to talk to you very frank:cy" and very directzy about your 


calling by God to be a Christian. I suppose that all of us can remember days whei 


we were deeply moved and filled with awe by the thought of God1s; call to us to be 


His: emisaries and ambassadors. Perhaps it was the day of our Baptism, or Confir


mation, or some other day when God seemed especially near to us - but often in tb 


press of daily tasks this awe has worn off and we carry on our Christianity in a 


rather mat1er-of-faet manner. We do not often have, or take the time to contempla· 


on the majesty of our calling to be thrilled anew by what God has made out of us. 


Therefore, on this Feast of the Holy Trinity I propose to speak to you about 


ISAIAH'S VISION AND OH.RS. 


When God wanted Isaiah for a special task, He called and prepared Him b; 


means of a special vision. Isaiah saw the exalted Lord sitting on a throne in tb 


heavenly Holy of Holies • The heavenly Temple was completely filled with the glor; 


and majesty of God. The Lord was attended by six winged seraphim whose antimphon 


chant - Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts, t he Tlhole earth is full of His glo: 


- echoed through the Temple, and the whole place was filled with smoke. Woe is m 


cried the prophet, I am lost ••• for rrr:f eyes have seen the King, the Lord of Hosts . 


J ~ 
His a-we gdve- way to fear as he realizeg,. that he - a sinful man - ;s in the pres-


ence of Holy God, Who is utterly and eternally hostile to every shade and tint of 


sin. Thus God caused him to realize what a holy and majestic Sovereign he served 


Just think what an effect this vision bad on Isaiah's life. The deep tone of his 


reverence, the consecration of his service, the boldness of his preaching - all 


indicate that the memory of this vision never left him. 
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You and I have not had such an ecstat ic vision of God, but surely stu~ 


and experience have produced a vis ion of the Holy One for our mind's eye . We hav 


s een demonstrat ions of His crushing power, His unsearchable wisdom,, His generous 


goodness . We have heard the tlnin:ler of His voice in storms and tornadoes and fro 


the snow- capped mountain. How real is the vision to us? The exalted Creator and 


Ruler of heaven and earth,, before Whom the angels hide their faces, Whose glory 


fillsr; the earth,, Whose days are without beginning aid without end - the God whe 


drowned Pharoah's army in the Red Sea,, Who called forth the flood and rained fire 


and brimstone on Sodom and Gbmmorah,, Who kept Moses out of Canaan because of un


belief,, Who rejected Saul because of disobedience, Who di~ided Solomon's kingd~m 


because of wickedness, Who destroyed Ananias and Sapphira because of lzypocrisy -


that God has called us into His service and da~ asks us to carry out His purpos 


Isaiah trembled and cried, Woe is me ••• I am lost - Moses took shelter i 


the cleft of a rock - Abraham felt himself reduced to dust -- what about us? Shou 


not this vision s t rike terror into our hearts·,, make us speechless, crush us with 


its awesome responsibility? Surely it must. But think of what it wi..11 do for ou: 


Chris t ianity. Tb.ink of the authority we have behind us . Such a vision of the Hi 


and holy God will make us fearless among those who are expedient, responsible amo: 


the indifferent, fill us with dignity in the midst of connn.oness, give us backbone 


for the t ime of crisis - ready to do great things because we are sustained by a 


great God. Our Christianity must always be po:cy ground because it is carried on 


in the presence of God. 


Isa.Biah saw not only the glory of God ' s holiness, but also the glory of 


His love and mercy. In fact, that is the chief reason for this vision. After 


Isaiah cried, Woe is me. For I am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips, one of t : 


seraphim touched his mouth with a live coal from t he altar and said, Behold, th:U3 


has touched your lips; your guilt is taken away, and your sin forgiven. By that 


symbolic act the Lord indicated to Isaiah that there was an atonement for the sin: 


of men, mai;e ready by Himself. The proclamation of that atonement was to be the 


purpose of Isaiah's ministry . 
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This vision of God's love and mercy bas become much clearer since Isaia 


day, an:l you arrl I can view it in the fulln.ess of its glory and splendor. The 


salvation Isaiah spoke about has come to pass: - Christ has come - the Suffering 


Servant has made the sacrifice - Immanuel is with us. God has presented us with 


a self~ortrait of His love. Not only have we seen this portrait, we have ex


perienced what it portr~s. He who said: He that hath seen Me hath seen the Fath 


bas touched our lips with a coal from the sacrificial al tar and announced to us·: 


Your guilt is taken away, and you sin forgiven . With that experience He has not 


only readied us for our task, but also given us our message. We have been callfld 


for only one thing - to be 'Witnesses unto Christ, and when we open our mouths it 


must be to declare what we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes, and handl 


with our hands. We are to be heralds who cry: God was in Christ reconciling the 


world unto Him.self . Let 1s not be misled by a fashionable religiosity which es


pouses a wat·ered do'Wtl morality. It sounds good, but it is lifeless and hopeless. 


No Pentecost will attend a church that eliminates the Cross. There is only one 


word that can bring life into dead bones - CHRIST - and to pronounce that word Go 


has made us what we are. 


The second vi&ion Isaiah had that day was a vision of himself. In the 


presence of the perfectly pure and righteous God, His own impurity stood out in 


stark contrast. He saw himself as God saw him and he was utterly abased. Shame 


and desolation overcame him and as he realized his utter weakness, his inefficien 


his unworthiness, he cried, Woe is me . Have you ever seen the picture of yourseJ. 


that hangs in God's gallery? David did in the 5lst Psalm; Peter did when he crie 


Depart from me for I am a sinful man, O Lord; Jeremiah did when he responded, Ah, 


lord, I cannot speak; for I am only' a child . We don't deal much in sel.f scrutiey 


do we? We're not often troubled by conscience and when we have misgivings, we 


compare ourselves with others and think, I'm not so bad. But that won't do. Our 


Christianity is holy ground and we are face to face with the Lord of Hosts. With 


His hand on our shoulder He looks us: in the eye and says, I have chosen you to 


bear fruit. 
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God resists the proud, but gives grace to the humble. If the vision of 


ouwselves that comes to us in the presence of the Lord - the vision that we are 


poor, despicable sinners, clad in the filthy rags of our own righteousness, uncle. 


from head to foot, unworthy, insufficient, feeble - if that portrait drives us in 


the dust and causes us to cry, God, be merciful to me, a sinner - than at once th 


touch of the seraphim will bring the throbbing of a new life into our souls and 


we will be washed clean, clothed in the gaments of Cbr±st•s righteousness, and 


with power from on High pulsating in our hearts, we will be ready to say with 


Isaiah: Here am I, send me . And we will be prepared to be mastered, dominated an· 


controlled by the most absorbing life under heaven. Such dedication is fitting 


and if we are not ready to make it and repeat it daily, it would be better if we 


had never heard the Gospel. 


Isaiah's vision brought home to him a sharper picture of the world in 


which he lived. He admitted that he lived among a sinful people: I dwell in the 


midst of a people of unclean lips . They bad fallen away from the true God; they 


mocked the prophets, res:isted the Word and despised the Call of Grace. The sad 


estate of his people filled Isaiah with a burning desire to save them from their 


folly. When he realized what his work was to be, he pleaded, Here am I, send me 1 


This vision has not changed, has it? In the call we have and in the message we 


bring, we can see the condition of the world in vivid colors. It's a sinful wor:L 


which revels in its lust; it's a stubborn world which raises its fist against God 


in determined rebellion; it's a hardened world which defies any attempt to change 


it; it's a morally unstable world which has cast off all restrictions; it's a pro· 


world which is completely wrapped up in itself. To such a world the Lord sends u 


with the order: Go and tell . It is a lost world and what the Lord wants to know 


of you and me today, and every day, is this: Are you ready to save it? It's a 


starving world - He gave us the food - are we ready to feed it? It•s a thirsty 


world - will we give it drink? It is a dead wor!d,- will we bring it life? May 


God give each one of us His own compassionate heart - ready to respond with Isaia 


Here am 11 send me! Amen. 








THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINITY 
Holy Cross, 1993 


ST . MATTHEW 28: 16-20 


REV. CARL F. THRUN 


IN NOMINE JESU 


GO! 


11 JESUS IS THE CHRIST!" - "JESUS IS THE MESSIAH!" - "JESUS CHRIST IS LORD!" ----This is 


the basic CONFESSION of the early Christian Com~unity. It stands in OPPOSITION TO and in 


DEFIANCE OF all the DEMONIC POWERS OF DARKNESS and INJUSTICE which had tried to do away 


with JESUS and His MESSIANIC CLAIMS. Jesus is NOT DEAD and BURfflJ1) and GONE at all. HE 


IS RfSEN -- And that giv~His followers a NEW REASON and PURPOSE for living. Like a 


HAUNTING ~EFRAIN it gives them a SENSE OF CONFIDENCE and WELL-BEING: 11 DEATH HAS LOST ITS 


STING! THE GRAVE HAS LOST ITS VICTORY! GAVESTONE AND GRAVES NO TERROR HOLD! CHRIST HAS 


ABOLISHED DEATH! The POWERS which had been powers have been OVERCOME! They are PASSING 


AWAY -- thltse SOURCES OF UNJUSTICE ! • God 1 s own GREAT, UlBERATING REIGN 1'lhas begun. 11 ALL 


AUTHOIRTY IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ME, 11 Jesus tells his disciples . 


THEREFORE -- THEREFORE, t~iJGJJWi'!!iiO GO! GO AND MAKE DISCIPLES! GO AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF 


ALL NATIONS! There are NO 11 IFS 11 MNDS 11 OR imtHS 11 about this. 


St. Matthew's Gospel is patterned after the OLD TESTAMENT PENTETEUCH -- the FIVE BOOKS OF 


MOSES. Moses, you remember, was called very specifically to HELP GOD HELP PEOPLE. "GO 


DOWN MOSES -- WAY DOWN IN EGYPT LAND -- TELL OLE PHAROAH TO LET MY PEOPLE GO!" This was 


a CALL to ACTIDIDN~I And JESUS CALL to us is a CALL TO ACTION -- to GO INTO THE HIGHWAYS 


and BYWAYS of the WORLD and to TELL THE HOWLING HOSTS OF HELL which hold people in11the 


BONDAGE OF HELPLESSNESS and HOPELESSNESS: "LET MY PEOPLE G0! 11 THE CHURCH IS TO BE AN 


ISALND OF HOPE -- a ~LACE OFl ::REFUGE for the OPPRESSED EVEYWHERE -- a PLACE OF VISION. 


When I was a kid, MAGICIANS were very popular -- and I loved them. To be sure, their 


JOKES were simply dreadful -- but you had to RESPECT THEM because they were older than 


anyone else in the cn0wd. They told, for example, about the DENTIST who married the 


MANICURIST -- and they spent the rest of their lIDves RIGHTING TOOTH AND NAIL. Then not 


only proved to you WHAT KILLED VAUDEVILLE; they REENACTED THE CRIME right before your 


eyes ••• ••. Then came MAGIC TIME -- and I remember one time in particular. the magician 


stood up and said, ·~ill the young fellow toward the end of the front row please step 
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FORWARD. 11 And I looked around to see who the victim would be this time -- and I heard 


him say, 11 NO , THE YOUNG MAN WITH THE GLASSES AND BROWN HAIR -- WILL ~OU PLEASE COME FOµ 


WARD?'' And I realized to my hohror that he had gotten ~e •• • ••• • Now I wax exceedingly 


ANGRY -- and in retrospect I think I know the reason WHY! 1 HAD PAID MONEY TO BE A 


SPECTATOR -- and now this magician was asking me to take part in the act . And if there 


is one thing all of us human beings yearn for, it is a LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP in the 


ASSOCIATION OF LIFE'S BYSTANDERS$ I felt he was infringing on my freedom. And I knew 


perfectly wel 1 that in the response I made or refused to make, a lot of 11 Ulfif.LE OLE ME 11 
· 


was going to be revealed to a lot of people -- and I was TOO SELF-POSSESSED for that. 


Thinks about it! 11 G0, 11 says Jesus, 11 GO AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS!" That means 


we are going to have to LEAVE OUR COMFORT ZONES and reveals a lot of 11 LITTLE OLE US" to a 
BROKENNESS 


lot of people as we share our own HUMANNESS, our PAINS AND HUMAN LIMITATIONS and HOW GOD 


HAS DONE FOR US WHAT WE COULD NEVER HAVE DONE FOR OURSELVES. 


I'm sure we can all identify with MOSES when he was CALLED BY GOD and told to GO! Moses' 


response to God W81S, "WHO AM I THAT I SHOULD GO TO PHAROAH AND BRING THE ISRAELITES OUT 


OF EGYPT? 11 Moses know who he was -- but he didn't want to be who he was called to be . 


Moses knew that MAN IS --NOT AS HE EATS. Moses knew that MAN IS -- NOT IN THE ABUNDANCE 


OF THE THINGS HE POSSESSES. Moses knew that MAN IS -- NOT AS HE THINKS ~ Moses knew that 


MAN IS AS HE LOVES! -- That there isrl NO SMALLED PACKAGE in all the world than a 11 MAN ALL 


WRAPPED UP IN HIMSELF . " Moses knew that -- and MOSES' CONFLICT IS OUR CONFLICT. We Know 


who we are too. We know t hat we are called to bring the GOOD NEWS of FORGIVENESS, LIFE, 


AND SALVATION to EVERY CREATURE -- that ONE SINGLE HUMAN SOUL is WORTH MORE and OOUNTS 


MORE than the WHOLE WORLD! We know that we weremmade to LOVE AND CARE AND EMBRACE ALL 


NATIONS, but "THAT WHICH WE WOULD WE DO NOT; AND THAT WHICH WE WOULD NOT THAT WE DO! 


At the tender age of 14 -- still very impressionable -- I left my home in East Detroit, 


Michigan, to begin preparing for the mini stry in Bronxville, New York. Bronxville is an 


ELITE, POSH COMMUNITY, a little over an hour's ride on a commuter train to the BIG APPLE . 


On the train it was EASY to be a SPECTATOR. But I shall never forget the CHILLS running 


all over me when we came to the !@%St. St ation and Upper Manhattan. As I looked out thE 
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window, there were all these folks who were free to live in the COLD WATER TENEMENT of 


their choice -- all the fold who had been SO LONG UNEMPLOYED that they were probably 


UNEMPLOYABLE -- and those who have to endure the INDIGNITIES of our present WELFARE 


SYSTEMS -- and I looked out on all thise TRUNCATED, FRUSTRATED HUMAN LIFE --- and even a~ 


a young man I could not help feeling myself coming under JUDGMENT and somehow being callE 


into a NEW BEING -- and I remember the VAST RELIEF when I saw only my OWN FACE reflected 


in the window instead of all those BLACK and PUERmO RICAN FACES -- and I THANKED GOD that 


the train went into the tunnel. 


II GO! II II ALL NATIONS" - "EVERY CRATURE ! II "TELL OLE SATAN AND ALL HIS @EMONIC POWERS I LEl 


MY PEOPLE G0! 111 
••••••• 


11 N0, 11 we cry back. 11 LET GEORGE DO IT!" ..•.•• We say we hate to see 


people SUFFERING. Is it the SUFFERING or the SUFFERERS we hate? We hate LOOKING AT THE 


EYES of people in MENTAL WARDS -- We hate them for MAKING US HATE OURSELVES. There is tt 


SAME LOOKE in the EYES OF tth~ lJ~EFBGEES FROM HAITI -- in the EYES OF THE LITTLE CHILDREN 


in Somalia and NEW \·/YORK and DETROIT and CHI CAGE and SARASOTA -- any MATROPOLITAN AREA. 


ALL THOSE SUFFERERS --- and ALL THE LONELY and BROKEN~HEARTED and MIXED-UP in our midst 


CALLING US INTO BEING -- CALLING US TO LOVE -- CALLING US TO SUFFER~MITH THEM in what 


is known as COMPASSION -- always echoing the CALL OF OUR LORD: "GO! MAKE DISCIPLES OF 


ALL NA TI ONS ! BAPTIZE! TEACH! GO! DO IT! 11 


I think most Americans still think that the POOR are the problems of the RICH -- when it 


is exactly the other way around -- when all· over the world it is the RICH WHO ARE THE 


PROBLEMS OF THE POOR. In my office there is this WONDERFUL PICTURE of the "GOOD SAMARITA~ 


When the PRIEST and the LEVITE passed by on the OTHER SIDE, they really PASS BY THEIR ow~ 


LIFE .• 1~1 ••• When we give our TIME and ATTENTLON and MONEY to the po©'r, we are receiving 


back OUR OWN LIVES. In al 1 the events in our l1i'v.e1' where we see SUFFERING and PAIN and 


BROKENNESS, we are hearing the CALL OF GOD, 11 G0! 11 And I pray11we will have the grace to 


say, 11 HERE AM I, SEND ME! 11 Amen 








The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1966 


IN NOMINE JFSU 


Rev. Carl F . Thrun 


St. John 3: 1,2 Now there was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler 
of the Jews. This man came to Jesus by night. 


A NEW BEGINNING! 


In the night voices and noises come to life which we do not hear by day 


When we walk through a dark woods at night, we hear very different and often more 


terrifying noises than when the sun is shin:Ulg through the branches. Even w.i. thin 


ourselves there are voices by night which are not heard by day. Revolutions breal 


out at night and are secretzy plotted in darkness. Passions lift up their voices 


at night, whether in love or in hate. Anxiety visits us by night and asks us the 


insistent and disturbing question, How will things go tomorrcnr? Conscience, whicl 


is dulled by day, takes on a ne\'r voice and appearance by night. The guilt of pas· 


days and nights stands up and begins to speak to us • And our pillow becomes a 


stone on which we can find no rest. It was s uch a night as this that Nicodemus 


came to Jesus • 


By da\V things are quite clear to Nicodemus • He does his work, takes ca 


of his fam~, does what isright, and is afraid of no one. But then night comes, 


and in its shadow he is haunted by the question: Can the riddle of my life be 


solved so easily? Is there not something missing? I have no peace. What is lif 


really all a bout? By day Nicodemus has no time for s uch r eflections. He must 


write letters, r eceive callers, and do his business . But when da:rlmess comes, it 


is different. He knows that someth:Ulg is wanting. He cannot say precisely vmat 


it is, but he is conscious of the lack. 


Is not this the exact same thing that plagues each one of us, when in 


the night hours we have tme to reflect? With astronauts and space ships circlin 


overhead, do we still not have to aski What is the point of it all? Are we not 


circling around in a void? Can technology, or industry, or commerce, or medicine 


or prosperity,- or a:n:y of the countless things we can name - can aey of these thin 


really make our life anJl different, or richer, or happier? How can they relieve 


my personal distress? How can they help the fact that I have a prodigal son, th2 


my marriage has broken up, that I cannot control my dark thoughts? How can they 


help a young mother gi ve to her children not merely the gift of life, but a life 
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which is truly rich, which is filled with meaning, which will reflect eternity1 


Thus Nicodemus comes to Jesus, and all of us come with him. He has an 


obscure feeling that Jesus has something to do with what I lack. Perhaps I 'Will 


find peace there. Perhaps I will be able to fill the nameless void in my life. 


But he tries to play the role of a strong man. He does not lay his need before 


Jesus. We are all too proud for that. There must be no show of weakness. We mu 


disguise our inner hollowness. Nicodemus comes only to discuss things with Jesus 


He begins with the courteous greeting: Rabbi, we know that Thou art a teacher com• 


from God: for no nan can do these miracles that Thou doest, except God be with HiJ 


But in saying this Nicodemus has already betrayed himself. For it is 


interesting to see whom and what he seeks in Jesus . He seeks in Him neither a 


rising politician, nor the popular Messianic leader, nor a great thinkefand human 


teacher . What has struck his attention is the fact that Jesus performs miracles, 


that He can heal the sick, that He comforts the despairing, that He even attacks 


death and wrests from death's icy fingers its victims, t hat He, :in general, has 


taken on the fight against all the dark forces which disrupt our lives, that He 


breaks the power of guilt, and • .• that He remains Victor in all these things. Her• 


is One before whom the pov<ers of darkness yield. Here oppressed bodies and tor-


tured consciences are put right. All suffering takes flight when the Savior come: 


And isn't this what humanity, ourselves arrl Nicodemus included, is real]\y looking 


for - the Savior, who will be with each of us at every moment, who will heal our 


wounds and forgive our sins, who will enter the little boats of our lives and be 


with us no matter how high the waves, who ·will hide us in the hand of the Fatheri 


Nicodemus has the feihling that Jesus might be that Saviorl 


Jesus sees the hunger and questioning look in the eyes of Nicodemus. Al 


He gives a most objective, non-religious answer: Verily, verily, I say unto thee, 


e2:cept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God. So Jesus knocks on 


the inner heart of Nicodemus. But this also raises the question: What does being 


born again mean? Men biom again are those who take seriously the fact that God :L 


their Father. But to be children of the Father is to know that we are loved by 


Him and to reflect in our hearts the love received from Him, so that we also love 
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our brothers. To be children of this Father is to dare to come back to Him as 


lost sons because His heart is waiting for us, and then to receive the power in 


turn to forgive our fellow men. To be children of this Father is to cane to Him 


with all our cares and requests, saying, Abba, dear Father . To be children of th: 


Father is to trust in His love in hours of darkness and difficulty, because a 


Father does not fool His children but always has for them the hidden thought of 


love. 


But these .. words of Jesus go even further. It is not a matter of strainE 


searching into the meaning of life. A bir'-vh is not a matter of thought. It is a 


fact of life. God wants to come into your life, Nicodemus. Do you understand th< 


There is no sense in your trying to overcome the dead point of your life by furthE 


work, by trying to polish up your character, by mobilizing your inner reserves, b~ 


trying to pile up religious brownie points . If a man is on the wrong track, it i: 


no use running faster. If you are not right within, your moral efforts are of no 


avail. Look, you must begin again at the very beginning. That is why I say that 


you must be born again. For birth is the first thing a man experiences. 


But Nicodemus is not yet ready to surrender to Jesus. Rather he wants 


to engage in a theological debate; he :wants to keep it all on a strictly inteJJ.-
11~~~ ~~wfr~~~ 


ectual plain.\-- 'How can this be? he asks:. He is an old man. How can a person sta: 


all over again? How can he wipe out the past? But Jesus wiJJ. not be drawn into : 


debate. He s:imp1:y reaffirms His saying concerning the new birth: Except a man be 


born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God . It is 


as though He s~:: I cannot and will not describe for you vmat the new birth is. 


It can only be experienced. And if it is not experienced, jt cannot be und.erstoo 


A person who in springtime must shout out his joy does not ask why. Similarly, 


there are many things in life which must be experienced to be known, and which 


otherwise cannot be explained - love, for example. If we have never loved, no on 


can describe to us what love is. So we can never lmow who God is unless we have 


been born again as the children of God. 


Yet Nicodemus asks again: How can this be? This time there is a more 


serious ring to the question. For what Nicodemus means is this: If, then, I am t 
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become a child of God and to be born aga:in, how is this to come about? A man can· 


not bear himself; he must be born. So there is nothing he himself can do about ii 


Everything depends, therefore, on God's doing something. But bow can I make Him 


do anything in order that I may be a child of God? Must I wait passively for the 


Holy Spirit to fall on me? How can these things be? 


This t:llne Jesus takes up the question. The night wind is whistling arm 


the house. This suggests to the Lord a play on words, for in the original text 


the words Spirit and Tli.nd are the sane. He says: The wind blcn1eth where it liste~ 


and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell vrhence it cometh, and 


Vlhither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit . This means that it 


all depends on our being touched by the Spirit of God. Onl;y- He can renew the 


heart. But one cannot give this Spirit to hlmself. It is with Him as with the 


wind 'VID.ich we cannot control but which blows hither and thither and we cannot evei 


determine its direction. Thus the final conclusion of wisdom seems to be the 


everything rests on the grace of God, on His sending the Spirit. But if every


thing depends on something over which I have not the slightest control, how, then, 


can I ever be a Christian? 


Here Jesus shows Himself to be a true pastor to Nicodemus: We spea.l{ tha 


vre do knou, and testify that we have seen. What He means is: Nicodemus, the 


Father is present in Me. You do not need to chase the wind. You have only to 


take My hand, and you will see that eternal life is bodily before you in Me; the 


divine breath touches you in Me. And here the storm wind of God takes on a com


forting aspect. To be sure, we cannot malre the wind blow. But we do not need to 


for it is already blowing. Wherever the Son of God goes, the winds of God are 


blowing, the streams of living water are flowing, and the sun of God is shining. 


I do not need to seek them. I am already encircled by the rush of wind and water 


and the radiance of light when Jesus begins to speak. And He has indeed begun to 


speak • Are we not baptized? In this very hour He is in our midst. He has broug 


us here, and now He is present, quite simply present. We cannot make the storm o 


God; we have only to leap into it. We ourselves cannot paint upon the heavens tr. 







rainbow of forgiveness that arches over our lives. We have only to place ourselve 


beneath it. But who is going to ask where it caJ11e from when it is simply there 


and shines over us? Nicodemus, open the window. The winds of God are blowing 


outside, for your Savior has come to you. Thank God, He has come to us tool 


~ .. 








THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINITY 
Holy Cross - 1992 


Psalm 115: 1,2 


REV. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 


WHERE IS GOD? 


"TO YOU ALONE, 0 LORD, TO YOU ALONE, AND NOT US US, MUST GLORY BE GIVEN BECAUSE OF YOUR 
~ 


CONSTANT LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS," says the Psalmist in Psalm 115 . And then ~ faces the 


age old question which countless people have asked of those who TRUST and BELIEVE in God: 


11 WHERE IS YOUR GOD? 11 I'm sure that even believers have asked the sa~~ themselves 


especially when overtaken by troubl·e or disaster. The DISCIPLES OF JESUS,( that night when 


they were crossing the Sea of Gali lee and a VIOLENT STORM suddenly came upon them: 11 WHERE 


IS GOD, ANYWAY? 11 


It's a common joke hurled at POLICE~THERE'S NEVER A POLICEMAN AROUND WHEN YOU NEED 


HIM. 11 And I'm sure the same things ~ been said about doctors and clergymen and others 


who are public servants . "THEY'RE NEVER AROUND WHEN YOU NEED THEM!" Sometimes, even 


sneeringly GOD is the brunt of our ridicule: 11 WHERE IS GOD WHEN YOU NEED HIM? 11 It is the 


question of the WHOLE BOOl( OF JOB, brought up constantly by those three WOULD-BE FRIENDS 
~ _c,i; ~w cf 'a1!f . ~ 


of Job. 11 JOB, WHERE IS YOUR GOD, WHEN YOU NEED ~ f Ii ' 


Sometimes THIS QUESTION takes on an IRONIC TWIST. There was a man who made NO SECRET 


abdut the fact that he was an ATHEIST. Especially i~ the company of HIS BROTHER'S FAMILY, 


who openly avowed their faith in GOD and in JESUS CHRIST, this man took every opportunity 
Po KE 


to RIDICULE and UNDERMINE and ~ FUN OF their FAITH. • • . . One SUNDAY AFTERNOON this man 1 s 


LITTLE NEPHEW was talking around the the DINNER TABLE about what he had learned in SUNDAY 


SCHOOL that morning. HE HAD LEARNED ABOUT GOD! The UNCLE, with a gleam in his eye, 


reached into his pocket and pulled out a SHINY QUARTER. 11 I 1 LL TELL YOU WHAT, 11 he said to 


his nephew, 11 I'LL GIVE YOU THIS QUARTER IF YOU CAN TELL ME WHERE GOD IS. 11 The LITTLE BOY 


reached into his own pocket and pulled out -another quarter and said, 11 I 1 LL GIVE YOU THIS 


QUARTER IF YOU CAN TELL ME WHERE GOD IS NOT! 11 The WHOLE F/ll')ILY had a GOOD LAUGH about 
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this NEAT THRUST and TURN OF EVENTS from this LITTLE GUY,. There seemed to be NO ANSWER. 


Then the boy looked straight into the eyes . of his uncle and said, "WHERE GOO IS, IS IN 


MY HEART. ANO WHERE GOO IS NOT IS IN YOURS. 11 Somehow, the UNCLE : had to give up FIFTY 


CENTS instead of the twenth-five he had originally offered . The BOY had answered BOTH 


QUESTIONS to e~•s CHAGRIN and AMAZEMENT. 
~~· 


The PSALMIST had GOO IN HIS HEART! He KNEW GOD and he BELIEVED IN GOD . His WORSHIP 


centered in the PRESENCE and ACTIVITY OF GOD in his life -- and he gave God is due : "TO 


YOU ALONE, 0 LORD, TO YOU ALONE, AND NOT TO US, MUST GEORrBE GIVEN BECAUSE OF YOUR 


CONSTANT LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS." He couldn't PROVE HIS FAITH -- he could only CONFESS 


IT. And like you and me today, he knew that there was ·really NO ANSWER that could 


satisfy the SKEPTICS who, WHEN THINGS· WENT WRONG, want to know, 11 WHY DID GOD ALLOW THIS 


TO HAPPEN?" "WHERE IS GOD NOW? 11 


\~f?Wt!tz~ 
Like all human beings, the PSALMIST knew only too well what it is like to CRY INTO THE 


STORM AND RECEIVE NO ANSWER -- to BE SIOK AT HEART AND FIND NO HEALING. He knew what it 


is to CRY OUT OF THE DEPTHS FOR GOD who is NOT THERE WHEN HE IS MOST NEEDED . He knew what 


it is the carry a HEART LOADED. DOWN WITH GRIEF and ANGUISH, and HURT, and PAIN. He had 
(._.. .. - ----- _ .... --


nol FLIP or EASY ANSWERS to al 1 of the 11 WHYS? 11 and ·11 WHERES? 11 and "WHEREFORES?" But he 


did have this BROADER VISION 'OF FAITH that SOMEHOW , SOMEWAY GOD WOULD S.EE HIM THROUGH IT 


ALL -- SOMEHOW the GREAT GOD cared about LITTLE PEOPLE like himself -- that when all was 
~~-


said and done he was NOT JUST A NUMBER -- LOST IN THE CROWN -- LOST IN THE SHUFFLE ---


but that EVEN IF HE DID GET LOST, GOD WOULD. MISS HIM and FIND HIM . In spite of all the 


SEEMING EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY, the PSALMIST held on to the "CONSTANT LOVE AND FAITHFUL


NESS11 of God.! THAT WAS HIS FAITH -- unshaken, undaunted : "TO YOU ALONE, 0 LORD , TO YOU 


ALONE, AND NOT TO US, MUST GLORY BE GIVEN!" 


That "CONSTANT LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS" found its ULTIMATE FOCUS and EXPRESSION in JESUS 


CHRIST. We.1 re here to CELEBRATE that demonstration of GOD 1S.ULTIMATE l.DVE FOR US. "WHEN 
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THE FULLNESS OF THE TIME HAD COME ~ GOD SENT HIS SON, BORN OF A WOMAN, BORN UNDER THE LAW, 


IN ORDER TO REDEEM THOSE WHO WERE UNDER THE LAW, SO THAT WE MIGHT RECEIVE ADOPTION AS 


CHILDREN." Jesus joined us in the DEPTHS in order that He might lift us up to the HEIGHTS 


"GOD MADE HIM WHO KNEW NO SIN TO BE MADE SIN FOR US, THAT WE MIGHT BE MADE THE RIGHTEOUS-


NESS OF GOD IN HIM." .•.•••. "THEREFORE., SINCE WE ARE JUSTIFIED BY FAITH," says our second 


lesson, "WE HAVE PEACE WITH GOD THROUGH OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST. 11 


Jesus comes as FORGIVER, RESTORER, RECONCILER -- to BRING US BACK TO GOD! He is the 


FORGIVER in His own Person! When He meets that LITTLE TAX-COLLECTOR, ZACCHAEUS, for 


example -- up that SYCAMORE TREE, He says, 11 ZACCHAEUS, COME DOWN OUT OF THAT TREE, FOR 


TODAY SALVATION HAS COME TO YOUR HOUSE." That's not a· statement about PHILOSOPHY or 


indifferent SCIENTIFIC DATA -- That's a statement about CHRIST HIMSELF and WHAT HE IS 


ABOUT. "TODAY, I AM COMING TO YOUR HOUSE. 11 "I AM COMING TO BRING YOU BACK TO GOD! 11 


Again, when Jesus tells the PARABLE OF THE PRODIGAL SON, He tells it about HIMSELF . ''THIS 


MAN RECEIVES SINNERS AND EATS WITH THEM" is the accusation. So Jesus tells WHY He "EATS 


WITH SINNERS" -- and that is because He is LIKE THE SHEPHERD who leaves the ninety-nine 


other sheep to go in search of one lost one somewhere out the~ in the wilderness . He is 


LIKE THE WOMAN who turns her house upside down until she finds the COIN she has lost. He 


is LIKE THE FATHER who receives His WAYWARD SON back home again. In other words, He is 


Himself the WONDERFUL SIN- FORGIVER -- the One who BREAKS DOWN EVERY BARRIER that would 


separate us from God. 


It was because of the PROMISE OF THE MESSIAH TO COME -- the PROMISE OF GOD hearing the 


CRIES OF THE CENTURIES -- WHERE IS GOD? -- hearing those VOICES from the DEPTHS -- the 


VOICES of AGONIZED WAITfI NG and YEARNING and HOPING.AGAINST HOPE -- it is because of THAT 


PROMISE that the Psalmi st ~out: "TO YOU ALONE, 0 LORD, TO YOU ALONE , AND NOT TO US/ 


MUST GLORY BE GIVEN BECAUSE OF YOUR CONSTANT LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS." 
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I cannot speak for you, of course, but I can tell you how I look back at my own life and 


seek how GOD HAS MARVELOUSLY ORCHESTRATED it -- how GOD was PHESENT in some very DARK and 


FIGHTENING TIMES when I wasn't even aware of it -- and how I was NOT DESTROYED BY IT but 


came through it all with SCARS I still bear to this day -- and how I am SOMEHOW all the 


WISER and STRONGER for it. I have often said that I WOULD NOT WI$H MY PAST ON MY WORST ·-=- --
ENEMY, but at the same time I WOULD NOT TRADE IT FOR 11 ALL THE TEA IN CHINA" as they say. 


IT HAS MADE ME WHO I AM -- and for that I am ETERNALLY GRATEFUL. 11 TO YOU ALONE, 0 LORD, 


TO YOU ALONE MUST THE GLORY BE GIVEN. 11 


WHERE IS GOD? I believe that .GOD ACTS IN HISTORY -- in YOUR and MY BRIEF HISTORIES -- NOT 


as a PUPPETEER who SETS THE SCENE and PULLS THE STRINGS -- but as the GREAT DIRECTOR Who 
~ ---


no matter what comes our way, if we have EYES TO SEE and EARS TO HEAR and HEARTS OPEN! --


He will GUIDE US through to ENR1CH and ENABLE and HALLOW the WHOLE VAST DRAMA OF LIFE so 
,..--.... ~-- -<- , UP 


that ~INALLY and AT LAST and FOREVER we will find ourselves LIFTING OUR VOICES with the 


ANGELS and ARCHANGELS and the WHOLE VAST COMPANY OF HEAVEN itself: 11 TO YOU ALONE, 0 LORD, 


TO YOU ALONE, AND NOT TO US ,. MUST GLORY BE GIVEN, BECAUSE OF YOUR CONSTANT LOVE AND 


FAITHFULNESS. 11 Amen. 








THF: FE!ST OF THE HOLY TRINITY 
Rolling Meadows - 1964 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Exodus 20: 2,3 (RSV) I am the Lerd your God, who brought you out of the land of 
Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You shall have no otheJ 


gods before Me. 


NO OTHER GODS! 


Humanity either has entered or stands at the threshhold of one of the 


greatest periods in all of history. Men are getting ready for the most adventurot 


journey they have ever taken, aiming for the stars with rockets1 space capsules, 


and communications satellites. In the minds. of sane,, men are about to prove that 


they are no long;{ little bit lower than the angels, but are angels or gods them-


selves. Humanism is the going philosopey. Man, the scientist, discovers the worJ 


- man, the builder, shapes the world - man, the social being, organizes the world 


- man, the egoist, appropriates the world - man, the irrational, destroys the worJ 


- man makes himselfJ More an::i better things for better living through chemistry • 


this is the proud slogan! We catalog our triumphs: We have harnessed the atom -


we have made the desert bloom - we have exalted the valleys and leveled the hills 


:for our expressways - we have brought about the highest standard of living in his· 


tory through industrialization - we are conquering the diseases which have plague< 


man from antiquity - we have reached for the moon, and we intend to land on Mars .• 


Man used to pray for rain. NGW we seed clouds. Uan used to prcv for the sick. 


Now we send for the doctor, give a shot of penicillin, or removef an inflamed orgl 


through surgery. Man used to pray for wisdom. Now we publish it in books and ed1 


cate our children in universities. 


Really, what do we need God for? To men equipped with such god-like 


powers and faced with such exhilarating prospects, isn't it a little bit late to 
/)t&tt ,t'z_ 


talk about God and the responsibility ..we owe llim? Aren •t His commandments a litt: 


out of date in this age of Telstar arrl supersonic planes? It may be late, but as~ 


long as there are men on earth it will never be too late to remember the one true 


God - to pay Him homage and to worship Him. H:is commandments are not like the oJJ 


~cannons you see in museums: which once thundered loudly but are no longer in servi1 


There is still God! Everything else may change, but this v£i 11 not change: The 


works of His Hands are verity and judgment; all His commandments are sure. 
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~oming out from behind the veil, the hidden, mysterious God has reveale< 


Himself in the Sariptures. as the Triune God - Father, Son, and Holy Spirit - Three 


distinct, separate, eternal, co-equal Persons in 6ne divine Essence or Being. He 
~/Hll'~Y 


is our Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier:--He cisctn"e Living Lord of heaven and 


earth. At His feet the angels and archangels do bow,, chanting their ceaseless: 


Ho:cy, Holy, Roly, Lord God Almighty, which "'Has, and is, and is to come. He speakl 


and He expects. us to listen: I am the Lord your God ••• You sha1l have no other goru 


before Se! Because He speaks as He does, religion is not the hannless pastime sa 


folks would try to make it. No other gods! He wants to be God, to be God alone! 


His glory will He not give to another, neither His praise to graven images! 


God never tries to prove His existence. Never once in the entire Scrip-


ture will you find a passage attempting to prove logical:cy that God exists. The 


Bible is content to label as a fool acy man who would deny His existence. The 


Scriptures do recogniz_e everything seen or known in this great universe of ours a: 


the product of His intelligence and power. Nothing came about by accident, every· 


thing by design. As the biologist F.dwin Conklin once said, The possibility of 1i: 


. originating fron accident is comparable to the probability of an unabridged dic


tionar;y resulting from an explosion in a printing shop. The works of His Hands, 


i'li. thout bothering to prove His existence, shout forth His greatness and glory. Ii 


spite of His. greatness am glory, men are so constituted as to be constantly put-


ting up other gods in His place. They honor, fear, love, value, and depend upon 


almost aizything but God. That is why God has to speak as He does in the negative 


You shall have no other gods before l!eJ Paul Althaus once remarked: Sad to say, 


we men and our world are of such a kind that first of all God's •No' is necessary, 


a bitter .,,arning and threat, instead of a mere 'Yes.' 


Here all of us have to plead guilty. We are adept at fashioning gods 


that a month of sennons could not catalegue. At the very moment when Moses was oi 


the mountain communing with God, the people who were the special beneficiaries of 


G0d's goodness and grace asked Aaron to fashion for them gods similar to the ones 
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they left behind in Egypt, the land from which they had just escaped by the skin 


of their teeth. The: people did not abandon their religiosity; they just abandonec 


their God. To their pretensions God had one aaswer: I am the Lord your God, who 


brought you out from the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You shall 


have no other e;ods before Me. One can detect a certain sadness in the Voice of tJ 


mighty God, demanding from His people a love and devotion they prefer to deny Him. 


God can do everything right, and people will still grumble. He can offer every 


blessing, but they will choose to serve the gods of Egypt. At the cost of self


respect and every decent responsibility to the God who made them, they will make 


their own gods. 


The process of god-making has not ended. In our own time the gods are 


having a field day. Some, like the gods of old, are made of wood am stone. oth1 


more modern, more refined, have captured the hearts of people the world over. The 


gods of organized power talk about this as their century. The gods of beauty and 


fashion have men and women groveiing at their feet. The god of education lays 


claim to the full loyalty of men, promising complete solutions for every problem. 


Recently I read of a husband and wife who had not missed a movie in their local 


movie house in the past 20 years. During the same two decades they seldom, if ev1 


had been in church. To go to the movies once a week, that's a habit . To see evei 


movie that comes to town - that's religion. Martin Marty, former pastor of the 


Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit in Elk Grove Village, wrote an article in the 


Christian Century entitled, The Altar of Automobility. The occasion was the Chi


cago Automobile Show. The idols bad shiny fins, dual exhausts, and chrome tr:im. 


Priestesses in low-cut gowns showed the worshipers the wonder of automatic trans


mission, fabrics and decor, and horse- power that approaches omnipotence. Someone 


has said that if you want to see America at worship, go to a baseball game. Our 


most prevalent household god is in the magic mirror - the TV - the great gray gho: 


- or if you are among the more fortunate, you can see it in living color . Childrl 


and adults have thilir choice of saviors, complete with Colt .45, broad-brimmed hai 
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and nerves of stefil, . An adult Western is one which presents the problem of good 


and evil in psychological tenns. A cartoon showed two children playing cowboys. 


One of them said, I'll be the good guy, and you be the guy with a problem.. 


This is pretty thin soup to sustain the soul that thirsts. '·£or the Livinf 


God. The First Commandment thundeTs to an age that gives the Living God a good 


deal less than even second place: I am the Lord your God - the oncy God - you sha.'. 


have no other gods before Me. Martin Luther explained it quite simply: We should 


fear, love, and trust in Him above all things. Nothing - no thing - shall occupy 


or shall presume to occupy the place reserved for the one true God alone. He musi 


occupy first place, or He will occupy none at all. To fear God is to heed and re· 


spect His Voice, as He speaks to our consciences amid the loud clamor of many othf 


voices. To love God is to focus our hearts upon Him as the one great God without 


Whom we cannot live. To trust in God is to depend upon Him for every good, con


fident that He is what He claims to be - the one God in and above and through all 


things. In Him we live and move and have our beil'lg . He is God! He is not up foi 


election. He cannot be removed by rebellion. No one is destroyed when God is 


defied except the defiant ones who destroy themselves. Threats of divine wrath aJ 


not to be taken lightly. It is a fearful thing to fall into the Hands of the 


Living God.I 


An evangelist once asked a man, Have you found God? The man replied, I 


did not know He was lost . God is not lost; man is. Man does not find God; God 


finds man. Refusing to stand aloof from the worli in all its rebellion, God Him


self set out to do for us what we could not do for ourselves. He joined the humat 


condition in His own Son, Jesus Christ. He made a pact with men and sent His Son 


to be a Man. He worked out a plan and carried it out - to redeem men whose naturf 


it is to worship idols. He forgives, though He would have every right to punish. 


Having erected a Cross as a signpost for all men everywhere, He declares forgive


ness available to all in Jesus Christ who poured out His life on that Cross.. The 


Cross is there for you and me. Whosoever believes in the Son will have life. Th: 
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is the one true God speaking. We lmaw Him to be true, for He adds : He who believE 


not the Son will not have life . He is and remains God. These are His terms, and 


He refuses to dicker or to deal. He is God. There is no other. I am the Lord 


your God ••• you shall have no other gods before Mel 


Let God be God. He made you. He redeemed you. Let Him be your God. 


Throw away the old idols, the old altars, the old loves • Put God in first place 


where He belongs. Give Him your respect, your love, your trust, your worship as 


you give them to no other. He is God. I am the Lord your God ••• you shall have 


no other gods before Me. Amen. 








./ 


The Feast of the Holy Trini.ty 
RoJJ.ing Meadows - ig68 


Il~ NOMTiffi JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Genesis 32: 22-30 THE SAME NIGHT HE AROSE AND TOOK HIS TWO WIVES, HIS TWO MAIDS 
AND HIS ELEVEN CIITLDREN, A.TIID CROSSED THE FORD OF THE JABBOK. 


HE TOOK THEM AND SENT THEM ACROSS THE STREAM, AND LIKEWISE EVERYTHING THAT HE 
HAD. AND JACOB WAS LEFT ALONE; AND A MAN WRESTLED wrm H™ UNTIL THE BREAKJNG 
OF THE DAY. WHEN THE MAN SAW THAT HE DID NOT PREVAIL AGAINST JACOB, HE TOUCHED 
THE HOLLOW OF HIS THIGH; AND JACOB 1S THIGH WAS PUT OUT OF JOINT AS HE Vffi.F.STLED 
WITH HIM. THEN HE SAID, 1"LET ME GO, FOR THE DAY IS BREAKING. 11 BUT JACOB SAID, 
"I WILL NOT LET YOU GO, UNLESS YOU BLESS ME. 11 AND HE SAJJ) TO HIM, ''WHAT IS 
YOUR NAME?"' AND HE SAID, "JACOB.ttI THEN HE SAID, "YOUR NAME SHALL NO MORE BE 
CALLED JACOB, BUT ISRAEL, FOR YOU HAVE STRIVEN WITH GOD AND WITH MEN, AND HAVE 
PREVAILED. n· THEN JACOB ASKED HJM, "TELL ME, I PRAY, J'.DUR NAME.If! BUT HE SAID, 
''WHY IS IT THAT YOU ASK MY NAME?" AND THERE HE BLESSED HIM. SO JAOOB CALIED· 
THE NAME OF THE PLACE PENIEL, SAYING, 11FOR '.£ HAVE SEEN GOD FACE TO FACE, AND 
YET MY LIFE IS PRESERVED. tt 


TELL ME YOUR NAME! 


We have come to cel ebrate the Feast of the Holy Trinity - our Name Day - in 


wake of deep personal and national mourning! The terrible tragedy of Senator - -
(Robert Kennedy~ assassination has left the mark of Cain on our country and upon 


each one of us • All of us are ~hed by his death, jus:t as we are d:iminishec 


1z the death of every ~· We may not aJ.l be personally guilty o~ crime,, ~ 


~~ personally associated llitll fallen mankind . We all belog.g ~a c~· 


tive/\humanity - we are all the children of Adam - and we all haye =D ~ the 
- ~ we aw all joined to this widow & her children ~ . - grief. 
old man wllich is capable of unspeakable acts of violence and madness • A The words 


of our Lord - on the wgi to the Cross - come home to us t9day Yd. th startling 


@§and f'rsighten~ <frc0'!J DAUCIBTERS OF JERUSALEM, WEEP NOT FOR ME; BUT 


WEEP FOR YOURSELVES AND FOR "YOUR CHILDREN; FOR IF THEY DO THESE THINGS IN A GREEI 


TREE, VI.HAT SHALL BE OONE :rn THE DRY'? At such a time as this we find ourselves 


crying out from the ~ry depths of our bell.lg for the NAME OF THE LIVING GOD . At - -
such a time,,we KNOW. that we have achieved no utopia - we a.re far from Paradise 


4~ 
and the Promised Land. Vie are still very much :rn THIS VIDRDD of sin and death! 


Our situation toda7 is ~unlike that of Q on the banks of the river 


Qab~ W~ are worried agi fearful about the future - ab~ ?bet may become of 
~ ~"' .. -


us and our count ry... We are worried that perhaP8,\ our nast h:t'!come to meet us l - - - - ~ ~ ~~~ 
We wonder wl).ere GOD fits into all of this. i. ;Jacob 1 s~w::;e~·~~~~=~~=llt:l~~ 


this Nameless Di et • s the story of your life and mine 1 _.., -
Uaco~ like so many of us.a ~ relitious man in his fashion. And he w~ 


also no fool in the ways of the world. Shrewd and crafty, ~doutsmarted l:2!. - - __... 
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dull-.iitted brother,9 and tricked him into sell~ birthrig!lt for a mes~ 
~a...t1{4 -


of pottage. T~, aided and abetted 1;l bis equaliy cunning mother, he cE_eated 


~out of his ~g father ' s blessing bz cover~ his arms and hands with Et
::!°k~ @sa~ may not have been veg bright but he bad a (iemperJ- and in a _Eage ili~ 
threatened Jacob's life . So Jacob took to his heels . Q~· Trickij- that's what 


his name, Jacob, mea~ - had to flee for his life. - - -
But all that w~ 2~rs ago and naw~ at long l.as:t, '!!.as going home 


for the first time. ~as ni®-t on the banks of the river @abb~- !!_d tomo::.::?' 


[aco'b) would h<IVe to ~e [EsaU} Would Esau let by-gones be by-gones or would he 


carry ou.t his 20-year-old threat? Anxious 1 fearful of what tomorrow might bringJ -
Jacob was alone . It was as if bis whole past had caught up w1 th him that dark - -
~t. He remembered not onl{ the &icker;r)he bad used on9but also~ 


dazzling vision of a eadder}reaching up to heaven - and the promise that had come 


with it: THE LAND ON WHICH YOU ARE LYING, I WIIL GIVE IT TO YOU AND TO YOUR SEED; 


AND IN YDUR SEED SHALL ALL THE NATIONS OF THE EARTH BE BLESSED. But now that -
prom~e l'liS om a mern<Er. It was night - and tomorrow there was Esaul -


And so, plagued with memories and trembling for what tomorrow might bring, --Jacob spent the night ~· AND A MAN WRESTLED WITH HlM (there) UNTIL THE 


BREAKING OF THE DAY. Jacob fights for his life - he wrestles for all he is wortl: 


The hbmtfr.'.'\TearJ.~.qn.t._.,._ and the darkness gravrs deeper still. The whole thing is 
_..... - - ~ .-.. 


a terrible .~:htm,,:2 · Who is th~less dl~:§rJ.:.$.~~St_r_an_g-:~who will not 


l;et h:im so? Jacob wants to know: TELL ME YOUR NAMEf 


~ is not Grae~ and his weird and eerie struggle in the dark with this 


nameless Diet y perhaps a reflectiS?n of our own times? Sure~ the events o.f. these 


E,.ast feJ! dazi; Jeve brought us to oll:1" =<f:I? The(ang\l@ ani/anxiet?)- ti: 


uttertileJglessjies~ and de~ Is this not the hallmark ~e weird ane 
'"'°~ ~~ 


eerie QUALITY OF OUR LIFE - ~ it were a nightmare, a bad dream, some unknown -STRANGER westling vri.th us in the dark? In spite of a1l of our craft and cunn:inE 


- m spite of a1l of our technological and scientific advancements -~ comE - ,4 ~~ 
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to do battle wi~s, and t1'ere is no wal to escape. 


As we were discussing Senator Kennedy's assassination, a €allow past~said --- -
to me: Perhaps we have been preaching too much CHEAP GRACE . Perhaps our people -feel too comfortable in their pet s:Lns, as if they can ha:ve forgiveness without - -
i:epentance. Perhaps we need more PROIHETS in our day - more§ui'§)ana. 


~and~ THE BA.PTISij)- wielding the RED HOT F!Jlli "'1G IRON of God's 


\~h - calling to REPENTANCE and knocking domi all of the IDOIS and FAISE GODS 


we have come to trust. We talked about the gods or{M~oP")ana6'iateriaii:So/and 


~all of the other t~ ~ericaps have come w worshi p and adore . We talked ab01 


('iiOminal Christianii}- ab~ the ~t that on any given Suruiay less than a third 


of ~e are in Church to hear God1s Word and partake of the Sacrament of 


Holy Communion. We talked about the severity of God ' s judptnentl~~ .db.lt$¢ 
- If "f' C!M"~· 


G..e;l came toQ as an (ii"e11\Y'::!) People don't like to hear thKt th,!se days! >< 
. ;) ~!fZi--Hr_~. 


God eame as a(Wiest1£ - as the €od of the La5 ~ knocked h:im do1'll . I\ ~ 


n~ht wore ... on, ~realized that this was no mere man - this was~ - ~e 


had to have God's blessing . He could not get it by trickiness - he simply had 


to t)lrow himself upon God 1s. grace and mer~: I VlILL NOT LET YOU GO, UNLESS YOU 


BLESS ME . sof!i&" TtiCkY '~ ~e was changed toQ sr ae!;} which means the one who 


overcomes· God. 


Butf.faco-0 still did not know the{i!am.e) of this Mysterious Being. He com


plama- aeii the3 ::mftett: I've told you IIzy" name; nm-1 You tell me what Your Name - -
is . But the\Strangetl.;eplieJ : Wi:zy" do you ask of My N~? Tbat 1s a secret1 


CM¥tin:::}uthe°i) raised his hand and said, I !mow His Nmel It is Jesus Christ -


the pre-incarnate Christ, before He took on flesh and blood from the Virgin Mary. -
He often came to visit the patriarchs J 


And that's just the pointl What was not ~en to ~has been given to - - ~ 
@ Vf:; kn~ His Name:Ee~t So;, and Holy Spirifi) B~ what we must understa.n.C 


is that at the ve~~r of God 1s Name =ls thJ< N5 of Jesus . To malce any sense 


at all of ~t"mriltlty we must start there! For the (Holy O~ the creative 
-- q 
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Ge~ the u;Ltim.ate~- that vague,, s~, and Mysterious One wbom: .wel.ccq1 


~ - has become focused in a life ~~ ~ry,, ~d@;¥z @.ght)and~ 
on those whose lives He touches. ~e faceless diety h;¥La (Fac2) The gi:eat all-


s.ee~ is no lonm:r bleak and expressiouless - but looks 


even teaches us to call this mysterious One~BA,, FATHER!) 


on us :in love . - Jes1 -
Think of it! In the midst of the madness of these days - to know that the - - ----


Creator and Sustainer ~ 1 ue is .~ne who is ~ ~ -~"])- and ~ ~ ---
whose only Will for us and for our world is the selfless GIVJNG OF HlMSELF that 
--- _..... WWW .... 


we have seen "' the SON - :in JESUS 1 li'!ing and dying on a Cross . Here is the -..... ,....... -- -
J...t., Xf Got/ ~,,;1~ answer - here is the One Thing we can hold up against the n~tmare of God's ---. ~ . ~ . ~- - ._ 


ff 1m ~cit t ~ ,, Judgment! If @su]Jis at the ~ o~e NaJ12 of the Trinity,, then we can in 


$Y~" " 6 Me,..! all boldness and confidence know that God's Nature - His very life and being --
is.@ and that His Name is FATHERl 


And theD!ofLSJ?irJDis the {On2)who works that faith and confidence ~. 


He is the IDi:ID AND GIVER OF LIFE - WHO PROCEEDS FROM THE FATHER AND THE OON - WHC 


CALLS, GATHERS, IlILIGHTENS, AND SANCTIFIES THE WHOLE CHIRSTIAN CHURCH on EARTH 


AND BEEPS IT WITH JESUS CHRIST IN THE ONE TRUE FAITH. He li is who gives u~ to 


surety in the face of all odds to the contrary that THE SUFFERlliGS OF THIS PRESEl 


TilIE ARE NOT WORTHY TO BE COUPARED WITH THE GLORY WRICH SHALL BE REVEALED lN US . 


!!;_ alone ~rllw:s about the sure convieti~ that neither G ea't]l ~@no~ the 


Gae§~ these days shall be able to SEPARATE US FR011 THE LOVE OF GOD VffiICH IS 


Ill CHRL5T JESUS OUR I.ORD. 


So the difficult~ ~e Ho;J.;r Trinity says precisedly this : ~ is/il01) 
above and beyond all our imaginings - but He is with us NOW as once He lived on 


• i!bJiiW,. 


~ among us - and we can know it,, if like Qat the Jabbok we will strug~lE 
throUJ§h the long night. We may go limping into the morning light HALTlNG OM OUR 


J'. 
THIGH, ~ we will r ecuve ~ blessing if we do not ~go and the Pfayer is .. 


~g from our lips: I WILL NOT LET YOU GO, UNIESS YOU BIBSS MEI Amen. 
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The Feast of the Ho:cy Blessed Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1969 


IN ?iOMINE JF.SU 


Rev. Garl F. Thrun 


St. Matthew 28: 19 GO THEREFORE AND YAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS, BAPrIZING 
THEM IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND OF THE 
HOLY SPIRI'l'. 


/ 
1 


At first I had p~ed to be§in thia sermon by asking1 WHAT WOULD YOU THnIK 


OF A OONGRF.GATION mIICH FOR 1.5 !EARS HAS BEEN TAKlNG MONEY UNDER FALSE PRETEWSES , . 


L But on second thought, as an oe:niDe sentence, that s~ed a bit negative . ~I 


restated the question: WHAT WOUID YOU THJNK OF A CONGRIDATION WHICH FOR 15 IE!RS 


HAS BEEN SAILING UNDF.lt FALSE COLORS? Frankly, that was small improvement. So I - -
tried once more: WHAT WOOLD YOO TIIDlK OF A CONGREGATION WHICH FOR 15 YEARS HAS -
BEF}l oomG UNDER AN ASSUlIED NAME? -


Tha.t t~ and final version - ne~ative or not - ~ the ~ the ~-e_s_ti_· o_n 


would have to stand. Honesty compels mel This congregation has been traveling 


under anG;uT;d N;~-;;:::: after 15 years it is not too late to admit that - -
eoret. Go ahead - you who are the members of this: congregation - admit it! - -
~s that your Name is not your mm ••••• When the €un&;...i!) and @iarter ~§ 
sat down to choose a Name for this congregation, the rule seemed to be: IF WE 1RE -
GOlNG TO ASSUYE A NAME, LET'S ASSUME .A BID ONE. And they piaked a. whopperl 


- ._i disenfranchising -
They .te2f harr after the pope's recent deblaM'Ji::sltif\of ~ of the cherished 


s~1 the Cdfuc£0j} of ST. ALEXIOOS HOQ~ ~ked: "WHAT DO YOU CALL YOUR 
"'ifuiiiorousl:y 1 


HOSPrrAL NOO'?" f'. ~&- bet:ti'R& - ., he replied: "YOU MF.AN 'ELK GROVE CCJJMUNr 


ROSPrrAL'I 111 . ••••• We have a Name that will never go out-of-da.teJ We call oursel. ---------··...;..._ ----(T tlr 11 I T YY The Name ~never go out-of-date, but we have to face an even 


more serious· question - a question directed to us by the Lord God Himself: HOW' 


DARE YOO BE SO PRESUMP'IDOUS? HOW DARE YOO CALL IDURSEU' BY MY NAJ!E? HOO DARE Yl 


CALL YWRSELF T R I N I T I? 


Think of it this way. You don't a'dmit a suppicious-looktwz straneyr ~ 


yo~ bg!le ~ he has at least @ ven you his na.m!Jand bas @ ven pr os>fJthat ~ 
can trust him on -your premises. lfben you and I , in Qur services in this sanctua: 


approach the altar - which symbolizes the presence of the Living God - we oome a 
" 


SUSPICIOUS-LOOKlNG STRANGERSJ Wqrse than that,, W!..,2_ome a:s KNOWN TRESPASSERS & 







The{fwner oL th~ H~ in this case recognizes us instantly for w~t we are;- _The 


ve;z culprits who have been€"iolating His proger@all over creation -{ibusing a: 


:resent§ His ehildre:;J-(g110ring and distrusting H~- aad generall.y ~spass~ 
"'iOn His patienc!:> We don 1t fool Him by disguising ourselves> in liturgical 


vestwems - or by lmeeling dmm - or by fo}ding our ban.dB - or even by maldng t h 


~ of the Cross . To borrow an earthl.y .rim.ire from the Scriptures, GOD SMELLS i 


AFAR O:Wand He does not like what He smells:. 


Jn view or .6fho we ai"e) am6i0w we loo~ to Him, it will hardly. do for us to 


come ;tromping up to His altar and announcing: 1'1VELL, HERE VIE ARE - CARL THRUN or 


JOHN SCIDJIDT er MARY SMITH." To which He might well reply': 11lNDEED, SO YOO ARE · -
IS THAT SUPPOSED TO ENTITLE YOO TO SOID."THlliG?tt Actually, that is more than enQ!!t -- -
reason for Him to :RUt us out - otR1 as His Sen says'>, nrro OUTER DARKNESS, WHERE _. -. _......., 


THERE IS WEEPlNG AND GNASHlNG OF TEErH. 
a~ though He demanded ·ns repenu 


~ we do som.et:imes. ~e as though God has m admission requirements 1\- ~ 


~gh He i;S ~ersta.ndabl..y content to accept us the way we are - and that, !!_ 


church eswciall:r, He is virtually si~ on the ed£e of His chair waiting for -
~to drop in on Him - ~ is just crushed if we deprive Him of the pleasure~ 


comrs. There isi no God like that' There is; no ~ into the presence <!.:h~ 


ho~ 1 living God so long as I come by Iey" own name - which before Him is;@!> 
We can do so much better than tbatl And we do. We §O bj'" another Name: THE 


NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND OF Tlill HOLY SPIRITJ This Name is familiar 


to the ~er of the House . That firerea - IT ' S RIB OW?~ ?WIEi But because it is 


His:,, YQ!l. would think He would now have still another reason for evicting tJ3.: 
~ _____, -. -
~I.AsPimriD You might think He would thunder back ~: "WHY YOO ARE NO NAMESA.Kl 


OF MINEJ 11 


or course, t~t is always, a. possibility. That is the @?n.ge?!} the/mo~ 


_dan_§j_ge_r ... ~ ~every sinner risks. who takes this Name upon his lips, l ight :i,. !!!!' 
~e who take the Name in (i!ar and tremblin::ii} and in@l boldness and confideqg; 


- WHAT ABOUT THEM? With them the Owner is delighted. Woul.d you believe t.bat? 
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He is deligha d V£i th this assumed Name of G11rS: - delighted that we go by the Nan 


or(T'riniw)- delighted by the audaciw with which we assume it' ~ct, ~·1 , 
,:t !!,.. who gave the Name - to each of us one & one,, when years: ago s:ime£Est2_; 


spoke the words over uss 11 ! BAPTIZE YOU m THE NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SO~ 


AND OF THE HOLY SPIRIT" - 2lfiaterJ and.1 long before that1 by the fylood'l J 
It's like mr{nodg8") Now that I have completed the JXl.Yl!ents ~t, ~ -title to it. It's in 15Y name . It w-a~m't alttays - now it is l We erenrt always - -in Christ 1 s Name . And by all that is right, it is a shocking thing He did: 


claiming to switch titles on us with no cost to us - except of course that we -
lose our old~ embarassing names . But that, as~said1 ~ike losing dUIJ - -
The NEW NAME did cost something - God's own Boy, His onJ.y One . It is a high-


priced Na.me l 


That new name,, ~~it is borne in good faith, is the 6;Sswor];} the~ 
-:£e-si_am_e!"""~ to Home. It confers~ on us orphans a E ole new :ram.ili)- a {ii.im identitiJ 


a § biogr;!i}(the biograpw of our Older Brother,, "THE FIRST-BORN AMONG MA.NY 


BRETHREN" ) - a{n0w Life Breatg and a {Fatherl J It is really exciting w~ 
stop to think about it1 -


That is why, at the begY'?ini o:flrour wors~ services, we face the al.tar~ 


t~~ God were demanding our credentials . And that 1s why we announce with all - -
boldness and confidence that we are here lN 'l'lm STRONG NAKE OF THE TRINITY. And -
with all reverence and lru.mility we MAKE THE SIGN OF THE CROSS, because the Cross ._ 
or Christ, our Lord, is the on:cy- way we dare come into the presence of the - ---
Thrice Ho~ - the only means by which we ~ to call ourselves by God •s own Nam 


That is llhy the last line of all 011r prazers - not as; an afterthought but as the 


punch-line - is "Ill THE UAME OF JESUS." -
And we go by that Blessed Name - that NAME \mICH IS ABOVE EVERY NAME - in -


all our rel.a tionc3 with one another I As. you come to the €rd •s Tabii) to e~ 
Body and drink His blood - as You gz:asp eaeh other's hand after the Servide1 you - -
must know that ~u are amo~- your fy!others and sistex'!) :;a Chri:;.t& 
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You look at thp with a knowing smile - ~you were saying withfSt. Paul~ "Fli 


NOW ON, THEREFORE, WE REGARD NO ONE FRO!I A HUUAN POINT OF VIEW •••• IF ANYONE IS l 


CHRIST, HE IS A NEW CREATION ••••• ALL WHO HA.VE BEEN BA.Pl'IZED INTO CHRIST, HAVE 


PUT ON CHRIST I 


If I were thefd;;yfj/- and I gu.ess all of us have &>me qualificatioW ~ 
that role - I would do all I could in this congregation to undermine THE STRONG 


~l Of course, I would not be so obvious as to name it outright. I WQlild - ~( 


undermine those mo beair itl I would cauae@i£!> and~sens~and.E:s]) 
among these who call themselves by the Name of Trinity'l That wa3 I ll>uld makl9 


my hideous point - name]31 the Name camot be very strong, not if it characteri ;::====· :::"- - - 4: 
G eak pe°EzleJ like thes~. 


Don't believe i;U The Enemy in our midst is not really as tough as; we m?jh 


ima~. Just try dropping THE }3TRONG NAME in his: presence, aµd~ what happ:..,na 


And if at the drop of this NAME you notice tbe~trembl~ tbe@inc~i


.ai~andea.rid tbe(f'~ of the night looking for a quick exit - ~n 
just remember: IT ISN'T THE FIRST TJMEI 'I'ha.t's been going on around here .for -15 yea.rs - am long before this cong:regation ever came into being. Nor will it 


be the last time . Tgi§ NAME carries a lot of weight. It carries: you am me all - -
the vray ~e FATHER AND TO THE SJN AND TO THE HOLY SPllUT. 


You are go:illg under an assumed Name, TRJNITYl {itoomiY is; ris:Pt• GO, am 
- :=: -


keep on GOJNGI That 1s tbel[rea.t Comnissio~ o:f' H:im who has ALL PQWEit - ~ 


AUTHBBTTY IN HEAVEN ~TD ON EAR'l'Hl •••• Ji.2. .... C-0 A.'ID UA..1\E DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS, - = 
BAPTIZING TED4 m THE NAME OF THE FATHER .UJD OF THE SON AND OF THE HOLY SPIBIT l 


Am.en! 








. . The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1967 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


,!I Kings S: 1-14 Naainan, commander of the ~ of the king of Syria, was a great 
man with his master and in high favor, becaus.e by him the Lord 


had given victory to Syria. He was a mighty man of valor, but he was a leper. 
Now the Syrians on one of their raids had carried off a little maid from the land 
of Israel, and she waited on Naaman 's wife. She said to her mistress, "Would tha· 
my lord were with the prophet who is. in Samarial He would cure him of his: 
leprosy. 11 So Naaman went in and told his lord, "Thus: and so spoke the maiden 
from the land of Is.rae1.1r And the king of Syria said, "Go now, and I will send 
a letter to the king of Israel. 


So he went, taking with h:lln ten talents of silver, six thousand shekels of goif.d. 
and ten festal garments. And he brought the letter to the king of Israel, which 
read, "When this letter reaches you, know that I have sent to you Naaman my 
servant, that you may cure him of his leprosy•"" And when the king of Israel read 
the letter, he rent his clothes and said, "Am I God, to kill and to make alive, 
that this man sends word to me to cure a man of his leprosy?!' Only consider, and 
see hem he is seeking a quarrel with me. 11 


But when Elisha the man of God heard that the king of Israel had rent his 
clothes, he sent to the king, saying, ''Yihy have you rent your clothes? Let him 
come now to me, that he may know that there is a prophet in Israel." So Naaman 
came with his horses and chariots, and halted at the door of Elisha's: house. 
And Elisha sent a messenger to mm, saying, '"Go and wash in the Jordan seven 
times, and your flesh shall be restored, and you shall be clean." But Naaman 
was angry, and went awcry, sa;ring, "Behold, I thought that he would surely come 
out to rre, an:i stand, and call on the Name of the Lord his God, and wave his hand 
over the place, and cure the leprosy. Are not Abana and Pharpa.r, the rivers of 
Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel? Could not I wash in them, and 
be clean? 11 So he turned and went awa;r in a rage. But his servants crone near and 
s:aid to mm, "My father, if the prophet had commanded you to do some great thing, 
would you not have done it? How nru.ch rather, then, 'When he says to you, 1Wash, 
and be clean? 1111 So he went dotm and dipped himself seven times in the Jordan, 
according to the word of the man of God; and his flesh was restored like the 
flesh of a little child, and he was clean. 


ARE YOU LOOKING FOR GOD? 


There i s a considerable difference ~en looking for God and finding Him. 


The widespread interest in religion of all sorts and kinds in America these daya - -
is evidence that p~e are looking for God. Even~eist!!l and €g~ostiC';) and 


'God-Is-Dead' theologia display in a negative way man's deep-seated desire to -
look for God. But whether people actually find God is amther matter. The fact 


.._. -
is, you will never find God until He first finds youl That is the whole point of - -
this vivid story in the Second Book of Kings - the(S"tory of .Naaman and Elish9 I1 


is the story of a man who went looking for God and how God found him insteadl 


Naaman, we are told, was a commander of the army of the king of Syria • ••• a 


great-::- with his master and .;!fa:or ••• a mighty man of valor, but he was a 


leper . That just about sums up fjUr situatiO'o/too, doesn't it? - We who in ~r 


generation are mighty men of€ienc~usiness;J and6echnology,Jare also mighty 


men of valor, but ••• - there is al:rrays the butl BUT - some incurable disease of 
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the soul keeps eating away at us (its outward symptoms as ugly as those of lepros - -
which shows up in our apparent inability to control home and fam:ily life, or teen -
age children, or nations, or wars, or race riots , or atomic energy - to sa:y nothi 


of ourselves with our. imvard rebellion and the homesickness which haunts our days 


And so, like Narunan, we turn to religion. For Naaman it ~ a little captiv 


servant girl 1Vho sugges? to Naaman•s wife, who in turn suggested to her husband, 


that there was a prophet in Israel who could cure his leprosy. Whereupon Naaman 


took the steps which seemed obvious to him at the time. He decided that if this--
God were to be found He ought to be approached in a manner worthy of God -{Mid) 
Na.a.man! So he proceeded to find God by going round about by way of kings and 


protocol. He approached the king of Syria who in turn wrote a letter to the king -
of Israel. Armed with royal protocol arxl fabulous gifts - TEN TALENSS OF SILVER, 


SIX THOUSAND SHEKEIS OF GOLD, AND TEN FESTAL GARMENTS - Naaman set out. He 


figured an audience with the king and some $801 000.00 worth of gifts was :impressi -
enough for a man of his positi on and would not fail to :impress the Hebrew prophet -
arxl his God. 


On the face of it, it sounds ridiculous to us, of course. And yet, in our -
expression of religion, we are always tempted to behave in a manner we think -
befits God's station and ours . We, too, a.re tempted to think that our approach 


to God must be impressive - particularly if we are even a little impressed with 


ourselves . And I'm not forgetting the temptations that lie in wait for the 


(C"1e:;;.) e~er, with our fondness for the prestige which . is supposed to go with 


the office. @ergy and laymeii)alike lend an air of :importance to this business 


of approaching God in a marmer which befits God - and us 1 


God lmows how grateful we are at the results of ourl'BurLDJNG FUND PIEDGE 


~RIVE) A~y we are more than($10,o®above our anticipated goaJ., and we still 


have quite a few families to visit. Who says that mcifacieS..:.no longer happen? 
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church. And that is the danger of wanting this new church in order to impress 


God, ourselves , and any of the neighbors who may drop in - for the sate of our 


.,...,,, -~ 'Y'"" .- prestige and ~e of worth. Remember that during the ef!:lg wildeniess Wilh


]"ering;/- and during the period of the Judges - and even when Saul and David werE 


the kings of Israel - forf bundreds of yea:iSJ- God made His abode in a common, 


ordinary, rough-hewn box, called the ark of the covenant, which was placed ins id.E 


of a tent church. The heathen neighbors of Israel laughed on numerous occasions -
about Israel's. God :in a Box which the priests carried on two poles; and you lmow - -
how many times the heathen scoffers had to eat their contempt at Israel's God in 


a Box. Then, when Solomon built that magnificent temple, he was worried that thj 
- 1f.,ot .xi.., .wvdtl,,. ~, ..• ,,J. ~ ~ -


impressive building__ would go to the people:Js; head;ftand so ~ his dedication praye 


he said, 0 Lord, the heaven of heavens cannot contain 'fbee, much less this house -
w'nich I have built. 


!' we need not be too surprised by Naaman 1 s f';mper tantr>;Dwhen Elisha did 


not come out and appear before him to stand and call on the Name of his God and 


wave his hand over the place and cure the leprosy . Na.a.man was irked because 


E~ did not put on an impressive show in connection with the:::. e ~ 
figqred, ought to act impressively tool 


The result of all this is that God almost gets lost. Narunan almost lost Him -
a c:,ouple of times. ~~his aEproach through the kings backfir ed when the king 


of Israel suspected some international intrigue was af~ot and lost his temper. 


~aaman lost his temper because Elisha failed to be impressed by Naaman, his 
~ .. - -


horses, chariots, and fabulous gifts . Elisha did not even come out of the house --
to greet him, but s.ent a messenger telling Naaman simply to wash seven times in -
the revoltingly muddy waters of the Jordan . At that point Naaman was ready to 


give up and go home. -
But§'Ddid not get lost for Naaman, because God took a hand in the pro-


ceedings • While Naaman was absorbed 'With kings and protocol and h;ia- own worth, 


God was working as He always works - through the most unlikely people , using the 


most unlikely methods . 6irsi/there was that little, captive, H~ servant girl 


who whispered to Naaman 1s wife, who in turn whispered to Naaroan, who thought-t.tp.er-
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might be something to the girl's story about Elisha and his God . Naa.ma.n covered 


his embarrassment when he went to the king with this household gossip by trying tc 


pass it off casually: THUS AND SO SPOKE THE MAID . But Naaman, the mighty man of 


valor, found the way to God through the unlikely lips of h:Ls wife 1s chambermaid. 


~terJ when Elisha failed to perform u:g, to his e:x:pectations and Naaman fiew 


into a tantrum., it was Naaman 1s servants who dare to tackle the angry man of valo: - -
IF ELISHA HAD ASKED YOU TO DO SOME GREAT THING, WOULD YOU NOT HAVE DONE IT ••• OF 


CDURSE, replied the mighty man of valor. THEN, they suggested, WHY NOT TRY THE 


RIDICUIDUSLY EASY THING AND WASH JN THE MUDDY JORDAN AS HE TEIJ..S YOU? So Naaman 


washed and found out, that for . all his looking, God had actually found him throug: 


the unlikezy lips of his servants • 


The story reflects with unerring accuracy God's way with us. While we are 


preoccupied with kings and protocol - looking for God in impressive places and 


imposing people - God works in His own way Fhr~ugh]t:,he most unlikely people . The: 


~as{MOS'If1!]- a Erdere~ on the run tending sheep for hi::! father-in- law - reduced 


to living on his wife's family. Yet God used Moses, a stutterer, to stand before 


Egypt 1s Mighty Pharaoh demanding that hi::! people be set free. There was e;, 
rough and tough - desert-born and -bred, mincing no words with the highbrow clrurc: 


women of Samaria, calling them, 'YOU COWS OF B.ASHAN! There was~ of Nazaret 


in Galilee, of all placest - the SON OF GOD and LORD OF LORDS! Nazareth had such -
a reputation for godlessness th.at people asked, CAN ANY GOOD THING CDME OUT OF 


NAZARETH? Here God's Son chose to dwell! And afterwards the thin, red line of 


MARTYRS - n::-less nobodies - most of them - t~rough who~~ 
while kings and empires, statesmen and generals had their dey and ceased to be. -


God speaks to us through the least likely people and He uses the most unlike 


methods. For Naa.man - no spectaculars worthy of the divine - just the MUDDY -
JORDAN. And for us today - no visions , in all probablility, with the label DIVIN 


PLASTERED ALL OVER THEM - just ordinary thingsi through the unlikely lips of your 


aJILDREN, pe:rllaps - or in the cries of children playing on the streets in the -
slums - or the injustices of civil rights - or the fo&lishness of preaching - or 
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the faltering lips of a Sunday School teacher - or a mother struggling to teach 


her children the mystery of the Hozy- Trinity and the equa~ profound eystery of 


the Son of God becoming a Man to suffer and die for our sins. 


Isn't this what is so scandalous about the Gospel - that God is always comm - - -
to meet us in such unexpected and seemingly ridiculous ways? That the FATHER -
should give us HIS SON, TO BE BORN OF A WOMAN, --to live out His life in utter -
contempt by the world and die as a criminal on a Roman Gallows - that is unth:i.nk--
able from the human point of viewt Why should GOD'S SON have to die for us? (ff 


.:O:::ao~ are we that bad? We like to think of ourselves as pretty decent folk - ..:::: 


we that sick? Is our goodness so IIDlch worse than we thought and our evil so much - -
more desperate than we dreamed - that the Holy One of God had to suffer all that? 


How can He give Himself to us in the bread and wine of Ho4r Communion? How can -
He give us His body and blood, given and shed for the remission of our sins? •••• 


And then there is BAPTISM. Lilre fNaa.ma.ii)we complain ~t the Holy Spirit ~ 
us new life and health through ordinary, everyday WATER. How can this be a 


WASHJNG OF REGENERATION? This is no way for God to act! Yet it is here, and 


only here, that§ FINDS usJ- ~e ordinary stuff of life . 


The only thing we can do is take God at His word. Na.a.man found that out and 


so can we. For Na.a.man, like the Prodiga1 in the far country; came to himself and 


accepted himself for what he was in the eyes of God - no captain of the host or -
man of distinction - but simply a man in need of health. That!s all God asks·, 


you lmow - just that you come to Him without pretensions or gifts - simply as a 


soul in need of His hea1th. And in Christ he will cleanse you tool And you will -
find yourself responding in deep and heart-felt worship: Glory be to the Father, 


and to the Son, a rrl to the Holy Ghost; as it was in the beginning , is now, and 


ever shall be, r.orld without endl Amen. 
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f The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
l May 28, 1972 
f Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


lllNl INIO/M\lllNIE JE$U 
~-./ 


f,f/JN 
Genesis 32: 29, 30: THEN JACOB ASKED HIM, "TELL ME, I PRAY, YOUR NAME . " 


BUT HE SAID, "WHY IS IT THAT YOU ASK MY NAME?" AND 
THERE HE BLESSED HIM0 SO JACOB CALLED THE NAME OF THE 
PLACE PEN IEL, SAYING, "FOR I HAVE SEEN GOD FACE TO FACE, 
AND YET MY LIFE IS PRESERVED. 11 


~le Carnegi!) whose NAME has become famous for TRAINING PEOPLE in(UBLIC SPEAK I§ 


,!;!!'d(if UMAN RELATIONS J once said: "MAN'S NAME is to him the SWEETEST and most IMPORT-
_._ - -


ANT SOUND in the ENGLISH LANGUAGE." When you ask a man , "WHAT'S YOUR NAME?" 


you pay him the HIGHEST COMPLIMENT o It shows that you are INTERESTED in HIM PERSON--
ALLY - that you CARE. - --
If a NAME means something to people TODAY, it"meant even MORE~ centuries ago. ~ 


man 1s n.ane TOLD you something about him - about his{FAMIL -0 - a~out hiftersonal CHAit 


~CTERISTIC~ - and even about his@PEARANCE) It helped you UNDERSTAND" what made 


him TICK • 11 


'"' 


When one man asked another man in those days; "TELL ME YO UR NAME 11 
- - he was ASKING 


the ULTIMATE QUESTION: WHO ARE YOU? People almost hesitated to ASK IT - because it 


1# --
seemed an f'{ASION of PRIVACY. It was a BOLD THING to do - to say to a ma.!1 : "TELL ME 


YOUR NAME." 


When STRUCK down on the DAMASCUS ROAD - a BELLIGERENT, HATE-FILLED MAN heard -
a VOICE calling him by NAME: "~, ~L, WHY ARE YOU PERSECUTING ME? 11 Q~UU 


answered, "WHO ARE YOU LO RD? 11 "TELL ME YOUR NAME I 11 Qhe Voicdanswered, ".!...61::1 


JESUS WHOM YOU ARE PERSECUTING .. " The question came from a man's EXTREMITY. That -q. ;;:....;i..... 
extremity become is God's OPPORTUNITY . It has ALWAYS BEEN SO - so TODAY>. -
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People want to KNOW about GOD - WHO He IS and WHAT He is LIKE . Some of them tr>;:: to 
·- -


Q HtN IS)their way THROUGH to HIM.iand other.,IMAGINE they can@ their way TO HI~ . 


Some have tried to@~W their minds with LSWin the_ HOPE of FINDING HIM . His footsteps 


are EVERYWHERE - ~t~s always just TURNED~RNER we PAS$. He is RIGHT THERE 


out of reach - BEYOND the grasp of the HUMAN MIND . WHO IS THIS@ YSTERIOUS ONfl · 


tyis@:SCRUTABLE ONY - th~E who is@ RD of the GALAX~)and yet sees even when a 


& ARROW FALLS to the GROUND~ WHO ARE YOU, LORD? T~LL ~YOUR NAME. 


After grappling with a STRANGER all night - NOT VICTORIOUS and still not defeated , 


/.~ ~----~ ~said: 11 1 WILL NOT LET YOU G0 '- ,~'1L~SS YcPU BLESS ME. 11 (Jhe StranWi> to him, 


"WHAT IS YOUR NAME? " fie said , "JACOB." he Strenger said, "YOUR NAME SHALL NO - -
MORE BE CALLED JACOB, BUT ISRAEL, FOR YOU HAVE STRIYEN WITH GOD AND WITH 


MEN , AND HAVE PREVA ILED . " Q asked Him, "TELL ME, I PRAY , YOJR NAME." 
~ 


(]'"=T:':"'he~St-ra_n_g::::?f> "WHY IS IT THAT YOU ASK MYIMAME?" The Stranger BLESSED HIM . 


God chooses to HELP ALL KINDS of PEOPLE. H_; helped a(fOREIGNER like CYRUS the ME[i9 -


a CLOWN like SAJsoN A PLAYBOY LIKE SOLOMGN - and a~AR like JACOD ~ht 
NOT SURPRISE US that God does things in His OWN WAY. We are tN OT very good materia ? for 


God to WORK WITH. We h::ive€ o HALQiJ- except those CROOKED ones we sometirrns like 


to put on . W~e NOT ALWAYS OUT FOR GOD ! Though people THINK of themselves as 


GU~HQ. for God - they are somef imes really out ONLY for THEMSELVES . Still, God -
CARES and God COMES to HELP. - -
That's the way it was that NIGHT when Cj'QCOb} met the{5tran9?J It was a CRUCIAL moment in . -
his life . It was the NIGHT BEFORE he was to meet his@ft"OTHER ESAUJ - - after YEARS of -


ctN IMOS 1JY>and[ STRAN GE/v'f N] and@"TTERNEw - an~@NN ING AWA3fr~ 
VENGEFUL WRATH of his BIG BROT HER . 







These 2 boys GREW UP TOGETHER in a ~E, SELF-RESPECTING FAMILY . @ wS!..!.he -
ATHLETIC TYPE - <!l.,d § coj was more the ART ISTIC TYPE. ~sOU)we.!l!...2,n a HUNTING TRIP 


o~Cf and came HOME with a RAVENOUS APPETITE . Q°~hc:J been BOILING some Lh'tTl l 


SOU~ The SMELL was I RRESlSII BLEo(Esa~,!!;!id, "I'm STARVED-. Give me some of that SOUP 


6a~ - Mr , Tricky - took ADVANTAGE of his OLDER BROTHER in this WEAK MOMENT and 


he said, "11LL MAKE A DEAL WITH YOU . I'll G IVE YOU SOME OF MY SOUP IF YOU SELL 


ME YO UR BIRTHRIGHT AS THE ELDER BROTHER-. " ~took the offer and ATE the SOUP . 


The WHOLE TH ING might have looked like a BOYHOOD PRANK at the MOMENT, but when -
it came time for@S)to give his DEATH ... BED BLESSING to the 2 boys - - Q?'cob's MOTH@) 


dressed her YOUNGER SON in Esau's clothin~ . (GSa""C) almost BLIND, was CONFUSED . ~ 


VO ICE sounded like Jacob's - but his HANDS felt ROUGH like Esau 's. Thefather asked, 
----- jZ 


"ARE YOU ESAU?" And pa;b)BOLDLY LIED , "YES, I AM" - - - and he got the BLESSING • .. 


When he heard of his brother's TRICKERY ,9 broke into T.::,Rs -. ~d, "l'LL KILL HIMo II 


Qaco~ fled to his e NCLE LABAN) Laban was ANOTHER SHREWD OPERATOR - - but Jacob 
~ -


outwitted him too . After 20 years,QO~left Laban 's house as a WEALTHY MAN with BQ!!! 


of Laban 's DAUGHTERS as his WIVES • 
. -


As he returned to his HOMELAND, Qa~b~me MORE and MORE APPREHENS IVE-. He -
wondered, "What will Esau DO when I meet him? Wil I he STILL WANT TO KILL ME? 11 


On the night b= e he was to MEET ESAU, € :001} pl ™ d another one of his TRICKY SCHEME~ 


He sent several del-51ations ahead of him with all kind of PRESENTS to WIN the FAVOR of his 


BROTHER . 0 c3 himself CAMPED for the NIGHT under the DARK SKY by the@ VER JABBO.~ 


That night, while he was alone - a man WRESTLED with him until the breaking of the DAY . - -
It was a STRANGE HAPPEN ING - - - but that is the WAY GOD DOES THINGS . -
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V:ac~said; "TELL ME YOUR NAME!" But the Stranger said, 'WHY IS IT THAT YOU ASK MY 


NAME? " God did NOT answer Jacob that night - except to SHOW HIM that HE WAS NEAR. 


-
He BLESSED HIM. 


God is STILL beyond O~RASP . ~~I EVADES our@~STLflNGi). our&;ILOSORH..v -


our@REAMS°) He STILL has to DISCLOSE HIMSELF, as only HE CAN . We STILL have to ASK Hirr 


because we are MEN: "GOD, TELL US YO UR NAME . " -
The4?, the GREAT, the MARVELOUS SURPRl?E~ that God HAS@ sclosed HIMSEL~and~ 


fg AMY for ALL~ WORLD(oyg) -~ - andG KNO ?;) That disclosure came one night 


when a BABY was BORN. He NAME is IMMANUEL - which is to say, GOD WITH US 0 The -
NAME of the Baby was J~S - - and now we KNOW GOD'S NAME·. 9 is IMMANUEL -


God WITH US . 


That@grew into a Boy - ~d th~into a YOUNG MAN - a~etOUNG MAB)i~a -
Tra_veler who WALKED the ROADS of a LITTLE COUNTRY in the MIDDLE EAST - - and finally 


MET DEATH on a HILL outside a CITY WALL. He DIED by CRUCIFIXION. That was about the --
WORST WAY to DIE that anybody had ever di;.-ised up to that moment . So HE DIED. 


It was NO ORDINARY DEATH - the death of Jesus Christ . It was NOT just another man giving -
up HIS LIFE as a MARLYR in the SERVICE of a GOOD CAUSE. It may have looked that way ---
but it WASN'T. This was the SON o GOD - IMMANUEL - GOD WITH US - laying His -
LIFE on the line for the life of the WHOLE WORLD . 


(iesus Chri"S) DIED INNOCENTLY .~is the FINAL RESULT of§ MAN siB) - but in CHRIST 


there was NO SIN AT ALL. As His men went out to say: "HE WAS MADE SIN FOR US, THAT WE 


MIGHT BE MADE THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD IN HIM." He PAID the PRICE forfHUMAN 
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~EBELLION)and{[UMAN TRANSGRESSIO~ He took IT ALL for EVERY ONE of US . He did 


what only God can do. For that he was a@ A!D - and DIED as a MAN 0 F~t, (iis Fath!!) -
RAISED HIM from the DEAD - and declared Him to be the SON of God with POWER. For 


~t, HE LIVES and RULES . He is CHRIST - the6°0N of G~and the € VIOR of the WORLD) -
For that He has POURED out thelfi1 Y SPIR!j) - to bring us to FAITH and LIFE IN HIM . 


"GOD WAS IN CHRIST RECONCILING THE WORLD TO HIMSELF , NOT COUNTING OJ R 
- !'.. 14 ..... 4 ij) 'IH~ ~~ rn· 


SINS AGAINST US . " T~(v_?U andj can see God n ACTION. This is the WAY He 


discloses His NAME .@s NAM°5>STANDS for EVERYTHING GOD IS and EVERYTHING GOD 


~S . T~at is the way GOD IS. (He LOVE5)and(8'e F~s:::::xE; <;t.RE]) - anc{H! -
RESTORES PEOPLE to LIFE AGAIN. He PULLS them out of the MESS THEY have made - end 


He PUTS their feet on the SOLID GROUND of SALVATION. He GIVES them a{[jEW BEGIN~ 


J.ti§)-('i: NEW WAY of LOOKING at thin9) - € NEW POWER to LIVE as MEN were MEANT 


:tO liq) 


S~s that we SAY and SING in our LITURGY: 11GLORY BE TO THE FATHER !" This God/ -
whose MAJESTY encircles ALL the GREAT GALAXIES - THIS GOD


1 
we KNOW as(f ATH@) 


> 


And with BOLDNESS and ,_.. CONFIDENCE we can COME TO HIM NOW as DEAR CHILDREN 


COME to their DEAR FATHER . We a.a PRAY: "OUR FATHER WHO ART IN HEAVEN • 11 


. 
"GLORY BE TO THE SON !" God the Fa ther LOVED US SO MUCH that He GAVE hlis ONLY 


BEGOTTEN SON so that ALL who BELIEVE IN HIM may NOT PERISH but HAVE EVERLASTING 


~ g~~~~~~r..-.r 
~' 


"GLORY BE TO THE HOLY SPIRIT I" He is the{0FE-GIVING BREATH of GOD HIM~who -
BRING US to FAITH IN CHRIST and CONFIDENCE in the NAME of the FATHER. 
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"GLORY BE TO THE FATHER, AND TO THE SON , AND TO THE HOLY GHOST , AS IT WAS 


IN THE BEGINNING, IS NOW, AND EVER SHALL BE WORLD WITHOUT END . Amen . 








ROMANS 13: 1 LET EVERY PERSON BE SUBJECT TO THE GOVERNING 
AUTHORITIES. FOR THERE IS NO AUTHORITY EXCEPT 
FROM GOD. 


OVERCOME Q MEMORIES/FEELINGS OF NOSTALGIA -- BURSTING FIREWORKS 
& MOM & DAD TELLING ME WE WERE CELEBRATING BIRTHDAY OF COUNTRY 


-- 3RD/4TH GRADE PLEDGES TO FLAG/CROSS/ Luther's MORNING PRAYE 
-- KATE SMITH : AMERICA, AMERICA, GOD SHED HIS GRAtt'ON THEE, & 
~~ CROWN THY GOOD WITH BROTHER FROM SEA JO SHINING SEA. 
TIME WHEN WE NEED TO SAY IT AGAIN & AGAIN: "ONLY ONE WAY TO INSUR 
THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION - "LIFE, LIBERTY & PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 


-- COINS. CURRENCY: 11 IN GOD WE TRUST. 11 ~A,~~~. 
-- "ENDOWED BY THEIR CREATOR W CERTAIN INALLEt..fABLE RIGHTS" 
-- "THERE IS NO AUTHORITY EXCtPT FROM GOD. 11 


THIS PAST WEEK MY WIFE & I SAW SCHINDLER'S LIST. 
-- Wife: "WHERE WAS GOD?" Answered; "HE GAVE UP! HE LEFT. 11 


-- THERE IS NO RATIONAL EXPLANATION FOR THAT WHICH BY ITS VERY 
NATURE IS IRRATIONAL. 


-- TIME OF NOAH: 11 MY SPIRIT SHALL NOT ALWAYS STRIVE W MAN. 11 


-- PAUL BEGINS ROMANS "GOD GIVES PEOPLE UP TO THEIR OWN WILLFUL 
NESS & ALL MANNER OF WICKEDNESS" 


-- 2 MILLION PEOPLE / KYRIE ELEISON I LORD, HAVE MERCY! 
SO WHAT WE WE XIANS TO BE ABOUT THIS 4TH OF JULY WEEKEND? 


-- "LITTLE CHRISTS" 
-- BITS OF SALT TO GIVE A BITTER BITE TO OUR NATION FOR IGNORIN 


GOD / NATION UNDER PLEASURE/PROFIT/RACISM/SELFISHNESS/ 
MATERIALISM, GODLESSNESS. 


--
11 LIGHTS 11 "LET YOUR LIGHT SO SHINE BEFORE ME THAT THEY MAY 


SEE YOUR GOOD WORKS & GLORIFY YOUR FATHER IN HEAVE 
-- PRAY THAT OURS BECOMES AGAIN "ONE NATION, UNDER GOD. 11 


"THERE IS NO AUTHORITY BUT GOD. 11 V 
"WHEELS OF GOD'S MILL GRIN9 SLOWtBUT EXCEEDINGLY FINE. 11 


"SEW WIND, REAf WHIRLWIND! 11 


-- BUILD SKYSCRAPERS BUT CAN'T BUILD RELATIONSHIPS 
-- MAKE MEDICINES TO CURE ALL KINDS OF DISEASES. Kill OURSELVES 


WITH SICKNESS OF SIN. 
11 0 GOD, HELP US TO PUT YOU IN THE RIGHTFUL PLACE OF AUTHORITY 
IN OUR HEARTS / LIVES I NATION! HELP US TO PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE 
TO THE LAMB / YOUR DEAR SON_/ ~lP LET HIM ALONE ~~LE~9UR T~OUGHT 
ACTIONS/. LIVES! -111-~~ef~ ~~ 


YOU HISTORY BUFFS RMEMBER PATRICK HENRY. 
Last Will & Testament THERE IS ONE~ING MORE I WISH TO LEAVE 
MY CHILDREN; FDR IF I W@t::JFS•~Ef"E" TH~ THIS & I HAD NOT 
LEFT THEM ONE SHILLING, THEY WOULD BE RICH & IF I WOULD NOT 


LEAVE THEM THIS & INSTEAD LEFT THEM A MILLION DOLLARS THEY 
WOULD BE POOR. IT rs THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION! ' 







·- "GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH! 
:N THE FINAL ANALYSIS PATRICK HENRY EXPERIENCE LIBERTY OVER DEATH 


NOT JUST "TALITHA CUMI -- LITTLE GIRL, I SAY TO YOU ARISE! 11 


WE SHALL ALL STAND BEFORE THE JUDGMENT SEAT OF GOD! 
"EVERY EYE SHALL SEE HIM, EVEN 
--


11 I AM THE RESURRECTION & THE LIFE 


" 


11 I AM THE FIRST & THE LAST & THE LIVING ONE: I WAS DEAD & 1 


I AM ,ALIVEMREVERMORE & t HAVJ ~E '1 OF EATH & HADES 
~t; .- '-"4 ~ p~ ~ 


: PLEDGE ALLE IANCE TO THE LAMB! I PLEDG ALLEGIANCE TO THE 
:Ross OF OUR ~ORD JESUS ~ ~ ~ 


~~f~~~}'~Kr 
c:r.A _d, ~~, ~ 


~~ 








ST. MATTHEW 28 : 16-20 


"JESUS IS THE CHRIST" -- "JESUS IS THE MESSIAH" -- JESUS CHRIST 
IS LORD. 


NEW PURPOSE AND REASON FOR LIVING 
MT'S GOSPEL IS PATTE~NED AFTER FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES . 


-- MOSES CALLED SPEC IFICALLY TO HELP GOD HELP PEOPLE 
-- "GO DOWN MOSES, WAY DOWN IN EGYPT LAND, TELL OLE PHAROAH, 


LET MY PEOPLE GO! II 


WHEN I WAS A KID, MAGICIANS WERE VERY POPULAR, AND I LOVED THEM. 
-- Lifetime membership is the ASSOCIATION OF LIFE'S BYSTANDE~ 


THINK ABOUT IT! GO! OUT OF OUR COMFORT ZONES and a lot of 
"LITTLE OLE US" REVEAL6D in our HUMANNESS, PAINS, BROKENNESS, 
HUMAN LIMITATIONS. 


I'M SURE WE CAN IDENTIFY WITH MOSES WHEN HE WAS CALL ED BY GOD AND 
TOLD TO GO. 


-- "WHO AM I THAT I SHOULD GO TO PHAROAH AND BRING THE 
ISRAELITES OUT OF EGYPT? " 


AT TENDER AGE OF 14, LEFT HOME IN EAST DETROIT TO GO TO 
BRONXV ILLE, N. Y. 


-- 125 St. Station in Upper Manhattan. 
-- Black and Puerto Rican Faces 


11 G0! 11 11 ALL NATIONS" 11 EVERY CREATURE 11 "TELL OLE SATAN AND HIS 
DEMONIC COHORTS, I LET MY PEOPLE GO! I II 


-- We say we hate to see people SUFFERING -- IS IT THE 
SUFFERING or the SUFFERERS WE HATE 


-- EYES OF PEOPLE IN MENTAL WARDS -- WE HATE THEM FOR MAKING 
US HATE OURSELVES 


-- REFUGEES FROM HAITI 
-- CHILDREN FROM SOMOLIA 
-- LONELY, BROKEN-HEARTED, MIXED UP 


I THINK MOST AMERICANS STILL THINK THAT THE POOR ARE THE PROBLEMS 
OF THE RICH 


-- GOOD SAMARITAN -- PRIEST AND lEVITE really passing by 
their own lives 


grace to say, 'here am i, send me1' 
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The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1978 


f '.' ' 
IN N(l{INE JESU 


r 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


\._ )ROMANS 8: 14-17 


Doesn't the world seem like a dreadfully "unfatherly" place? The history of the world 


taken as a whole, is a story of SICKNESS and WAR, of BLOOD and TEARS -- deeply marked 


by the hoofprints of the apocalyptic horseman. It is the story of humanity WITHOUT A 


FATHER -- so it seems. It is a world of PITILESSN!SS, of PERSB,CUTION, of LONELINESS, 


of ANXIETY -- a world in which GOO IS FAR AWAY, or so it seems. And this is so Nor 


because this is the way God made the world, but rather because a RIFT runs through it 


and the WEIGHT CE GUILT hangs heavy upon it • Thus the prophet dee lares : "DARKNESS 


COVERS THE. EARTH AND THICK DARKNESS THE PEOPI.ES ." Over all the world there reigns a 


NIGHT SO DARK that HOP! seems QUIT'£ IMPOSS IBLR. 


One can really identify with the AGNOSTIC who cries out: "How, O Father, if you do exi 


-- how can You allow these things to happen? How can You allow CANCER and MULTIPLE 


SCLEROSIS and the ENDLESS ROWS OF GRAVES around the world? How can You allow a THREE 


YEAR OLD BOY to be so brutally molested and beaten and raped? You Yourself made the 


BLOSSOMS -- why do You blight them? Why should we believe that You are OUR FATHER?" 


I am sure that at one time or another all of us have asked similar questions: "Why 


does the Father permit such things? Why doesn't He utter His divine 'NO' and put a 


stop to them? After all, what we ask of a fa ther i s not that He should 'feel ' as a 
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We must therefore never say: "GCD sends death; GOD sends cancer; GOD sends multiple - - -


sclerosis ." The existence of these POWER.S is RADICALLY CONTRARY to GOD'S PLAN CF 


SALVATION. He ALLOWS it - - and He undoubtedly is thinking His own HIGHER THOUGHl'S 


when He does so. His FATHERLY Em is always there to make sure that ' 'EVERYTHI?«; WILL 


{j.{JoJ 
WORK T(x.;ETHER FOR e= WITH THOSE WHO LOi'E HIM ." 


This is the great MIRACLE: of CONVERSION. It is the WHOLE NEW INSIGHT of FAITH . "WHEN 


WE CRY, 'ABBA! FATHER!' IT IS THE SPIRTI' HIMSELF BEARIOO WTI'NESS WITH OUR SPIRTI' THAT 


WE ARE CHIIJ>REN OF GOD, AND IF CHIIJ>REN, THEN HEIRS, HEIRS CF GOD AND FELLOW HEIRS WIT. 


CHRIST, PROVIDED WE SUFFER WTI'H HIM IN ORDER THAT WE MAY ALSO BE GLORIFIED WTI'H HIM . " 


There you have it -- the GRBAT GOO CF OUR SALVATION -- FATHER, SON, AND HOLY SPIRIT . 


And look at what happens when this GREAT GOD makes us HIS CHIIJ>R&N. ------


SUFFERIOOS become TRIAUi which are meant to be ENDURED in order that I may be purged 


and refined like the precious metals of silver and gold. 


The GREAT TIMES CF TERROR in which the FURIES of man's BRUTALITY and BLINDNESS are 


unleashed become TIMES CF VISTI'ATION. 


DEATH, the " last enemy , 11 becomes the "DESIRE •••• TO DEPART AND BE WITH CHRIST .'' 
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The DRB.ADFUL VALLEYS CF THE SHADOW through which 1 must travel become the places where 


I learn to know the GOOD SHB:PHBRD and test HIS Ra> AND STAFF. 


The ANKI&TIBS THAT T<JUi!ENr M£ as I face the INSECURirY CF MY EXISTENCE. and the DARK 


CURTAIN CE THE FtrrURB become the raw material from which I let God build MY TRUST and 


MY FAirH. As Reinhold Schneider once said, "Crosses lift their arms above every pain .' 


So it is that ' 'WHEN WE CRY, 'ABBA~ FATHER!' (Father, dear Father) rr IS THE SPIRir 


HIMSEU' BEARIN; wrrNESS wrrH OUR SPIRIT THAT WE ARE CHILDREN CF GOD ." And we remember 


Him who came to be the FATHER'S MESSENGER to us in the far country and who has made us 


valid and fit for heaven. We should all be CllPHANS we-re it not for Him. There would 


be NO 01£ TO HIAR US if He had not opened the GATES CE HEAVEN. We should all be like 


sheep GONE ASTRAY without a shepherd. 


But now we~ a Shepherd. Now the GATES CF H!AVEN ~ open. Now we HAVE a FATHER. 


And as Luther says, "God would by these words tenderly invite us to believe that He is 


our true Father, and that we are His true children, so that we may with all blodness 


and confidence ask Him as dear children ask their dear father ." 


And when we ASK -- when we cry, "ABBA! FATHER! " the Heavenly Father puts His Hand on 
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our shoulder and says, ' 'Don't worry, I am with you. I know the pitfalls; I know the 


dangerous cliffs; I know where the robbers lie in ambush; I'll get you safely through. 


As long as I am with you, nothing can hurt you . '' •• ••••• We are "HEIRS, HEIRS CF GOD 


AND FELLOW HEIRS WITH CHRIST ~" ••••••••• '~RY BE TO TH& FATHER, AND TO THE SON, AND 


TO THE HOLY SPIRIT ~ " Amen . 








STORY OF LOVE (Ruth) 
FROM LITTLE ONUPMYFATHER TAUGHT ME THAT MYWORDISMY 
BOND •.••• DON'T EVER SWEAR ON A STACK OF BIBLES OR ON YOUR 
GRANDFATHER'S GRAVE THAT YOU ARE TELLING THE TRUTH. IF 
YOU SAY YOU ARE GOING TO CLEAN YOUR ROOM OR CUT THE 
GRASS, DO IT! AND IF YOU DON'T KEEP YOUR WORD, THERE HAS TO 
BE A REASON. A REASON IS SOMETHING r OVER WIDCH YOU HA VE 
NO CONTROL. IF YOU ARE SICK AND ARE RUNNING A FEVER, THAT'S 
A REASON FOR NOT CLEANING YOUR ROOM--- & IF IT RAINS, THAT'S 
A REASON FOR NOT CUTTING THE LAWN. AN EXCUSE IS ALWAYS 
SOMETHING YOU MAKE UP FOR NOT KEEPING YOUR WORD ..... AND 
IF YOU SHAKE HANDS WITH SOMEONE & MAKE A PROMISE, YOU 
HA VE MADE A CONTRACT WITH THEM. YOU DON'T NEED ANY 
SIGNED PAPERS. YOU HA VE MADE A PROMISE & SHOOK HANDS & 
YOU ARE EXPECTED TO KEEP YOUR PROMISE. NOW, MY DAD WAS A 
LAWYER & HE OBVIOUSLY KNEW ALL ABOUT WRITING CONTRACTS, 
BUT HE WANTED ME TO KNOW THE SACREDNESS & THE SANCTITY 
OF MY WORDS. [IN IDGH SCHOOL. I DATED A GIRL) HOW MANY 
COUPLES WANT TO REMOVE THE WORDS UNTIL DEATH US TIO PART 
FROM THEIR MARRIAGE VOWS/ ..... AND THAT CERTAINLY HAS TO BE 
AFFIRMED & REAFFIRMED AS AGAIN WE HA VE STOOD DEVOUTLY & 
REVERENTLY BEFORE THE AMERICAN FLAG WITH OUR HAND ON 
OUR HEART & SAID, I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE [AMERICA & XIAN 
FLAG]. .. .. A WE & REVERENCE WHEN I HEAR THE TAPS BEING 
PLAYED FOR SOMEONE WHO HAS SERVED IN THE ARMED FORCES OF 
OUR COUNTRY. DAY IS DONE I GONE THE SUN I FROM THE LAKE I 
FROM THE HILLS I ALL IS WELL I SAFELY REST I GOD IS NIGH! AND, 
OF COURSE, I WILL NEVER FORGET KA TE SMITH SINGING GOD BLESS 
AMERICA: AMERICA, AMERICA, GOD SHED HIS GRACE ON THEE; & 
CROWN THY GOOD WITH BROTHERHOOD FROM SEA TO SHINING 
SEA •. .•. TODAY, WE LOOK AT THE LOYALTY & STRONG SENSE OF 
FAMILY SOLIDAITY IN THE O.T. WOMAN NAMED R U TH. IT REALLY 
IS THE STORY OF LOVE. HA VE YOU EVER LOOKED UP THE WORD 
"RUTH" IN THE DICTIONARY? IT IS AN EMOTIONAL FEELING SUCH 
AS PITY, TENDERNESS, SORROW, GRIEF, COMPASSION, MERCY. IT IS 
THE OPPOSITE OF "RUTHLESS" I LOOK AT THE APPALLING LACK 
OF Rum IN MY OWN LIFE AS WELL AS LIVES OF OTHERS. IT SEEMS 
EASIER TO STRIKE BACK & LASH OUT THAN TO CULTIVATE THE 
OPEN-ARMED EMBRACE OF RUTH ...... A FATHER LIFTED UP ms 
ARMS IN VIRTUAL DESPAIR: BOW CAN MY CHILDREN BE SO 
PROTECTIVE & LOVING TO EACH OTHER ONE MINUTE, & SO 
D WNRIGHT MEAN TO EACH OTHER THE NEXT? ..•.. IN MY OWN 
PRIVATE DEVOTIONS I KEEP ASKING GOD TO TEACH ME ABOUT 
FEELINGS OF TENDERNESS & SORROW & REMORSE & TO START 
LISTENING WITH TENDERNESS OF HEART TO ALL THE SUFFERING 
TBA T IS GOING ON AROUND ME - TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY WHEN I 
AM WRONG ..... RUTH WAS A FOREIGNER - A MOABITE. HER IN-LAWS, 
ELIMELECH & NAOMI, HAD FLED FROM THEIR HOME IN BETHLEHEM 
TO MOAB FOR SHEER SURVIVAL WHEN A FAMINE BROKF. OTTT. RITT 







THEN CAME THE REAL HEARTBREAK & TRAGEDY! NAOMI & RUTH 
& HER SISTER-IN-LAW, ORPAH -- THEY ALL LOST THEIR HUSBANDS 
IN DEATH! CAN YOU IMAGE THE HURT & PAIN & ANGUISH? 
EVENTUALLY, THE FAMINE"STOPPED IN BETHLEHEM & NAOMI TOLD 
HER DAUGHTERS-IN-LAW TO GO BACK TO THEIR HOMES IN MOAB 
WHILE SHE WENT BACK TO HER HOME IN BETHELEHEM OF JUDAH. 
IT IS THEN THAT RUTH SPOKE THIS WORD OF COMMITMENT & 
FAMILY SOLIDARITY; SHE SAYS TO NAOMI: DON'T URGE ME TO 
LEAVE OU 0 ~ TURN BACK YROM OU. WHERE YOU WIEL GO 
WILL GO, & WHERE YOU STAY, I WILL STAY. YOU. PEOPLE WILL BE 
MY PEOPLE & YOUR GOD"MY GOD. WHERE YOU DIE, I WILL DIE & BE 
BURIED. MAY TBE LORD DEAL WITH ME, BE I VER SO SEVERELY, 
IF ANYTHING BUT DEAm SEPARATES YOU & ME. AS MY WIFE 
WOULD SAY, TRUE LOVE WINS! AND WHAT A WONDERFUL STORY 
THIS IS IN A WORLD WHERE PEOPLE MAKE PROMISES FREELY & 
THEN FORGET THEM. IT'S A GIVEN IN OUR TIME & CULTURE: 
PROMISES ARE MADE TO BE BROKEN, NOT KEPT! & PEOPLE KEEP 
ASKING, OW CAN I :PROMISE SOMETHING DO •T KNO 1 WILL BE 
ABLETOKE 0/ YRS.FROMNOW? & THAT'S WHERETHE GOD 
C 0 N NEC TI 0 N IS SO IMPORTANT. _NAOMI TAUGHT RUTH ABOUT 
THE ONLY LIVING GOD OF HEAVEN & EARTH -- & NOW COMES THE 
FAITH CONNECTION: YOUR GOD SHALL BE MY GOD! YES, WE ARE 
ALL HUMAN, & WE ALL NEED TO LEARN TO LIVE TOGETHER & LOVE 
EACH OTHER. AND YES, WE ALL NEED TO BEGIN AGAIN & AGAIN & 
AGAIN! AND THAT'S WHY GOD IS OUR MOTTO & WHY THE 
FAITHFULNESS OF GOD IS THE MESSAGE OF THE WHOLE BIBLE! ms 
STEADF ST LOVE LASTS FOREVER! THAT IS THE L 0 V THAT 
RUNS THROUGH THE WHOLE OT. & THE NT. THE STORY OF RUTH IS 
THE STORY OF LOVE THAT LOOKS FORWARD MANY CENTURIES TO 
HER DESCENDANT,JESUS CHRIST! IN JESUS, YOU SEE THE 
FAITHFULNESS OF GOD!_ HE WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO CARRY OUT 
ms PROMISE TO SAVE THE LIKES OF YOU & ME. HE WILL STOP AT 
NOTHING TO SAVE THE WORLD, EVEN IF IT MEANS THE DEATH OF 
HIS OWN SON! HE WILL FORGIVE HIS PEOPLE OUT OF HIS GRACE & 
GOODNESS --- NOT BECAUSE WE HUMANS ARE SO WONDERFUL, BUT 
BECAUSE H E K E E p s HI s w 0 R D, HE KEEPS ms PAROMISES! 
THINGS MAY NOT ALWAYS GO WELL IN TIDS VALE F TEARS, BUT 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON THE PROMISES OF YOUR FAITHFUL GOD. 
NAOMI'S FAITH IN THIS GOD RUBBED OFF ON RUTH. RUTH 
ENTRUSTED HER WITH BER LIFE. SHE WANTED TO GO WITH NAOMI 
NO MATTER WHAT!. .... IT IS A GREAT STORY & IT IS BEING 
REPEATED ALL OVER THE WORLD BY PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
DISCOVERED THE FAITHFULNESS OF GOD IN THEIR OWN LIVES. & 
THIS HAS BECOME THE WHOLE MISSION & MINISTRY OF HOLY 
CROSS ..... LATER, RUTH & BOAZ WERE MARRIED BECAUSE OF A 
COMMON JEWISH CUSTOM. THEY HAD A SON, OBED -- so Rum 
BECAME THE GREAT GRANDMOTHER OF KING DAVID - US -- AND 
GOD IS SAYING, NOTHING CAN SEPARATE:YOU FROM MY LOVE! 
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IN NOMINE JES U 


.._ •. ST. JOHN 3: 1-17 


?lJOCDEMUS is a Pharisee -- "A RUI.ER OF THE JEWS '' - - "A TEACHER CF ISRllEL.'1 Rarely did 


JESUS ever try to teach the PHARISE!S anythingo WHY SHOUl.D H£1 More accurately, HOW 


COUl.D HE.? They approached Him with a CLOSED MIND and TRICK QUESTIONS -- with no 


intention whatsoever of learning WHO HE REALLY WAS or HEARING WHAT HE MIGHI' HAVE TO 


SAY. All they wanted to do was EMB~S Him. And all JESUS bothered to do with thes• 


people was to EUJDE THEIR TRAPS and SEND THEM ON THEIR WAY. Anything more would have 


been a WASTE OF TIME. 


But with NICOOEMUS it is different. In this case we have a Pharisee who is DEEPLY 


PERPLEXED about something -- ... and that's UNUSUAL for a Pharisee. He seeks JESUS out it 


SINCERE and 
the MIDDLE ClF THE NIGH'I -- hoping to find some solution. He is IN EARNEST -- and that 


made all the difference in the world. JESUS takes time to TALK to him and HELP him ••• , 


We are not told specifically what NICODEMUS' PROBLEM was -- but from the conversation 


that follows, I think NICODEMUS was a man who bad GROWN WEARY of the INSTITUTIONALIZED 


and BUREAUCRATIC religion of his day. He was tired of an INSTITt1rlON which ''KEPI' THE 


FORM CF RELIGION WHILE DENYit-X; ITS POWER ." I see him as a RELIGIOUS MAN in SEARCH ClF 


GOD. 
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Have you ever felt that way? Has your INVOLVEM&NT ~in the MACHINERY of CHURCHLY ACTIVD 


-- organizations, budgets, programs -- sheer busy"aess -- ever seemed to CHOKE the LIFJ 


and SPIRIT and JOY and FREEDOM of faith? Maybe it would be helpful for many of us to 


slip away for a QUIEr NIGHI''S ENCOUNIE.R with our LIVING LORD. 


Most modern Americans, it seems to me, stand with NICODEMUS on the QUESTION OF GOD. 


The issue is NOT whether God exists. The GALLUP POLL tells us that 96% of all America1 


BELIEVE IN GOD in some sense or another. More than 60'!.. are involved in INSTITUTIONAL 


RELIGION of some kind. The question is not so much WHETHER GOD EXISTS -- but WHO or 


WHAT God is 'for us and WHAT REU:VANCE He may have for our lives. 


LUIHER stated it more broadly. He contended that EVERYONE has a god. There is simply 


no such thing as a person without a god. The QUE.STION OF FAITH, then, is NOT whether 


we BELIEVE IN A GOD -- but WHO or WHAT is really god for us. 


LtrrHER gives us some help. He says that WHATEVER we FEAR, LOVE., AND TRUST ABOVE ALL 


E.ISE -- that is our godo In other words, I will discover m;y; god by asking WHERE I FINI 


MY SECURITY -- WHAT IT IS THAT I HOPE FOR -- WHAT IT IS THAT I PRIZE ~GHLY IN LIFE' 


Viewed from this perspective, the false gods of our age do NOT come from DOCTRINAL 


HE.RES IES and ALIEN RELIGIOUS 1E£f J __ but from INVERTED LOYALTmS. What is it that we 
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TRUST and LOVE most? •• MILITARY POWER and NATIONAL GLORY? -- FAMILY PRIDE? -- FINANC:U. 


or SOCIAL SECURITY? -- STATUS and POPULARITY? What do you TRUST and LOW most? Idols 


are carved out of HUMAN WANrS and NEEDS as well as WOOD and STONE. 


This does not maan that when we TRUST and LOVE money, status, social acceptance, or 


other things MOST OF ALL that we give up our FORMAL AFFIRMATION OF GOD in a more 


religious sense. Nar AT ALL~ We have a SUBTLE WAY of making God SUIT OUR NEEDS and 


AID US in achieving what really matters to us. We SHAPE OUR THINKING about God to 


harmonize with what we FEAR, TRUST, and LOVE most in the world around us o 


And that is the lesson NICODEMUS needed to learn. His RELIGION, PIETY, LOGIC, RE.LIGiot 


ESTABLISHMENT, and RITUAL could get between HIMSEIF AND GOD. And mo;re than that, his 


LOGIC and WIT would never unravel the MYSTERIES OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD . 


In effect, JESUS by- passed NICODEMUS' initial observation that GOD MUST BE WITH HIM or 


HE WOULD NOT BE. ABUl TO DO HIS HEALING WONDERS. Such LOGIC will NOT lead to faith. 


NICODEMUS will Nar FIND GOD by GETTING A~WBRS TO HIS QUESTIONS. 


JESUS 1 response is MORE SIMPLE and MUCH MORE PROFOUND thal\ NICODEMUS could have expect• 


" I TELL YOU THE TRU!H, NO ONE. CAN SEE THE KINGDOM CF GOD UNIESS HE IS BORN AGAIN •• •••• 
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UNLESS ONE IS BORN CF WATER AND THE SPIRIT, HE CANNOT ENI'ER THE KINGDOM OF GOD ." Ther1 


are no CLARIFYING FOOTNOTF.S. NICODEMUS will simply have to wrestle with that statemen1 


So will we! 


" It csn't happen,'' he protestso ''It is physically impossible! A grown man cannot 


return again to his mother's womb and be born again ." •• ; •• JESUS does not rescue him 


from his puzzlement. What is needed for FAITH, NICODEMUS will have to learn, is NOT 


OU> LOGIC but NEW BIRTH. He may search for GOD in the RITUALS and WRITINGS and THE.OLOI 


of his tradition -- but it will be GOD who does the FINDING. He may try to fit GOD in1 


his BOX OF RELIGIOUS CAT!lGCIUES -- but the NEW LIFE-GIVI~ SPIRIT blows as FREE AS THE 


WIND and NICOOEMUS 1 LOGIC will not be able to CATCH IT or even KNOW WHERE IT COMES FROJ 


or WHERE IT GOF.S • 


The GOD whom we worship today as FATHER, SON, and HOLY SPIRIT - - the GOD who CREATES Tl 


UNIVERSE and HOIDS ALL THINGS IN THE PAIM OF HIS HAND cannot be confined in the 


STRUCTURF.S and RITUALS and ARCHITECTURE of FORMAL RELIGION. The GOD who comes offerini 


Himself in HUMAN FLESH IN JF.SUS to MAI<E US WHOIE is not just to be seen in the WONDER 


OF HIS MIRACLES -- but rather in HIS SUFFERING SERVANrHOOD. The SPIRIT that GENERATES 


NEW LIFE and NEW RELATIONSHIPS for the KINGDOM cannot be confined to OUR LOGIC, 


PREDICT IONS , or IN>T ITUT IONS • • • • • • • This is the GOD who turns a 11 of our PHILOO OPHIZ INl 
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and INrELLECTUALIZING upside down. He WVE'S THE WORU> SO MUCH THAT HE ''GIVES HIS ONLY 


SON, THAT WHOEVF.R BELIEVES IN HD1 SHOUID NOT PERISH Bur HAVE ETERNAL LlFE ." The Son 


loves us so much that He GOES TO THE GALLOWS -- HANGS ON THE CROSS for the sins that 


would DAMN US ALL and SE:ND US LITERALLY TO HELL. He identifies completely with all of 


cur HURTS -- all of our PROBLEMS -- all of our PAINS. And He DIES FOR THEM. But He 


rises again -- VICTORIOUS and TRIUMPHANr -- our SAVIOR STRO?«; TO SAVE. And He sends w 


the HOLY SPIRIT! 


The HOLY SPIRIT means NEW LIFE and ANOTHER CHANC!.o Don't try to INTBLIECTUALIZE the 


HOLY SPIRIT -- just lET THE SPIRIT BLOW ---- whether in the WATER OF BAPTISM or the 


BREAD AND WINE CF HOLY COMMUNION or in the LOVE we SH~ AND DEMONSTRATE FOR ONE ANOTHE1 


I.ET THE SPIRIT BLOW~ LF.T THE SPIRIT BWW in the GOOD NEWS that we are RESCUED and 


REDEEMED and have ETERNAL LIFE in CHRIST• LET THE SPIRIT BLOW as we celebrate the 


UNITY we have with ONE ANOTHER in the KINGDOM and FAMILY OF OUR FATHER. LET THE SPIRr. 


BLOW as He gives NEW MEANI?«;S and NEW DIRECTIONS to our lives. LET THE SPIRIT BLOW! 


Amen. 








ST. MARK 2:2~3:6 SICK RELIGION 
CAN YOU SPELL ti 0 NY ' ALL AMERICA SHARED THE 
EXCITEMENT OF THIS 13 YR. OLD GIRL FROM BROOKLYN WHO 
WON THE SPELLING BEE. I HA VE SELDOM SEEN SUCH ELATION. - -SHE WAS SO EXCITED - JUMPING U & OWN - SHOUTING OUT 
EACH LETTER! ..... CAN YOU SPELL .J:tO ? DO YOU GET EXCITED? 
THE EARLIEST XIAN CREED WAS MAD IIB OF: JESUS XP IS 
LORD! IN MARK'S GOSPEL JESUS GlVES TBA T CONFESSION TO 


HIMSELF: THE SON OF MAN IS LORD! HE IS THE ONE WHO 
GA VE YOU YOUR LIFE! HE IS THE ONE TO WHOM YOU ARE 
RESPONSIBLE. ARE YOU EXCITED? ARE YOU GL4D :IO 
CONFES .lESlJS AS LORD? HANDEL'S MESSIAH HAS AFFIRMED 


IT THROUGH THE AGES: KING OF KINGS & LORD OF LORDS! -
AS THOUGH THE ONLY IMPORTANT THING IS FINDING YOUR LIFE IN 
HIM. THAT~s THE SECRET OF HEALTHY RELIGION. . ... SICK 
RELIGio'N IS HO HUM I GOING THROUGH HUMDRUM RITES & 
RITUALS I NO EXCITEMENT! S K RELIGI N HAS AN OBSESSION 
WITH GOD IS OUT TO GET YOU! HEALl'HYRELIGION KEEPS 


ASSURING YOU THAT GOD IS OUT TO LIBERATE YOU! -- TO SET 
YOU FREE FROM THE THINGS THAT KEEP YOU IN PRISON. WHEN 
JESUS BEGAN ms MINISTRY, HE MADE IT CRYSTAL CLEAR: I HAVE 
COME TO SET THE CAPTIVES FREE! LATER, BE SAID IT AGAIN: I 
BA VE COME TBA T YOU MIGHT HA VE LIFE & HA VE IT ABUNDANTLY 
- OVERFLOWINGLY HEALTHY RELIGION lLffiERATES PEOPLE ..... 
OUR UNDERLYING MOTIVE HERE AT HOLY CROSS IS FREEDOM -
FOR FREEDOM, CHRIST HAS SET YOU FREE! -- TO SET YOU FREE SO 
THAT GOD CAN GIVE YOU A WAY TO LIVE. WE ARE NOT ABOUT 
PUTTING YOU IN STRAIGHT JACKETS. WE ARE ABOUT REACHING 
'PEOPLE, HELPING PEOPLE, GROWING PEOPLE. 
THE PHARISEES WERE ABSOLUTELY OBSESSED WITH 
l>~SER.V AI:IO , - EVERY JOT & TITILE. THEY BAD 613 
JNTERPNETATIONS OF THE LA . THE MISBNAH, A COMMENIAR¥ 
ON THE EBREW S~RIPTURE, FORBIDS 39 KINDS OF WORK ON THE 
SABBATH DAY INCLUDING JlEAPlNG, GRIND G, SlETINf;. SO 
THE PJ{t\RISEES CASTIGATE JESUS FOR THE BEBA VIOR OF ms 
D~CIPL S I & JESUS.REMINDS THEM BOW DAVID BROKE THE LAW 
FOR A HIGHER PURPOSE: THE SABBATH WAS MADE FOR 
HUMANKIND, & NOT HUMANKIND FOR THE SABBATH! 
THEN COMES THE STORY OF JESUS HEALING THE MAN WITH 
THE WITHERED HAND. FOR ME, THE REAL MIRACLE WAS NOT ' 


THE ~EALING OF THE HAND. THE REAL MIRACLE WAS WHAT 
ALL THOSE PEOPLE GATHERED THERE IN THE SYNAGOGUE THAT 
DAY LEARNED ABOUT GOD. THE REAL MIRACLE IS WHEN 


SOMEONE GETS HEALED ON THE INSIDE BECAUSE THE'. 







HA VE BEEN TOUCHED ON THE OUTSIDE. THE REAL MIRACLE IS 
WHEN PEOPLE'S LIVES GET CHANGED FROM THE INSIDE OUT .....• 
ERMA DOMBECK TELLS THE STORY OF THE SUPER MOM WHO DID 
EVERYTHING RIGHT I KEPT A PERFECT HOME I KEPT HER HUSBAND 
HAPPY, ETC. ETC. ETC. ONE DAY ERMA ASKED HER, HOW DO YOU 
DO IT? SHE ANSWERED GLIBLY, I JUST FOLLOW THE 
EXAMPLE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY. ERMA LOOKED 
AT HER & SAID, MARGE, IT'S A LITTLE LATE FOR THAT. THE 
WOMAN SAID, VERY WELL, I'LL TELL YOU THE TRUTH. 
EVERY EVENING WHEN THE CHILDREN ARE ALL BATHED 
& TUCKED IN THEIR BEDS & THEIR SHOES ARE ALL 
RACKED UP & I'VE LISTENED TO THEIR PRAYERS, I FALL 
ON MY KNEES & CRY OUT, THANK YOU, GOD, FOR NOT 
LETTING ME KILL ONE OF THEM TODAY! THAT'S NOT FROM 
THE OUTSIDE IN I THAT'S FROM THE INSIDE OUT! .. .. I SEE JESUS 
CONFRONTING THE PHARISEES FOR THEIR LIFE-LONG PATTERN OF 
DENIAL. THE ESSENCE OF SIN REVOLVES AROUND DENIAL & THE 
ESSENCE OF DENIAL IS BLAMING. I AM WHO I AM JUST BECAUSE I 
AM THE VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCES I BECAUSE THAT WAS THE 
HAND THAT WAS DEALT ME I POOR ME, mis IS MY LOT I I WOULD 
BE DIFFERENT IF. IF, IF. THIS IS THE PICTURE OF THESE 
PHARISEES IN THEIR CLASSIC. PORTRAIT OF DENIAL THE MAN 
WITH THE WITHERED HAND IS JUST A VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCES I 
SO JESUS ASKS THEM: IS IT LAWFUL TO HEAL ON THE 
SABBATH DAY? & mE¥ ARE SILENT! THEm SILENCE MAKES 
JESUS FUME WITH ANGER BECAUSE THEY CAN'T SEE THE 
FOREST FOR THE TREES. THEY ARE NOT OPEN TO THE FULLNESS 
OF THE MINISTRY FOR WIDCH JESUS CAME. SORRY JESUS I BAD 
TIMING I IT'S THE SABBATH DAY! THE MAN WITH THE 
WITHERED HAND WAS JUST HAVING MORE BAD LUCK! THE 
PHARISEES HAD THIS BLAME BONDING - EVERYBODY GElS 


TOGET)tER & ~~LQ~~_.A~Jllt#X~~HE 
~! 7~~'/J~olF~~-~ 
I SEE JESUS CONVERTING PEOPLE FROM LIFELONG PATTERNS OF 
LITTLE, LIMITED STANDARDS TO THE REALIZATION, YEA, WE 
DON'T HA VE GOD ALL NAILED DOWN, BUT WE ARE LEARNING TO 
PUT GOD AT THE CENTER OF OUR LIVES INSTEAD OF THE 


I PERIPHERY. FROM THE INSIDE OUT HE HAS GIVE u s A HEART OF 
COMPASSION TO SAY TO THE J)OWN-&-OUTERS I TO ALCOHOLICS & 


I DRUG ADDICTS I TO AIDS & HIV VICTIMS: IN THE NAME OF JESUS, 
• WE LOVE YOU NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE OR WHAT YOU HAVE! 
STRETCH OUT YOUR HAND & LET ME BOLD IT! JESUS LOVES YOU! 
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THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINITY /i 
1


-Rolling Meadows ~ 1975 


IN NOMDra JESU 


MATTHE\'f 28: 16-20 


Rev. earl F. Thrun 


What is it that makes the Clmrch CHURCH? What is. it that makes the Church CHRISTIAN? - ---
What is it that isl REAIJ..Y IMPORTANT? What is it that is REALLY NECESSARY, ABSOLUTELY 


-
THE POWER TO FORGIVE SIN is the GREATEST POWER ON EARTHI°'§Gs and MIGHTY RU'long 


to free themselves and their companions from SIN and GUILT by their OWN MIGHT - but --- -
they cannot, in spite of their MIGHT! ~try-;; FORGET SIN in their~ -


@;;ORAI.~~ their M~TY -E ARTIS~ in their~ -~ _the_:r 


- =-
B~"I'..· •••• Bu::hey are ~UNABLE to FBEE THEMSELVES or OTHERS of e and GUILT? 


......... -----. ----- - .,..._.___ ---- --
THIS POWER Go~ bas gi!"n§Y TO HIS soNfm to THOOE WHOll THE SON SENDS OUT - t~ 


CAPOST~ in t~ t:!me and the€ssENGERS OF THE WORD OF ~today. When the F' 
~ ~eathed on 1::: disciples ~id1 " IF YOU FORGIVE THE SINS OF ANY, THEY ARE 


That makes us.&>RDs and_ FORGIVm11 - He gave POWER to them and their successors. - --- -
~3 who possess the GREATEST POWER on earth. 


t --· --
THIS POWER extends over ALL - no one is EXCLUDED - no one is EXEMPTED 1 THIS IS THE -;:;;--- - = 
WORD OF THE LORD WHO HAS ALREADY TRIUMPHED A.ND GAINED THE VICTORY: "ALL AUTHORITY L"i 
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HEAVEN AND ON EARTH HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ME. GO THEREFORE AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL 


NATIONS, BAPTIZING THEM IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER A.~D OF THE SON AND OF THE HOLY 


SPIBIT, TFACHING TJID! TO OBSERVE ALL THAT I HAVE COMMANDED YOU; AND LO, I AM \/ITH YOU 


ALflAYS, '.ro THE CLOSE OF THE AGE •11 


THIS POWER always appe~,G~T WEAKNESS! Think of it -e::even meJ sent out to 


-
~LE and "MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS!" They bacr@_(f MONEY;e_~ ASSISTAN'. 


- tliey had NOTHING! Any REASONABLE PERSON would 'cail..l them MAD! Yet they are to - --
~~ - e~en if they have nothing to do with~s~ or@ ~ 
-


are to be the LOROO OF THIS WORID ! They have a POWER no one else has - the POWER 


- --
to FORGIVE SINS and "MAKE DISCIPLES." As~ sa;: "Our rule is aimed at another - - ----__.._ ..... --. 


concern - SlN. Where it moves, there our rule also moves; and where sin begins, 


there our rule moves in and begins to operate •••••• we· are lords and kings, but this 


great power extends no farther than our sin. 11 


What makes· the Chruch CHURCH - that is_, mat BELONGS TO THE KYRIOS, THE LORD ---


what makes us. "KINGS AND PRIESTS UNTO GOD" - what makes; us RULERS and urnns over 


all the nations and kingdoms of the world ---- is that WE HAVE THE POWER AND 


AUTHORITY TO FORGIVE SilH We have the POWER AND AUTHORITY to "MA.KE DISIPLES OF ALL 
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NATIONS, BAPTIZING '.lIDl! IN '.mE NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND OF THE HOLY 


SPIBIT ." We have that POWER through our LORD JESUS CHRIST who has "ALL AUTHORITY IN 


HEAVEN AND 00 EARTH." He surrounds us with the FOURFOLD "ALL" - "ALL POWER, 11 "ALL 


NATIONs,11 "ALL COMMANDS" - "ALL_ THE DAYS N 'ID THE END OF THE AGE. 11 Everything 


belongs. to HIM --- and because of His suffering and death and glorious resurrection, 


it now also belongs to usl 


How can we begin to COMPREHEND or FATHOM whJthis means.? How can we begin to UNDERSTl 


what this MEANS FOR US? Jus.t think - the ONE WHO WAS CRUCJFIED1 CROWNED VlITH 


THORNS, SPIT UPON, MOCKED, SCOURGED, BEATEN - He baa bean given ALL AUTHORITY Mi 


ALL POWER in " HEAVEN AND ON EARTH. 11 He has been given the POWER and AUTHORITY over 


the EARTH and the CONSTELLATIONS - over every living thing on the EARTH, in ani unde1 


the HEAVENS - over all the LIVING and the DEAD - over all CREATURES - over even thE 


ANGELS! He has been given POWER and AUTHORITY over the GOOD and the WICKED - over 


GOOD ANGELS and the DEVilS - over the WHOLE CREATION. Nothii-ig is EXEMPT FROM HIS 


IDLE or DOMINION. 11ALL NATIONS" are subjected to Him.1 


So what are we WAITING FOR? What is it that KEEPS US FROM FOLLOWING HIM? What is it 


that KEEPS US FROM CONFFSSlNG HIS NAME? What is it that MAKES US SO SHALLOW AND SO 


HOLLOW? 
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In our BAPTISM we have the "POWER AND AUTHORITY" too. We have already been brought 


THROUGH DFATH to LIFE! We have been "BURIED WITH HDA. and RAIBED WITH HD!!" We are 


"KINGS AND PRIESTS" -- He has given to us "POWER and AUTHRORITY •11 TO MAKE DISCIPLES· 


means to "make sinners to be the image of G<Xl . 11 


When you come to the OOMMUNION TABLE today 1 listen closely to the words: "Tim BODY OF 


OF CHRIST FOR YOU - THE BLOOD OF CHRIST FOR YOU ! 11 There is nothing greater or more 


important for you personallyl You yourself "DEPART IN PEACE." But then do something 


with itl 11Go - Go - GO AND :MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS !" OONFESS your LORD and 


SAVIOR! BRING others to be "BAPTIZED IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, AND OF THE SON, AND 


OF THE HOLY SPIRIT! 11 " TEACH THEM TO OBSERVE ALL THAT HE HAS COMMANDED." And 


remember that He " IS WITH YOU ALWAYS, TO THE CLOSE OF THE AGE. 11 Amen. 
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Exodus 3: 1 - 15: Now Moses was keeping the flock of his father-in-law, Jethro, the 
the priest of Midian; and he led his flock to the west side of the 


wilderness, and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. And the angel of the Lord appearec 
to him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush; and he looked, and lo, the bush was 
burning, yet it was not consumed . And Moses said, 11 1 will turn aside and see this great 
sight, why the bush is not burnt. 11 When the Lord saw that he turned aside to see, God 
called to him out of the bush, "Moses, tv\oses! 11 And he said, "Here am I." Then he 
said, "Do not come near; put off your shoes from your feet, for the place on which you 
are standing is holy ground 0 


11 And he said, 111 am ' the God of your father, the God of 
Abraham, the God of Isaac , and the God of Jacob . " And Moses hid his face, for he was 
afraid to look at God. Then the Lord said • . ••• . • •..• • • . .. • .. .. .. behold, the cry of th1 
people of lsrale has come to me, and I have seen the oppression with which the Egyptians 
oppress them. Come, I will send you to Pharaoh that, you may bring forth my people, the 
sons of Israel, out of Egypt . 11 But Moses said to God, 11Who am I that I should go to 
Pharaoh, and bring the sons of Israel out of Egypt? 11 He said, "But I wil I be with you; 
and this sh al I be the sign for you, that I have sent you: when you have brought forth the 
people out of Egypt, you sh al I serve God upon this mountain . 11 Then tv\oses said to God , 
"If I come to the people of Israel and say to them, 'The God of your fathers has sent me to 
you,' and they ask me, 'What is his name? ' what shal I I say to them? 11 God said to Moses 
"I am WHO I AM. 11 And he said, "Say this to the people of Israel, ' I AM has sent me to 
you . 111 God also said to Moses, "Say this to the people of Israel, 'The Lord, the God of 
your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me 
to you': this is my name for ever, and thus I am to be remembered throughout all generatio1 


THIS SUNDAY, our NAME DAY, is calledQ;E FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINITY) A~e 
OUTSET, let us be FRANK in ADMITTING that it is a DIFFICULT SUNDAY to CELEBRATE -
It is DIFFICULT because UNLIKE MOST of the OTHER GREAT DAYS in the CHURCH CAL· ---- ~ . cy 
E~AR, it COMME/\l.ATES~rather than an EVENT. Undo~ted you became AWA~ 


c:!,_this6BsTRACT)so~at{fURELY DOGMATIC TERMINOLOGY) as you CONFESSED 


THE A THANAS IAN CREED o 


@:hristm3 CELEBRATES anJ VWT - anl e=t that can be E~ and VISIBLY PORTRA'V 


ED .• @ ood ! rid3 COMMEMORATES His being PUT TO DEATH - E~CE.LEBRATES His 


RISING from the DEAD -@NTECOS]c~tes the event of the COMING of the HOL' 


SPIRIT of GOD. Now these can ALL be P )RTRAYED - indeed, they HAVE been portraye - -
AGAIN and AGAIN in§.INTINGS and in DRAWINGS) 
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Y! t NO ONE has ever been SUCCESSFUL in DRAWING a PICTURE of the{89LY TRINI! 


- although some ARTISTS have made an EFFORT to DO SO. The PICTURES of a BEARDEl -
OLD MAN, HOVERING over the FIGURE of the CRUCIFIED CHRIST, with a DOVE --
somewhere in-between, have NOT been as MEMORABLE.or IMPRESSIVE or POWERFULL~ 


MOVING to MOST PEOPLE as PICTURES of thefMANGER at Bethlehe~1Jor the{C:RosE 


0£ CALVER].have been . S~day, as we try to FIX our MINDS and our H~S on the 


REALITY of GOD as~T:H ER, SON, and HOLY SPI~ -~O NOT have as EASY or 


ASSIGNMENT as we do on CRHISTMAS or EASTER or PENTECOST . --
~ 


Yet, o~,t T~t abo~t an EVENT - about a GOD whol'iALLS and COMMISSION3 


who6'fEAKS ; nd ACT})who€ ESCUES and REDEEMD He is a GOD who is in the T~ --oLfHINGS - in the MIDST of our DAILY STRUGGLES . He is a GOD who HEARS the -
CRIES of HIS PEOPLE •• •• .• ••• • • ...• H~ also a GOD who CALLS for(§UR WORSHIP) 


our ADORATION, our REVERENCE in HIS PRESENCE . He is N~R€,MoTg or 


@sj~c~ or@JT-OF-EJ He is N~R(HiGH inthe SKY) He is A~YS€RESE i~ -
He A~WAY.:.. has{§UR INTEREST- at HEARU) ~he ETERNAL "I AM! 11 


I think this is the ONLY WAY you can ever begin to APPRECIATE the MYSTERY of the 
- C..01/£"1' 
HOLY TRIN IT.Y - to SEE GOD as a{§OD WHO CARE3 ~ to SEE Him COMING into 


YOUR L!fE as a@ od who is CONCERNE}labout YOUR WELFARE - to KNOW that 


when HE CALLS, He is CALLING FOR YOU - when He COMMISSIONS, He is COM-___, 
'Y\ISSION ING YOU ! S!!.,!.1, He remains the SOVEREIGN GOD . As€<,,..~-a-y-,s-E-pi-sfl9-le ~it 


"WHO HAS KNOWN THE MIND OF THE l/¢j/ LORD , OR WHO HAS BEEN HIS COUN· -
SELOR? 11 Always God is and remains GOD - 11 1 AM WHO I AM 11 


- TAM WHAT I AM - -- ------ -
-


111 WILL BE WHAT I WILL BE ! 11 
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'Jhl-~A And this is what our CON FESS 10 N of the HOLY TRIN ITY is ALL ABO UT ·~(God the FATH fl c ~~ _ is o God who LOVES US and G.LVES us HIS SO!'! -(G;i the s:oN)s o G
0


od who LOVES U~ 
~ ond GIVES us HIS LIFE ond SHEDS HIS BLOOD for OUR SALVATION - <§id the HOLY 


,(,.J;..,.t.
1 


, s:PJ§is~d who LOVES US and H:_!! "LORD AND GIVER OF LIFE," who BRINGS US 


to the FATHER and the SON o 


With that in MIND, let us LOOK at our TEXT. First, there is the CALL At the time, - - -tfl. ~;;:J/ I 


probably could have CARED LESS about God . He w~s 'FEEDING his FATHER-IN--- -I 
LAWS FLOCK in the land of MIDIAN . Suddenly HE SEES this STRANGE BUSH BURING 


without being CONSUME~ and he goes over to INVESTIGATE . He soon DISCOVERS that 


this is NONE OTHER than the LORD GOD HIMSELF - and he can 't KICK the@ OEl off 


h.!!.!!.ET sow enou~h or BURY his(HEADJin the SAND quickly enough• In REVERENCE~ 


t::;!jE before this HOLY GOD. Q he AIM of the CAL] is to SEND HIM on a SP~C -MISS 1'2,!'J . It is NOT just a SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE - - r~er , the sens es - c~y 


( EYES and EARS) - are INVOLVED ! He ~ and he HEARS something . In its TRUEST and 


~-=-~--2--S-E-N~-S it is a MIRACLE . This CALL frorn7o:i BREAKS into His LIFE like the FLASH o: 
=F- - -


LIGHTN ING . It GIVES a NEW DIRECTION to his LIFE .. It is a CALL that GIVES TO MO -
ES the order of ONE WHO IS HIMSELF THE ABSOLUTE , FINAL AUTHORITY . - ..,_.. ---
Secondly there isefe COMMISSIO'J) 11C~E, I WILL SEND YOU TO PHARAOH THAT Y 


MAY BRING FORI!:LMY PEOE!-E, THE SONS OF ISRAEL, OUT OF EGYPT ."@Os§D~ 


c~se, is FULL of EXCUSES . "WJi.0. AM I THAT I SHOULD GO TO PHARAOH ,~ 


BRING THE SONS OF LSBAE.L .OUJ QE.EGYPT? 11 Then he COMPLA INS that he does not-
• 


KNOW GOD 'S NAME! But God does NOT 9ive him ANY SPECIFIC ANSWER. He says, - -
"I AM WHO I AM . 11 In other words, 111 WILL BE WHO I WIL L BE 0


11 11 1 AM THE ONE WHC 


CAN BE RELIED ON ., 11 "I AM HE WHO REMAINS ESSENTIALLY SECRET AND WHO 


NO ONE CAN GRASP OR COMPREHEND FROM WITHOUT." .... .. .. . .. 9~1 
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NOT SATISFIED. He COMPLAINS again; 11THEY WILLJ~OUELlE.-V£ ME OR LISTEN -
TO MY VOICE, FOR THEY WlLL SAY, 11TljE' LORQ QIQ.,t:JOI APPEAR.LO YOU 0 "


1 


II/fr -
• • .•• . . . • •. ~lly, HE has ONE MORE EXCUSE: 11


1 _Afv( ELR6JYENI;,.LAM SLOW 0 F
0 J 


SPEECH AND OF TONGUE . 11 


Who of US does NOT IDENTIFY with these EXCUSES? One way o4 another WE ALIBI 


about NOT DOING the LORD'S WORK•. In a SPECIAL MEE-;NGc!;t Tuesd";>concem


ing the FINANCES of our CONGREGATION there were s9 MANYWCUsE~and 


~N~ just plain@P-OU~that one was MYSTIFIED - - - unlesC.IEVE' -
in the REALITY of GOD and His PRESENCE and His WORKING AMONG US1. GOD 


- --
LIVES - and He CALLES US to be about HIS WORK ! And He will NOT TAKE 1NO 11 - --for an EXCUSE ! He SENDS US, ~He SENT N\oses, to @ and(fil LIVE] and IBESCUE 


HIS PEOPLE - ALL AROUND THE WO RL~. This is what{today's GOSPEL LESSO~..!:. 


ALL ABOl,JT: 11GO THEREFORE AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS , BAPTIZINC -
THEM IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 


TEACHING THEM IQ.OaBSERVE ALL THAT I HAVE COMMANDED YOO ! 11 -
How can we JUSTIFY GOD'S PRESENCE with us, if we are NOT ready to SHARE OUR 


GOD with p UR COMMUNliJand with thef\i\H OLE WORLD V How can we REJOICE -- -
in our SALVATION, if we are NOT ready to SHARE THAT SALVATION? How we can 


be ever HAPPY on a VACAHJN - that is going to BEGIN NEXT WEEK and last for the 


NEXT COUPLE of MONTHS - and know that there are many PEOPLE and the WHOLE 
-::-


CAUSE of CHRIST and HIS CH UR<!i that is LACK ING? ~r· 7r' 
/ I , 


------ ? 


S could N2T stay in MIDIAN o He had to GO BACK to EGYPT and DELIVER GOD'S -
PEOP.!;·· It MUST be the SAME WITH U~.-~ That is SURELY the REASON wh/ GOD GAV -US His SON - and the SON SHED HIS BLOOD on the CROSS - and the HOLY SPIRIT _. 


·-· 
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GIVES US HIS LIFE! As9 found out, there is NO OTHER PRIORITY ! This is the 


ONLY WAY that ANY of US will be able to KNEEL DOWN and PRAY: "GLORY BE ... 
TO THE FATHER AND TO THE SON AND TO THE HOLY SPIRIT! 11 This is the ONLY 


WAY that ANY of US will EVER be able to SAY: "LET US BLESS THE FATHER AND THE 


SON AND THE HOLY SPIRIT, PRAISE HIM AND MAGNIFY HIM FOREVER ." Amen . 








, 
I , I 
• i 


\.. 
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The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
June 9, 1974 
Roi I ing Meadows, 111 inois 


Rev . Carl F. Thrun 


llNI NI 0 JM\ lllNI IE J 155 WJ 


St. John 16: 12 - 15: JESUS SAID: 11 1 HAVE YET MANY THINGS TO SAY TO YOU, 
BUT YOU CANNOT BEAR THEM NOW. WHEN THE SPIRIT OF 


TRUTH COMES, HE WILL GUIDE YOU INTO ALL THE TRUTH; FOR HE WILL NOT SPEAK ON 
HIS OWN AUTHORITY, BUT WHATEVER HE HEARS HE WILL SPEAK, AND HE WILL DECLARE 
TO YOU THE THINGS THAT ARE TO COME. HE 'M LL GLORIFY ME, FOR HE WILL TAKE 
WHAT IS MINE AND DECLARE IT TO YOU. ALL THAT THE FATHER HAS IS MINE; THEREFORE 
I SAID THAT HE WILL TAKE WHAT IS MINE AND DECLARE IT TO YOU. 11 


How do YOU FEEL about GOD? I am not asking you what you KNOW ABOUT HIM - - - but = -- ...._ 
how do YOU FEEL TOWARD GOD? And if you do NOT FEEL CLOSE to GOD, the question is: --- - --- -
"Who has MOVED - - YOU or GOD?" -- ---


{9ur textltalks abo_ut the CLOSE RELATIONS HIP that EXISTS within God Himself. There is an 


(!NT1~C~-( HARMON0-G UN I~ - in the THREE PERSONS of the TRINITY that can be 


described in NO OTHER WAY than to say th;!! they are ONE. There isf 0 DIVISl<2BJ..2! 


WIVISIVENE~within the GODHEAD ! ~s@NITY in COMMUNITYj) • • •• • ••eo•· · .. 


There are onl 2 possible HUMAN ILLUSTRATIONS that might help us to UNDERSTANDthe -
MYSTERY of the HOLY TRIN ITY. Ge l)is the way God intended~RRIA~to be. ~ 


God JO INS a HUSBAND and WIFE TOGETHER, He intends that they should "NO LON GER BE 


TWO, BUT ONE-... €< 2n& is the way that God intended Ghe C HURCHJto be. He desires that 


HIS PEOPLE - - FORGIVEN and RESTORED to Himself - - should be ONE ! E"EN and WOME~ 
'" <:> 
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have a COMMON LORD who is ON El -
T~e starting elace , of course, is WITH GOD HIMSELF . @ e FATHER"):fe S~and (h!" HOLj 


:SP IR lTJ, L~, and L~, and WORK TOGETHER ! They PULL TOGETf:!.ER ! THEY ARE ONE ! -- - ~ ....- --- -~ -
Just 2!!2! to our tey-, Q:3 is talking to His DISC IPLES, and saxs: "BUT WHEN THE COUNSELOI --
COMES, WHOM I SHALL SEND TO YOU FROM THE EAl HER, EVEN THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH , - ----
WHO PROCEEDS FROM THE FATHER, HE WILL BEAR WITNESS TO ME !" Do you l'O TICE t~ 


(UN11Y)- Ee CLOSENE~-fe ONENE~ -~ TO-GETHERNEssy • •• ••• • •••••• = a~g 


- --
WILL GUIDE YOU IN TO ALL THE TRUTH; FOR HE WILL NOT SPEAK ON HIS OWN AUTHORffi' , 


-
BUT WHATEVER HE !:!EARS HE WILL SPEAK , AND HE WILL DECLARE TO YOU THE THINGS - -
THAT ARE TO COME. HE WILL GLORIFY ME, AND HE WILL TAKE WHAT IS MINE AND DE-_. ... 
CLARE IT TO YOU . ALL THAT THE FATHER HAS IS MINE; THEREFORE I SAID THAT HE WILL 


TAKE WHAT IS MINE AND DECLARE IT TO YOU ." 


T.=_is ~4:EPARATflNG or DI VIDIN]) ~ ! - - --- - -
That is why theETHANASIAN CRE~.!!r_s -
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it so CLEARLY: "SO THERE IS ONE FATHER, NOT THREE FATHERS; ONE SON, NOT THREE 


E 
SONS; ONE HOLY GHOST, NOT THREE HOLY GHOSTS . AND IN THIS TRIN ITY NONI IS .._ -
BEFORE OR AFTER OTHER; NONE IS GREATER OR LESS THAN ANOTHER; BUT THE WHOLE --
THREE PERSONS ARE COETERNAL TOGETHER AND COEQUAL, SO THAT IN ALL THINGS, 


AS IS AFORE SAID, THE UN ITY IN TRINITY AND THE TRINITY IN UNITY IS TO BE WORSHIP-


ED . HE, THEREFORE, THAT WILL BE SAVED MUST THUS THIN K OF THE TRIN ITY •11 -


G he FAT Hij}LOVES the WORLD with cri EVERLASTING LOVE - - and in HIS LOVE He GIVES -
His ONLY and BELOVED SON "THAT WHOSOEVER BELIEVES IN HIM SHOULD NOT PERISH 


BUT HAVE EVERLASTING LIFE . 11 (!he so°B)LOVES the WORLD w~ an EVERLAST ING LOVE 


• 15 HHDE f/J 6J. 
- - and in His LOVE He LAYS DOWN HIS LIFE . "HE WHO KNEW NO SIN DfiCA/sftE SIN FOR 


BE 
US , SO THAT WE MIG H( MA.DE THE RIGHTE.OUSNESS OF GOD IN HIM !" The HOLY SPIRll -
LOVES the WORLD with an EVER LASTING LOVE . - - - and in His LOVE He BR IN GS US to 


FAITH and LIFE with the FAT#fR and the SON I He does not "SPEAK ON HIS OWN AUTHORll 


- -~He "BEARS WITNESS TO CHRIST - - HE GLORIFIES CHRIST . " Talk about&:N ITY and a 


#&HARMON 'V--there you HA VE IT ! 
a -


Q'es~c~ the H~LY §~IT "THE SPIRIT OF TRU,,Il;l . 11 ~ D ICTIONARY DEFINITION 
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= 11TRUTH 11 in atfOVENANT SENS"Ll He is NOT talking a~t[HILOSOPHICA!}~ 
-


(rc1ENTIFIC) or@'ATHEMATlf+'TRUTH) He is NOT talking about the REALITY, for example 


-
that 112 times 2 equal 


1
4 11 


- ~~r, He is talking about thefCOVENANT RELATIONSHIYthat a - - - G.----
HUMAN BEING can HAVE with his GOD . So, for example, He says: 111 AM THE WAY, THE --- - ---- .... .....---. ......... - - -
TRUTH, AND THE LIFE; NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER BUT BY ME. 11 Or, when He is - -- -- -
talking to the€0MAN at JAcoJs WEL9 He says to her: "GOD IS A SPIRIT; AND THEY THA' 


WORSHIP HIM MUST WORSHIP HIM IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH . " ~M~ 


Therefore, to KNOW the TRUTH is to be PLUGGED IN to the&;INE REALIW- which is 


GOD HIMSELF. This is NOT something which is ABSTRAC - - but it is.t;;.y CONCRET:w --= 
It means hav ,ing a CLOSE and INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP=h€0D the FATHE~D th: 


-
3 and€0D the HOLY SP IRIT) And from there 1~H 11 comes out in the way in which we 


- -
"LOVE ONE ANOTHER •11 It is SHOWN by the way in which we 11FORGIVE ONE ANOTHER. -
It is SHOWN by the way in which ~VE WITH ONE ANOTHER.,!.n~~and ®:::d - -


c?\10! of peop"9are very ADEPT at ARGUING aboutW OD and THEOLOGY) They can have a 
"F - ...... ~-===---"-".:::::::::::-~ 
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But if it does not finally come down -
toEITN~SSl~G-for CHRIS:aand~OR IFING CHRISP - - then it has not come from the 
... - m ---,~ ,, 
SPIRIT of T RUTH ! He , after all, does "NOT SPEAK ON HIS OWN AUTHORITY~." He - - - ---
GITNESSEGa~ GLORIF IES JESUS CHRIST , our SAVIOR . So simply saying HIGH SOUND· -


ING THINGS abottGOD to IMPRESS PEOPLE is not going to do our WORLD any good today . 
........ -.. - ---


~I , f~e, ~h€. Pa:0am ready to DECLARE and CONF EJS; 111 AM DETERMINED TO --- -
KNOW NQ!!;!JhlG AMONG y ou EXCEPT JESUS CHRIST AND HIM CRUCIFIED • 11 THAT is 


11THE TRUTH ! 11 That is the way @o D HIMSELFJY- - UNITY in <DMMUN ITY - - and that is ---
the way WE must be, IN CHRIST,~@NITY in COMMUN IT?) 


- -
I began this SERMON by asking the QUESTION , 11 How do YOU FEEL AIOUT GOD? 11 I am --
not interested in what you KNOW about God - - but how you FEEL toward Him . To be CLOS -- - - -- ----
t~ - UNITED with Him6 LO~and€AIT,and [Ru0- - is to be CLCS E to your(BRo? - - --- -
~LORIFY C~Rt~i) Amel ! ! ! 


-








PASS ON THE BLESSING (HEB. 12: 12-16) 
TODAY' S GOSPEL TELLS US THAT WE HAVE ONLY ONE REASON FOR 
BEING HERE: GO & MAKE DISCIPLES.... BAPTIZING THEM. .... 'EIS' 
INTO.... IN OTHER WORDS, WE WERE BAPTIZED RIGHT 'INTO' THE 
HOLY TRINITY. YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER TO GOD THAN THAT. 
AND THE FIRST LESSON FROM HEBREWS TELLS US HOW ESAU, THE 
GRANDSON OF ABRAHAM., HAD BEEN GIVEN THE BLESSING OF GOD 
BECAUSE HE WAS THE FIRSTBORN TWIN. HIS BLESSING WAS A GIFT 
BY BIRTH. IT WAS ms BIRTHRIGHT. HE DIDN'T EARN IT - BUT MOST 
TRAGICALLY HE DIDN'T APPRECIATE IT--& ONE DAY HE SOLD IT TO 
ms BROTHER FOR ONE BOWL OF SOUP! AS SUCH, ESAU WAS UNABLE 
TO PASS ON THE BLESSING, ..... GOD GIVES US AN "A" FOR COMING 
HERE TODAY TO WORSHIP HIM. WE CAN'T EARN ms LOVE OR 
APPROVAL. IT WAS GIVEN TO US IN OUR BAPTISM. THE ONLY THING 
TBA T WE CAN FAIL TO DO IS BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BLESSING 
AND PASS IT ON! ..... AS WE STAND ON THE THRESHOLD OF A WHOLE 
NEW CHAPTER IN OUR CHURCH - PURCHASING NEW LAND TO BUILD 
BIGGER & BETTER FACILITIES - OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE IS TO 
KEEP THE BLESSING - MULTIPLY IT - ADD TO IT -- & THEN PASS IT 
ON! HOLY CROSS IS A RARELY BLESSED CHURCH & WHEN PEOPLE 
ASK ME, HOW DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR HOLY t;ROSS' GROWTH? MY 
ONLY ANSWER IS G 0 D. GOD HAS GIVEN TIDS CHURCH A RARE 
BLESSING. WE DON'T HA VE ANY DIVIDING FACTIONS. TIDS CHURCH 
KEEPS GROWING & GROWING & LIVES ARE BEING CHANGED. AND 
THERE IS ONLY ONE EXPLANATION: GOD BAS GIVEN US A RARE 
BLESSING & OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE IS TO KEEP THE BLESSING 
& PASS IT ON! THE WRITER TO THE HEBREWS GIVES US A ROAD 
MAP: MAKE LEVEL PATHS SO THE LAMJ CAN WALK & BE HEALED. 
I'VE SAID IT BEFORE & I'LL SAY IT AGAIN. TIDS CONGREGATION IS 
FILLED WITH PEOPLE WHO HA VE COME HERE BRUISED & BA TIERED 
& BROKEN & BORED WITH INSTITUTIONALIZED RELIGION. THEY 
HAVE BEEN RESTORED TO A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH A 
WONDERFUL GOD --- A GOD WHO CALLS THEM & ALL OF US TO 
RECLAIM & RESTORE OTHERS. TBA T IS OUR MISSION -- & WE MUST 
STICK WITH OUR MISSION TO GO & MAKE DISCIPLES - BAPTIZING 
THEM -- & TEACHING THEM TO OBSERVE ALL TBA T JESUS AAS 
COMMANDED. WE ARE HAVING GREATER & GREATER CROWDS. WE 
ARE CALLED UPON TO SPEND MORE & MORE MONEY - TO SHARE 
OUR WONDERFUL BLESSING WITH PEOPLE WE DO NOT EVEN KNOW. 
THAT'S OUR CHALLENGE -- & IF WE DON'T, THEN LIKE ESAU WE 
WILL GIVE A WAY OUR BLESSING AT A VERY CHEAP PRICE. NO! NO! 
NO! WE ARE TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO LIVE IN PEACE WITH ALL 
PEOPLE. WE ARE TO BE HOLY & WALK CLOSELY WITH THE HOLY 
GOD -- TO SEE TO IT TBA T NO ONE MISSES THE GRACE OF GOD. WE 
ARE TO HOLD OUT OUR ARMS & BE INCLUSIVE & MAKE PEACE WITH 
ALL PEOPLE. WE ARE TO BRING PEOPLE IN TO LIVE A HOLY LJFE. 
OTHERWISE, NO ONE WILL EVER GET A GLIMPSE OE GOD! -----







DO YOU REALIZE THAT THE ONLY GOD MANY PEOPLE WILL EVER 
SEE IS THE GOD REFLECTED IN YOU? THESE LITTLE CHILDREN WHO 
ARE GROWING UP IN OUR CHURCH (lOOs OF THEM) THE ONLY GOD 
THEY WILL EVER SEE IS THE GOD REFLECTED IN US. GOD HAS 
CHOSEN TO DWEL IN US, TO SHOW HIMSELF TO OTHERS THROUGH 
US! 0 ..1 AND WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF L 0 V E TO 
CHANGE PEOPLE - NOT THE POWER OF LAW - NOT LAYING DOWN 
RULES BUT GIVING EXAMPLES. AND, YES, THAT MEANS W ALKJNG A 
TIGHTROPE. YOU HAVE TO WALK A TIGHTRO E BETWEEN 
UNCONDITIONALLY ACCEPTING PEOPLE & CHALLENGING THEM TO 
GROW INTO THE IMAGE OF CHRIST. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A 
CHRISTIAN? IT MEANS TO BE ON YOUR WAY TO BECOMING MORE & 
MORE LlKE JESTIS. AND YES, YOU NEVER GET THERE. BUT AS 
LUTHER SAYS, WE ALL NEED AGAIN & AGAIN TO RECUR TO OUR 
BAPTISMS - TO DROWN OUR OLD SINFU NATURE WITH ALL OF S 
SINS & EVIL LUSTS BY DAILY CONTRITION & REPENTANCE SO THAT 
A NEW SELF CAN A.RISE TO IVE BEFORE GOD IN RIGHTEOUSNESS & 
PURIT-Y (JI ER. IT IS THE TIGHTROPE OF sr; mL JUSTICE E 
PECCA T - AT THE SAME TIME BEING SAINT & SINNER. IT IS 
BELIEVING IN THE POWER OF LOVE TO CHANGE PEOPLE -- NOT IN 
THE POWER OF LAW. I AM BOTH CRUCIFIED WITH CHRIST & I AM 
RAISED WITH CHRIST SO THAT I CAN WA N NEWNESS 01" - E. 
AND THAT MEANS THAT IF WE ARE GOING TO PASS ON THE 
BLESSING, WE MUST NEVER GIVE UP OUR GLAD SPIRIT --- THAT NO 
BDTERROOT GR U TO CAUSE TROUBLE-BEING AWARE THAT 


FEW BITIER WEEDS W OISON TIE ENT RE GARDEN. MANY 
VISITORS COMMENT THAT THEY HAVE NEVER SEEN A HAPPIER 
PEOPLE THAN THEY HA VE SEEN HERE AT HOLY CROSS . ... ON THIS 
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND THE QUESTION IS: WHAT WIL~ .:.OPLE 
SAY ABOUT US 100 YEARS FROM NOW? WILL THEY SAY, HERE WAS A 
PEOPLE WHO DID NOT, GIVE UP THEIR MISSION --- TO REACH THE 
DRU SEO, THE BATTERED, THE BROKEN, THE BORED. THEY 
BELIEVED IN BUILDING PATHWAYS THAT WERE LEVEL SO TH• L. l\i 
COUL WALK & BE HEALED. THEY NEVER GA VE UP TRYING TO WIN 
PEOPLE WITH LOVE & INCLUSION. WE DO WELL TO REMEMBER THE 
MONUMENT AT GETTYSBURG WHERE COUNTLESS BODIES FROM THE 
CIVIL WAR WERE LEFT TO DECAY - BURIED IN MASS GRAVES - MANY 
OF WHOM WERE NEVER IDENTIFIED. ON THE MON lJMENT ARE THE 
WORDS: WHO THEY WERE, NONE KNOWS. WHAT THEY WERE, ALL 
KNOW! MY PRAY IS THAT 100 YEARS FROM NOW, THIS IS WHAT 
PEOPLE WILL SAY ABOUT YOU & ME. WHAT A WONDERFUL 
BLESSING GOD HAS GIVEN US. LET'S KEEP THE BLESSING & PASS IT 
ON! 
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The Feast of the Holy Trinity 
Rolling Meadows - 1970 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Numbers 6: 22-27 THE LORD SAID TO MOSES, "SAY TO AARON AND HIS SONS, THUS YOU 
SHALL BLESS THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL: YOU SHAU. SAY TO THEM, THE 


LORD BLESS YOU AND KEE.'P YOUs THE LORD MAKE HIS FACE TO SHINE UPON YOU, AND BE 
GRACIOUS TO YOU: THE LORD LIFT UP HIS COUNTENANCE UPON YOU, ANGE GIVE YOU PEACE. 
SO SHALL THEY PUT MY NAME UPON THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL, AND I WILL BLESS THEM." 


l(}Ul:G(;)is no little, insignificant, cp~t-of=the-T'!av swd. Cour G9'a> is ~o 
~ - - ,,~ (}_%'*'~" -


vague, impersonal, who-lmows-?ihat k~ ~.mu;; G~ is 11.E "'GREA.r GOD; AND A 


GREAT KlliG A.BOVE ALL GODS . 11 ';iB the&~~ q.t beayen and earthl He is o· 
----=-Jl.,-;;..;...,w ~~~~ r-o-m:: ™ ~~ 


(Prea~er;)andl[anctifie])/\ He has revealed Himself in Holy Scripture as 


the@-iune G~- th~-{§.ther, Son, and Holy Spiri9 


This is the Qod who in days of old took up the cause of the poor, despised 
.. ' t=.,. 


nation of GS~ael) In spite of the fact that they were a ~e, weak nation, He 
F _. ·-- • -.. 


told them: " I \VILL BE YOUR GOD, AND YOU SHALL BE MY PEOPLl~ • 11 I£_~ connnanded(Mosi.S: 


j_;o have{Aaror'!';) the first high prie2..t of Israel, stretch forth his hands over the 


P:?ple and say: "THE LORD BUSS YOU AND KEEP YOU; THE ID RD MAKE HIS FACE TO SHINl 


UPON YOU, AND BE GRACIOUS TO YOU; THE IDRD LIFT UP HIS COUNTENANCE U~N YOU, AND 


~ 
GIVE YOU PEACE." An.2, the Lord promised to stand behind that L!e,, s~: " Sl 


SHALL THEY PUT MY NAHE UPON THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL, AND I WILL BLESS THEM." \'fuen -
God Himself~ to bless, n~r€en on ear~ nor the~vils in he~can stop -
that Blessing. The €'0ople of Israel)were blessed indeed. -


Bjl'we - ~have an even greater honor. We live in the days of th{'New Tes:§ - -
i;ien9 under th~~w Covenan-9 We have a High Priest who is far more glorious tru 


the high priests of old. With His OYln blood He bas, once for all, mad~. perfect 


atonPme~t for the_ sina of His people, and bas won for us the blessings of ;JI' 
eternal inheritance . From His heavenly sanctuary He stretches out His nail-


P.ierced Hands day and night over His people - and He blesses us! 


Can zyu understand what this means - to live out your lif'e under the(biess~ -
and €§nedictioi)of God. Go~ is interested in 12u! He is. concerned about you -


about your temperal and eternal well-being. He desires to enter into everything 


you do and to add to it the (@;vine plus) of His. blessing! --
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Are you having trouble raising your G ildreii?) Are you worried about their 


future? ~ place your children u~ the benediction of God . He vd.11 help Y?u 


bring them up, and He will add His blessing to everything you do for them. He 


will help you make yomSinto the beautiful,, joyous, happy haven it was in-- -
tended to be. 


Are you having trouble a~~ ~place your work day by day under the 


blessing of God., and you Will see how the Lord will help you. You will find your 


self doing things you thought were :impossible to accompl ish . 


The Lord will bless your(f"inanc!S'>too. {!r'. o. Halle~in his book, U~ 


His Wings ,, tells the story of a ~o~ wid" who lived after theQfapoleonic wars") 


<!!-opi;;s and na.tion$)had been reduced to poverty. ThisQ oor widOW)had many chil-


~ and when she reached a point where she had no food left in her house, she wa - -conn:>elled to go 
r 


out and beg for help. One day she went to the{§tche~ ~s 


(§@a kind man, and in order to soften his heart she spoke quietly and humbly: 


= 11Vfould you please give me a piece of Meat?11she asked. 11\le have no food in the 


house, and I have many children. OOD WILL BLFSS y0U l" At this a wicked smile 


came across the butcher's face and he said, 11 I tell you what - I wil.J. give you 


as much meat as this "Blessing of God' you are talking about weighs ." Then, With 
1_/e..e. - - -


.c satanic Sllllle on his face, he took the smallest piece of meat he could find and -
put it on the ssales . BUT THE SCALES DID NOT MOVE. The butcher examined them to 


He had see if there was an;rthing wrong, but found they were in perfect order . -promised the widow as much meat as {§:od's blessing}weighed - so he put on another 


p~. B_~U:!:T::THE~=S:!CA~LE§:~REMA~~INED==· =s=TA=T=:P=O=NA=RY:::! B;}". now the smile had Je ft his face. 


He put on more and more until he had stacked up all the meat in his butcher shop. -BUT THE SCALE DID NOT MOVE! 


Think of how different our lives would be, if with an open eye of faith we -
could see hovr much the( LESsING OF @ weigha. Think of what would happen to all 


our {£nxietie} an~ and Ensio~ an~ if we went about our daily tas.k 


with the assurance: The Lord has given me this work to do, and I will do it to-
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gether with Him; and He will bless the labors of my hands as much as He sees is. 


prof i table for me! 


Of course, part of God ' s blessing is that He~EPS"' ~ In other words, H 


wants us for Himself. As the (£Salmi~ says: wr;; VHO KEEPS YOU • • • WILL NEITHER -


SIIThIBLR NOR SLEEP •11 So much does He want you to be His own! " THE LORD IS IOUR 


KEEPER; THE LORD IS YOUR SF.ADE ON YOUR RIGHT HAND . THE SUN SHALL NOT SMI TE YOU 


BY DAY, WOR THE MOOH BY NIGHT. THE WRD TIJ..LL KEEP YOU FROll ALL EVIL; HE '\1ILL 


KEEP YOOR LlFF.. THE LORD HILL KEEP YOUR GOING OUT AND YOUR OOMilW IN FROM THIS 


TIME FORTH AND FOR EVERMORE ." He is a God who will "NEVER LEAVE YOU NOR FORSAKE 


YOU . 11 He is the t§od Shepherd)who even 11LAYS DOl1N HIS LlFE FOR THE SHEEP" - ~ 


goes in search of one lost one somewhere out in the wilderness. He will not l et 


[..O! "UY SHEEP HEAR MY VOICE, AND I KIJOW THEM, AND THEY FOLL01/ lIB; AND I GIVE -UNTO THEJj ETERNAL LIFE; AND NO ONE SHALL PllJ CK THEM a.JT OF MY HAND 111 He KEEPS m 


in Hi& EVERLASTING ARMSl 


Even the 11uUFFERINGS OF THIS PRESENT TIME ARE NOT WORTHY TO BE COMPARED .fITJ 


THE GLORY mUCH SHALL BE REVEALED IN US ! 11 We have a God who has gone with us ~ 


i;t;t.o the depths . \'~ve a{SUi-fering G~- a God who has suffered€!! and 


~t~ He was a "~ OF oORROWS AND A~UAINTED iHTH GRIEF •11 ~s. " CRUCIFIEJ 


DE.AD, AND BURIED •11 •••• So much does He want to " KEEP US ." 


And you can be sure that as you live out your l:if e under His blessing, THE -
LORD 1S FACE VILL SHINE UPON YOU ! Undoubtedly you have visited friends witb(Smal: 


~d.i-erY You saw ~il ' : •i:· v:=:s::n try to become the center of attention. 


'gley would{"ough and ~and.€11 on the fl~- all in order to gain attent~ 


Perhaps you wereEoye$and%turbe"d)by their behavior. But ~an~ 
did not feel that way. They would look at their children with joJ in the:ix heari .=------
And every now and then they would look at each other3 and a(beautiful smil)J woul< --lir:ht up their naces . These were .... heir children - and just one look was enough i 


Ill<!,ke them happy .... ~ YOU ARE GOD 1S CHILD]) He has created you. He has reJee.·11< 


~~ He has made you His o-vm _through the pov1er of the Holy Spirit. He feels fc 
:::::::-; -
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you more than any earthly father or mother can feel. -
- TheCtt'LOlID ' S FACl~ SHINES UPON u@J just because He is---------


11Shining Face" does not come because we are .JO lovable . Th:ink back to the words 


of the confession: uo hll.UGHTY GOD, MERCIFUL FATHER, I , A POOR, MISERABLE SINNER 


CONFESS UNTO THEE ALL MY SINS AND INIQUITIES WITH WHICH I HAVE EVER OFFENDED THE 


AND JUSTLY DESERVED TH'! TEMPORAL AND ETERNAL PUNISHMENT." But, thank God, He is - -(GRAcrouS]) We stand under ·t.he@:erced Handi)that have redeemed us l The more 


hµ,lpless. we know ourselves to be, ~ the more ne cling to Jesus and what He has 


done "or JJ~ - the =nore lovable w~ in the eyes of our Heavenly Father and the 


m~e HIS :::'AgE SHW S UPON US ! The truth is that He actually E:.i;"IFTS UP HIS con~w 
TEN.iJWE' UPON US ! Despite our(S'iii)nd € aywardnesS')- our constant(.failings)-~ 


Voice rings out to say: 11MY GnACE IS SUFFICUNT FOR YOU!" 11 I HAVE WVED YOU WITl -
AN EVERLASTING LOVE111 11 I Hll..''lE CALLED YOU BY YOUR NAME!" "YOU ARE UINE! 11 


And so there comes a§mich cannot be described - a@9 such as the 


the world cannot give - a ~whiith passes all understanding. It is a{PEA.c9 


that is secure under all of the stopns and stresses of life. For we know the 


(iOve of our Heavenly Fathe r;} Who ~es dovm into our lives with His open Hand 


of Blessing . We lmow theQove of Jesus OlrisW His only Son,, Who l ived and died - -
and rose again for our salvation. We know theQ"'~::.o-v_e_o_f_t_h_e.....,H-oly--S-p-ir-~-Who~ 


.1s into God 1 s farJLily, and made us GOO 1 s chj 1 rjren, and keeps us in the true faith 


This is OUR GOD - our{fmeld. and Defende"i=;} theQ°oy of our H3 and our 


~rtion foreve~ Therefore we come to wor~hip and ~ the ~\THER, THE SON, Al-Il -- -THE HOLY SPIRIT . With angels and archangels and w!th all the company of heavEf WE . -
laud and magnify His glorious _Name, evermore praising Him and saying: HOLY, tlOLY, 


HOLY, LORD GOD ALMIGHTY; WHICH WAS, AND rs, A.ND IS TO COllE., .. GLORY BE TO THE 


FATHER, AND TO 'IRE SON, A...ffil TO THE HOLY GHOST; AS IT WAS m THE BEGilmING, IS N01 


AND T.'VER SHALL BE, WORLD WITHOUT END. Amen. 








ST. JOHN 3: 1-17 GIFT OF DELIGHT 
NICODEMUS HAD HEARD ENOUGH ABOUT JESUS TO THINK HE 
OUGHT TO PAY HIM A VISIT & FIND OUT SOME MORE ABOUT HIM. 
NICODEMUS HAD A GREAT THEOLOGICAL REPUTATION AS A 
MEMBER OF THE SANHEDRIN - THE 70 HIGH OFFICIALS OF THE 
JEWISH RELIGION. TO A VOID ANY RIDICULE HE CAME TO SEE 
JESUS BY NIGHT & JESUS TOLD HIM STRAIGHT OUT THAT UNLESS 
YOU GET BORN AGAIN, YOU MIGHT AS WELL GIVE UP. SO WBA T 
HAPPENS IN BIRTH? BIRTH IS THE BEGINNING OF SOMETHING 
RADICALLY DIFFERENT! THE BEST MONTHS OF YOUR LIFE WERE 
IN THE WOMB. AND BIRTH BRINGS ABOUT AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT 
OF PAIN FOR THE MOTHER. YOUR MOTHER RISKED HER LIFE IN 
ORDER THAT YOU MIGHT BE BORN. THE DEATH OF THE FETUS IS 
LIFE FOR THE ONE WHO IS BORN. HERE JESUS IS TALKING ABOUT 
THE GREAT COST OF BECOMING A CHILD OF GOD! .. .. YOU & I 
MUST REALIZE HOW IMPORTANT WE ARE I HOW PRECIOUS WE ARE 
I HOW MUCH IT COST GOD TO HAVE US AS BIS CHILDREN. ONE OF 
THE 1 sT QUESTIONS WE ASK WHEN WE COME OUT OF THE WOMB I A 
PRE-RATIONAL QUESTION I IS: ARE MY PARENTS GLAD OR SAD 
THAT l AM HERE? EVERY CHILD BEGINS TO CATCH THE ANSWER 
WITH THE NON-VERBALS. AM I A TREASURE OR AM I A TROUBLE? 
HOW AM I BEING RECEIVED? FOR 9 MONTHS I' VE BEEN IN A WARM 
SECURE WOMB - NOW MOM'S WATER BROKE & I AM THRUST OUT 
& THAT'S WHAT DRIVES YOU & ME ALL OUR LIVES! HOW AM t 
ACCEPTEll? .... WHEN JESUS WAS BAPTIZED & CAME OUT OF THE 
WATER, WHAT HAPPENS? HE HEARS THIS VOICE FROM HEAVEN: 
THIS IS MY BELOVED SON IN WHOM I AM WELL PLEASE I IN WHOM! 
TAKE GREAT DELIGHT! JESUS BAD A GREATER SENSE OF SELF 
THAN ANY .ff~ BEING H8• EVER LIVED. AND IT ALL STARTED 
WITH HIS IIA'fiN~ THE GLADNESS OF GOD, HIS FATHER. 
WE ALL HA VE A CHILD INSIDE OF US I WE ALL NEED TO BE 
TREASURED - NOT BECAUSE WE ARE BEAUTIFUL I NOT BECAUSE WE 
ARE HANDSOME I NOT BECAUSE WE ARE CHIPS OFF THE OLD 
BLOCK. WE ARE TREASURED I WE ARE PEOPLE OF GREAT 
WORTH BECAUSE WE HAVE BEEN BORN FROM ABOVE . .... DID 


YOU NOTICE THE TITLE FOR TODA Y'S SERMON, GIFT _ Q.f
DELIGHT - NOW MAKE AN ACRONYM OUT OF IT - GIFT o/eJD 
SPELLS G-0-D. MARTIN LUTHER KEEPS URGING US TO RECUR 
EVERY DAY TO OUR BAPTISM I TO KEEP '.REMINDING OURSELVES 
TBA T WE ARE GIFTS OF DELIGHT - BURIED WITH XP, RAISED WITH 
XP. T~~T YOU CAN'T GIVE WHAT YOU DON' T 
HA VE. HOW MANY OF US HA VE NEVER FELT A SENSE OF SELF
WORTH - LIKE CHARLIE BROWN WHO SAID, WHEN I WALKED OUT 
ON THE STAGE OF LIFE, EVERYBODY TOOK ONll' T onv ~ T l\.n;, 0 -







THEY ALL SAID TOGETHER, ''NOT RIGHT FOR THE PART." THAT'S 
CHARLIE BROWN & THAT'S YOU & ME. THAT'S WHY WITH 
NICODEMUS WE NEED TO BE BORN FROM ABOVE & THEN WE NEED 
TO GIVE WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED AS WITNESSES TO GOD'S 
CREATIVE POWER IN OUR OWN LIVES • ..... JESUS WAS TELLING IT 
TO NICODEMUS LIKE IT IS. I'M TELLING YOU THERE ARE PEOPLE 
ON MEDICARE WALKING AROUND WITH LOVE-LIGHT IN THEIR 
EYES. I'M TELLING YOU THERE ARE EX-CONS & DRU 
ADDICTS WHO ARE TEACHING SUNDAY SCHOOL I'M TELLING 
YOU THERE ARE UNDERTAKERS SCARED SILLY THAT THEY WILL 
BE PUT OUT OF BUSINESS. I'M TELLING YOU TBA T GOD HAS SUCH A 
GIFT OF D'ELIGHT IN STORE FOR THIS LOUSEU:UP PLANEt 
THAT HE SENT ME DOWN HERE SO THAT GUYS LIKE YOU COULD BE 
BORN ANEW BY WATER & THE SPIRIT & BECOME CHILDREN OF 
GOD & BE ABLE TO CRY OUT, "ABBA! FATHER!" - YES, TO THE 
THRICE HOLY ONE I THE MAJESTIC CREATOR OF HEAVEN 
& EARTH -- I BA VE COME SO THAT YOU CAN CALL HIM DADDY. 
NOW LISTEN HERE, NICODEMUS, GOD, MY FATHER, HAS SO LOVED 
THE WORLD T!fA.'.f HE GA VE HIS ONLY & DEAR SON TBA T WHOEVER 
BELIEVES IN Ifii(t" SHOULD NOT PERISH BUT HA VE ETERNAL LIFE .•..• 
JUST AS MOSES LIFTED UP THE SERPENT IN THE WILDERNESS, SO 
MUST THE SON OF MAN BE LIFTED UP. NICODEMUS, YOU WERE NOT 
BORN TO LIVE IN MEDIOCRITY. YOU CAN BE REBORN TO TURN 
YOUR GREAT GIFTS INTO A WONDERFUL DESTINY FOR UNTOLD 
GENERATIONS TO COME .•.. .. I'M SURE NICODEMUS FELT THE 
QUICKENING OF ms OWN BREAT~G & A POUNDING IN 
ms HEARff. HE HADN'T FELT LIKE THAT SINCE ms FIRST PAIR 
OF LONG PANTS I ms FIRST KISS I ms FIRST CAR. .. .. LATER ON, 
WHEN JESUS WAS CRUCIFIED & DIED, NICODEMUS HELPED JOSEPH 
OF ARIMATHEA BURY H™ IN A TOMB IN BROAD DAYLIGHT ..... 
THEN, WHEN HE HEARD THAT SOME OF JESUS' DISCIPLES HAD SEEN 
JESUS ALIVE, HE WEPT LIKE A NEWBORN BABY I HE WAS TAKING 
SUCH GREAT DELIGHT IN THE REALIZATION THAT GOD DID 
NOT SEND ms SON INTO IJIE WORLD TO CONDEMN THE WORLD, 
BUT TBA T T T WORLD MY BE SAVED THROUGH HIM - SA VEDffHIS 
CLOD OF CLAY CALLED CARL & EVERY OTHER HUMAN BEING ON 
THE FACE OF THE EARTH. 


, 








John 16:12-15: THE GOD YOU DON'T BELIEVE IN 
GEORGE BUTTRICK, FORMER CHAPLAIN AT HARVARD. TELLS HOW 
STUDENTS WOULD FLOCK INTO ms OFFICE, PLOP THEMSELVES 
DOWN ON A CHAIR & SAY, I DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD! BUTTRICK 
WOULD GIVE THEM A DISARMING LOOK & SAY, WELL, TELL ME 
ABOUT THE KIND OF GOD YOU DON'T BELIEVE IN. I PROBABLY 
DON'T BELIEVE IN THAT GOD EITHER. AND THEN HE WOULD START 
TALKING ABOUT JESUS -- THE CORRECTIVE TO ALL THOSE CRAZY 
NOTIONS PEOPLE HA VE ABOUT GOD..... AS I WAS TRYING TO 
PREPARE TO PREACH A SERMON ON TIDS TRINITY SUNDAY, I KEPT 
STRUGGLING WITH THE QUESTION, HOW AM I GOING TO MAKE 
RELEVANT THIS DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY TRINITY - GOD IN THREE 
PERSONS - FATHER, SON & HOLY SPIRIT? HOW AM I GOING 
EXPLAIN THIS GOD? I DON'T LIKE DOCTRINAL PREACHING - TRYING 
TO DEFINE GOD A IMM ORT AL, INVISIBLE, INFINITE. THEN I 
REMEMBEREJ> THAT THE LUTHERAN CONFESSIONS SPEAK OF 
DOCTRINE IN THE SINGULAR. WE DO NOT HA VE MANY DOGMAS OR 
DOCTRINES I WE HAVE ONLY ONE: THE MESSAGE OF THE GRACE 
OF GOD IN JESUS CHRIST! THE APOSTLE PAUL BOLDLY CALLED 
JESUS THE IMAGE OF THE INVISIBLE GOD! JESUS WAS GOD'S EXACT 
REPLICA: GOD WAS PLEASED TO HA VE ALL ms FULLNESS DWELL IN 
HIM! JESUS PRESENTS TO US A GOD WITH SKIN ON HIM! WE CAN 
TAKE HIM OR LEA VE HIM I LOVE HIM OR IGNORE HIM. IN THIS 
GOSPEL LESSON, ST. JOHN UNDERSTAND THE TRINITY IN A VERY 
FUNCTIONAL SENSE. HE IS NOT INTEREST IN WHETHER THE 
FATHER THE SON, AND THE HOLY SPIRIT ARE THE SAME 
SUBSTANCE, BUT TBA T EACH GLORIFIES THE OTHER I AND THE IF 
YOU BELIEVE IN ONE, YOU BELIEVE IN ALL THREE I IF YOU 
WORSHIP ONE, YOU WORSHIP ALL THREE. MARTIN LUTHER 
ENCOURAGED IDS STUDENTS TO FLEE FROM THE HIDDEN GOD I 
THE GOD YOU CANNOT KNOW OR UNDERSTAND I AND RUN TO 
CHRIST! THE BOTTOM LINE IS JUST THIS: GOD THE FATHER LOVES 
ME so MUCH TBA T BE GIVES & SACRIFICES ms ONE & ONLY SON TO 
REDEEM ME A LOST & CONDEMNED CREATURE! . .....• GOD THE SON, 
JESUS CHRIST, LOVES ME SO MUCH THAT HE TOOK UPON HJMSELF 
MY FLESH & BLOOD AND BECAME OBEDIENT UNTO DEA TH, EVEN 
DEATH ON A CROSS. BE PURCHASED & WON ME, NOT WITH Gel> OR 
SILVER, BUT WITH ms HOLY & PRECIOUS BLOOD & HIS INNOCENT 
SUFFERING & DEATH ..•.. ..•. GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT LOVES ME SO 
MUCH THAT THROUGH THE SACRAMENT OF HOLY BAPTISM & THE 
HEARING THE GOOD NEWS THAT SURROUNDS JESUS' SUFFERING, 
DEATH & RESURRECTION & THE COMFORTING PRONOUNCEMENT OF 
ABSOLUTION: BE OF GOOD CHEER. VOTTR ~TN~ ADli' li'DDf"I'l.lii'1'.Tt 







THE HOLY SPIRIT BREATHES INTO MY NOSTRILS IBE REATH OF 
LIFE & I BECOME PART & PARCEL WITH CHRIST HIMSELF --- BURIED 
WITH CHRIST BY BAPTISl'\II INTO DEA TH I RAISED Wim HIM TO 
NEWNESS OF LIFE I IF ANYONE IS IN XP, HE IS A NEW CREATION! 
THE OLD BAS PASSED A WAY! THE NEW HAS COME . .... AND THAT IS 
THE WHOLE POINT OF THE FEAST OF THE HOLY TRINlTY! GOD 
CARES ABOUT THIS LOST A CHAOTIC WORLD! HE JS PUTTING HIS 
MONEY WHERE ms MOUTH IS I LIKE A FATHER SAYING TO ms SICK 
CHILD, I'D DO ANYTHING TO MAKE YOU WEL~! AND HERE I AT 
CAL VARY I GOD CALLS HIS OWN BLUFF & DOES IT! . . ... JESUS 
INTRODUCES PROFOUND CHANGES IN HOW WE ARE TO VIEW GOD. 
HE BROUGHT US THE MESSAGE THAT GOD CARES FOR THE GRASS I 
FEEDS THE SPARROWS I NUMBERS THE VERY HAIRS ON OUR HEAD. 
JESUS CALLS US TO SHOCKING INTIMACY WITH GOD THE FATHER 
ALMIGHTY, MAKER OF BEA VEN & EARTH. WE CAN NOW CALL TBA T 
ALMIGHTY GOD ABBA I DADA I THE FIRST WORD A CHILD SPEAKS. 
BEFORE JESUS, NO ONE WOULD HA VE EVER DARED TO CALL THE 
SOVEREIGN LORD OF THE UNIVERSE, FATHER. . .... JESUS REVEALS A 
GOD WHO COMES IN SEARCH OF US I A HOUND OF BEA VEN I WHO 
MAKES ROOM FOR us EVEN IF IT COSTS HIM ms LIFE. JESUS 
REVEALS TO US A GOD OF LOVE! -- A GOD WHO IS VULNERABLE: 
THIS JS HOW GOD SHOWED HIS LOVE •OR US, :N TBA T WHILE WE 
WERE STILL SINNERS, CHRIST DIED FOR US!..... WHENEVER YOU 
FEEL YOURSELF FEELING LOW I DOWN IN THE DUMPS I 
DISAPPOINTED - - WHENEVER YOU FIND YOURSELF QUESTIONING 
YOUR FAITH I BURDENED DOWN WITH PAIN, DOUBTS, AND 
UNANSWERED PRAYER --- A MAN GET DRUNK I A WOMAN HAS A 
AFFAIR I A CHILD TORTURES AN ANIMAL I A NATION GOES TO WAR -
--JESUS TAKES THAT ALL ON HIMSELF I THE ABUSE I THE PAIN I 
THE CRUDE SPIKE DRIVEN INTO HIS HANDS I HE TAKES ALL OF OUR 
SINS INTO HIMSELF I WITH BIS STRIPES WE ARE HEALED . .... THE 
SNAKE OF GENESIS HAS STRUCK AT THE HEAL OF GOD I THE 
DRAGON OF REVELATION HAS DEVOURED THE CHILD AT LAST I 
GOD'S SON ENDS UP DANGLING FROM A TREE LIKE A SCARECROW! 
AND JESUS' DEATH BRIDGES THE GAP BETWEEN A PERFECT GOD •• AND A FATALLY FLAWED HUMANITY. JURGEN MOLTMANN, THE 
GERMAN THEOLOGIAN, EXPRESSES IN A SINGLE SENTENCE THE 
GREAT SPAN BETWEEN GOOD FRIDAY AND EASTER SUNDAY: GOD 
WEEPS WITH US SO TBA T WE MAY SOMEDAY LAUGH WITH HIM? SO 
NOW THE QUESTION I HA VE TO ASK YOU IS, IS THERE ANYONE HERE 
WHO STILL WANT TO SAY, I DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD!? 





